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Record Everything Your
Employees Do On The Internet
(When your employees are playing on the Internet, they are NOT working}
Internet Abuse is Costing Your Business
Whether shopping, reading news, sports or gossip sites,
gambling or visiting adult-themed web sites, when your
employeesare playing, they are NOT working.
Consider this: Employees waste MORE THAN 1 HOUR a day using
office computers to play on the Internet. That translates to more
than $5,000 lost per year for each employee with Internet access.
How do you catch guilty employees who have perfected the art of
stealing your company's valuable time?

Spector CNE Investigator to the Rescue
Monitor any employee anywhere on your network with Spector
CNE Investigator. Now, every word they type, every click they
make, every email, chat, instant message, every site they visit
- all are recorded and saved into a tamper-proof location, for
your review.
Unlike other overpriced filtering and blocking solutions, Spector
CNE Investigator shows you everything they do, step by step, in
exact visual detail. You have absolute proof that goes way
beyond just knowing they visited a bad web site, because you see
everything they did before, during and after that visit.

Imagine a video camera pointed directly at their desktop or
laptop, filming away. That is what you get with the easiest, most
powerful investigation software available today.

The Leader in Monitoring and
Investigation Software
More than 50,000 businesses are actively using SpectorSoft
solutions to crack down on Internet abuse by their employees,
and saving thousands of dollars amonth in lost productivity.

Spector CNE Investigator
PC and Internet Monitoring Software

Get Started Today!
To learn more visit SpectorCNE.com
or call us toll-free at (888) 598-2788

Isn't it time you put an end to the Internet
abuse that is harming your business?

"25 Products
We Can't Live Without"
March 2008

Is This Your
Password System?

Ours is Better!

Amazingly fast and easy to use, RoboForm
automatically:
~
../ Remembers your usernames and passwords.

-----

../ Logs you into all your favorite websites .
../ Reduces your many passwords to just one .
../ Increases security and helps protect your identity.
../ Fills long forms and so much more!
We've been saving you time and making your
life easier since 1999. More than 26 million
downloads, and over 100 five star ratings
later we are by far the World's #1 Rated
Password Manager.

RoboForm has earned prestigious recognition
including PC Magazine Editors' Choice, CNET's
Best Software of the Year, and PC World's
"25 Products We Can't Live Without."

EVER MIS
SOMTHING
IMPORTNT?

CAPTURE EVERYTH I NG YOU HEAR AND WRITE.
PLAY IT BACK .WHENEVER YOU WANT.
STORE, SEARCH AND SHARE IT.

SMARTP

E
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NEVER MISS A WORD™
Get a 1 GB or 2 GB smartpen at pulse.livescribe.com

i~:~~ livescribe.

Norton Internet Security'" 2008 also boots faster than ever whil e using 83% less memory~
Our SONAR technology can protect you against emergin g spyware and viruses even
before traditional detection signatures are ava il ab le. And our integrated Norton'"
Browser Protection defends your computer from attacks while you surf the Internet.
Get the facts about who's really fast at norton .com/performance
Sept. 7, 2007
Norton Internet
Security 2008

Same great protection. Re-engineered for speed.
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give style to the word substance
The Samsung 53-Series is loaded with an outstanding 8000: 1 dynamic
contrast ratio, coupled with afast 2ms (G to G) response time. But looks
count too, so we wrapped all that technology up in an immaculate
SyncMaster 53 -Series

glossy finish and a minimalist bezel design to complement any home or

2253BW!LW. 2053BW & 9538W

office. It's all the style that substance could ever ask for. And vice-versa.
For more information from the #1 selling monitor brand in the
world ; call 1-800-SAMSUNG or visit www.samsung.com/monitor
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8000:1 Dynamic Contrast Ratio

Exclusive Magic Technologies

2ms GTG Response 7ime

DVI wit/1 HDCP

I'm Telling You This for the Last Time...
FOR NEARLY 14 years, I've had the
privilege and pleasure of serving as a
PC World editor. But all good things
must come to an end . By the time you
read these words, I'll have stepped
down as editor in chief to try my hand
at launching my own Web site.
There are countless things I'll miss
about this wonderful gig, and one of
them is writing this. column. Never
again will I have the first editorial page
in the world's largest computing maga
zine as my personal soapbox. So while
I still have the chance, I want to get a
few things off my chest. They may seem
kind of random. (They are!) But I didn't
want to take off from these parts with
out putting them on the record.
My fastest troubleshooting tip: When
ever Windows or another application
hurls an error message at me-no mat
ter how alarming and/or cryptic it may
be-I don' t panic. I simply type that
exact message into Google. And with
uncanny precision, the search engine
almost invariably leads me to one or
more pages that spell out for me exact
ly what's wrong and how to fix it.
The biggest limiting factor for high-quality
Images and audio: Oftentimes, it's not
the technology-it's your own eyes and
ears. And that's okay. For example, if
you can' t distinguish 720p video from
higher-definition 1080p stuff, that's a
compelling argument for saving a little

in which I share some major news and a few lessons I've
learned- sometimes pa inful ly- about the world of technology.

L

money by buying a cheaper HDlV set.
The most essential advice for hard-drive
buyer~: Don't stress out over which
internal drive to buy-they're all pretty
reliable these days. (Yes, I know we still
review and rate them.) Just find one
that has a high capacity and a decent
warranty at a reasonable price, and
you'll be in good shape.
The one customer service policy Ilove
most: When I started buying computer
stuff, returning products that turned
out to be lousy and getting a full refund
was easy. Today, most sellers charge
restocking fees that can make a bad
buying decision costly. But a few mer
chants don't impose 'em, and i give
those sellers my business whenever
possible . (Bless you, Costco.)
The trouble with utilities: Plenty of
times, using the right utility has saved
my bacon-and nearly as many times ,
software tools have made problems
worse or introduced new headaches .
The end result: I'm fussy about the util
ities i allow onto my computers.
The "rlghttlme" to buy a PC: Relatives ,
friends, and complete strangers fre
quently ask me how they should time
the purchase of a new computer. I
always tell them it's not about waiting
for a particular month or season. The

PICK OF THE MONTH

FOR YEARS, MY advice on buying a point-and
shoot digital camera has included this: "Con
sider buying the best Canon Digital Elph you
can afford." My recommendation holds for Can
on 's PowerShot 501100 IS. Excellent image
quality, a stylish metal case, and pocketable
size help this

right time to buy is when the PC that
you 're currently using starts hampering
your productivity because it's too slow,
unreliable, or lacking in the latest con
veniences . No sooner, no later.
The secret to good digital photos: Certain
people seem to believe that I'm a
skilled photographer. Don't tell any
one, but I barely know how to set
white balance. It's just that I take hun
dreds and hundreds of photos without
worrying much about settings-and
then i throw out 98 percent of my
shots and share only the great ones .
The smartest way to subsidize a gadget
habit: When you get tired of a digital
camera, laptop , or other gizmo, box it
back up and sell it on eBay-and use
the proceeds to subsidize the item you
decide to replace it with. I'm routinely
stunned at how much money people
are willing to pay for lightly used gear
that comes in the original packaging.
The truth about being a tech expert: I like
to think I know what I'm doing, but I
try to remind myself that I still have
gaping holes my knowledge-and that
it's worthwhile trying to fill them. Ear
lier this week, for instance, I learned a
three-click cell-selecting maneuver in
Excel that's, oh, around 50 times faster
than the technique I've been using to
accomplish the same results.
And so I sign off from Tecltlog for the
last time. PC World, in both its print
and online forms, remains in the excel
lent hands of my editorial colleagues
and I'll remain part of the extended
family as a contributing editor. Want to
reach me from here on out? Drop me a
line at hm@lharrymccracken.com . •

5220 Elph continue its predeces

sors' smart, well-balanced approach. Check

When Horry McCracken joined PC World in

out Danny Patmerlee's review on page 62.

1994, it didn't even hove o Web site.
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PCWForum
Whether Vista is 'inevi
table' on your worksta
tion, as one analyst
says (find.pcworld .
com/60831), and
whether Windows really
needs many third -party features (find.
pcworld.com/60832) are hot topics on our
site. Add your two cents by going to these
articles and clicking on 'Comment'.
_/
Vista 'Inevitable' at Work,
Analyst Says
I think Microsoft should be slapped
with a class-action lawsuit. The fact that
it is forcing every user, corporate or
personal, to switch to Vista and spend
a lot of time and money doing so is
insane when there is nothing wrong
with XP or XP Pro. Microsoft finally
got it right, and now here we go agai n.
Bubba,ji"0111 the PC Worldfa111111s
Microsoft has every right to cease sup
porting a product. It is a corporation de
dicated to making money. If you don't
like its new products, don 't buy them.
If it stops supporting the product you
are using, which it is entitled to do,
just switch to something else.
Blackcross,ji"0111 the PC Worldfar11111s
My employer, a multinational company
(which has 50 ,000 people in the United
States alone), updated our networked
workstations to XP SP2 (from SPl}
about a year ago because of incompati
bilities with some of our older proprie
tary software. Much of our proprietary
software, and expensive hardware,
won 't run under Vista. If Microsoft and
some analysts think it's feasible for a
comp;my such as this to lay out many

millions of dollars for software and
hardware upgrades to run Vista, then
they are sadly mistaken.
Mcbarku;.from the PC Worldfarn111s

18 Features Windows Should
Have (But Doesn't)
Just because a feature is available in
Apple's OS X doesn't mean it should
be in Windows-unless yo u really think
uninspired , unusable, mindless form
over function is the way to go.
]011ar/l(mKay,ji-o1111hc PC Worldfa rums
The point the article is actually making
is that Windows lacks functionality out
of the box. Whether motivated users
can find free ways to make up for Win
dows' shortcomings is another story.
Yoshil 22,.from the PC Worldfa rums

The Web's Best Free Stuff
I am glad (no, delighted) I read your
May cover story. For over a year I have
been having trouble with Adobe Read
er, removing and reinstalling versions
6, 7, and 8 with no success. I went on
line for help, but nothing worked. Then
I saw yo ur item on Foxit Reader for
Windows. I immediately downloaded
Foxit-t111d it worked! Many thanks!
Sidney]. Rubin, Forest Hills, New York

Hacking Elections
I am disappointed in your headline
"U.S. Presidential Election Can Be
Hacked" [find.pcworld.com/60833), as
it serves only to alarm your readers
without any basis in fact. It is well
understood that voting systems are not
connected to public servers or to the
Internet, which eliminates a substantial
portion of the potential threats to our
voting systems.
ll1e Election Technology Council, the
national trade association of voting sys
tem providers, supports efforts for
independent reviews; however, the
principles of intellectual property must
be incorporated. Until there is wide-

Please inform your readers that
if they rea lly want t o do t hings
faster (as your story 'How to Do
Everyth ing Faster,' June, sug
gests), they better not use t he
Vista OS. Stick to Windows XP Pro
or a recent Linux distribution.

Richard Givis,
Broken Arrow, Oklahoma
spread recognition that voting systems,
either electronic or paper-based, do not
operate in an isolated environment and
that the integrity of an election comes
down to the people, processes, and
technology, there will continue to be
divisions in how best to move forward
with voting technology.
Da{lid Beimc, Executi{lc Dirccto1;
Election Tcch11ology Council, Ho11sto11

Is HDTV Compression
Damaging Picture Quality?
Although your article [find .pcworld.com/
60837] focuses on cable service, I have
Dish Network and am very disappoint
ed with its HD compress ion. An over
the-air signal via bunny ears is far supe
rior to any channel that Dish offers.
Noahjwhirc,ji"0111 the PC Worldfa rums »
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Compatible. Reliable. And the best: It's free.
SoftMaker Office:
~ Reads and writes your Word
and Excel files seamlessly.
~ Does exactly what you want.
~ Blazingly fast. Slow is out.
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TextMaker
Microsoft Word-compatible
word processor

Free download for Windows and Linux:

www.softmakeroffice.com
..

.

Some highlights:

-

Track changes • Bullets and numbered lists
that really work • Translation dictionary •
Built-in address database • Outliner • Runs
off USB flash drives • Comments • Fully
Excel-compatible cha rti ng • AutoShapes
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PlanMaker
Microsoft Excel-compatible
spreadsheet
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PCWForum
Part of the problem is that in the Unit
ed States , we average only 1.9 megabits
per second to 8 mbps for broadband
downloads. Some averages elsewhere:
Japan, 93 mbps ; France, 44 mbps; Korea,
43 mbps; and Sweden, 14 mbps.
These countries all have a better
broadband infrastructure than we do.
As consumers we need to demand high
er quality. We also need to push for
broadband technology that offers the
"pipes" for delivering HD content.
Otherwise, we might as well get used
to the snow and the white noise.
cnLircl O,from rhc PC Worldfan1111s •

(Hello. I can surround you
with your equipment. And still
give you breathing room.)

PC World welcomes your feedback. We re
serve the right to edit for length and clarity.
Share your thoughts in the Comments area
under each story on our Web site, or visit our
Forums (find.pcworld.com/551 65). Send e
mail to letters@pcworld.com.

The keyboard shelf easily raises.
lowers and tilts so wu can work
in comfort. sitting or standing.

Are you on fr iend ly terms with

list of accessories, customize your

your current workstation? If not,

Console to your heart's content.

maybe it's time for a change.
Contact our knowledgeable folks at
800.325.3841 or through our chat

our best-selling workstations for

feature located on
anthro.com/pcw

a reason: its curved shape keeps
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Our Fit System Console is one of

everything within easy reach . Load

- we'd love to

up all the shelves with your heaviest

say "Hello"

ANTI-RO

.,

equipment, and then, with our long

to you, too.

Technology Furniture•

Get the best value when you
World's #1 Web Host!

choose the
.info
Domain only

$0.99

Best Value:
Compare 'for yourself.

first year! *
Included Domains
(.com, .net, .org, .info or .biz)
Web Space

$1.99/year

$7.95/year

150 GB

12 GB

Month ly Transfer Volume

1,500 GB

250 GB

E-mail Accounts

500 POP3

250 POP3

500 MB

75 MB

Mailbox Size
Website Builder

,/

Access to Open Source
Application Library

,/

Starter Software Suite
Search Engine Submission
90-Day Money Back Guarantee

Support

2417 Phone,
E-mail

2417 Tol l-free Phone,
E-mail

s139s

"Over the past 3 years, I've had 1&1 as a hosting solution for all my needs. Not only have
they been extremely reliable, but fast also. And when considering value, 1&1 offers the
best solution for the lowest price hands down . You just can't beat it!"
Nick Jagodzinski,·www.blindroutine.com
0 2008 I & I Internet. Inc All rights reserved.

Visit 1and l .com for details. Prices based on comparable Linux web hosting package prices, effective 412412 008.
• Price valid for first year of .info domain regis tration . After the firs t year, regular prices will apply.
• • Offer valid for Home Package only. 12 month minimum contract term required . Home Pack.age special expires

613012008. Product and program spe<ificalions, availabiliiy, and pr ici ng subject to change without notice.
All other trad emarks are the property of the ir r ~pect ive own ers.

orwar
Elude Your ISP's BitTorrent Blockade
BY TOM SPRING
I'M A FAN oflive music and
a patron of online communi
ties such as eTree.org, where
music fans swap copyright
free music. So I was stung
when I tried to download a
live recording of a Dave Mat
thews concert only to dis
cover that my BitTorrent cli
ent was dead in the water.
My system and Net con
nection checked out fine, so
paranoia immediately set in:
Was my Internet service pro
vider, RCN, blocking BitTor
rent? I called RCN, and the
tech I spoke to told me that
the ISP had added BitTorrent
to its lis t of prohibited pro
grams because many people
use the software to down
load copyrighted material.
The concert I tried to down
load was copyright-free, but
that didn't sway him.
Later I called RCN 's press
department as a reporter,
and the story changed. The
ISP's spokesperson told me
that the customer support
representative I had talked
to earlier had misspoken.
RCN has never intentionally
blocked peer-to-peer traffic,
the spokesperson said, and
it supports the principles
behind Net neutrality. With
in 24 hours, my bandwidth-

More and more I nternet service providers are
block ing t raffic t o t he peer-to-p eer fi le -sharing
service. Find out wheth er- you've been ta rgeted,
and learn how t o get around th e rest rictions.

l

related problems with Bit
Torrent simply vanished.
Of course, most customers
can't call their ISP and (hon
estly) identify themselves as
professional journalists. But
tips and tools are available
to assist you in determining
whether you're facing a Bit
Torrent blockade and, if so,
to work your way around it.
Some ISPs have acknowl
edged imposing limitations
on peer-to-peer traffic. Com
cast admits to interrupting
access to file-sharing pro
grams such as BitTorrent.
Time Warner Cable spokes-

person Alex Dudley says that
his company limits band
width to applications such
as peer-to-peer software.

Torrent to a Tri ckle
If you suspect your ISP of
blocking your BitTorrent
traffic, call and ask. But be
aware that you may not re
ceive a straight answer.
A Road Runner customer
and BitTorrent user in Bar
Harbor, Maine (who re
quested that his name not
be used for fear that his ISP
would treat him unfairly),
called Road Runner's tech

support when his BitTorrent
download speeds dropped
to just 8 kilobits per second.
When he asked what was go
ing on, a support rep repri
manded him for using Bit
Torrent and accused him of
downloading copyright
protected music. At the
same time, the tech said he
couldn' t comment on band
width management issues.
"I pay a monthly fee for
Internet access. I shouldn't
be limited to watching You
Tube videos, browsing the
Web, and checking e-mail,"
the Road Runner customer
says, noting that he wasn 't
attempting to download
copyright-protected content.
(Road Runner's parent com
pany, Time Warner Cable,

PC World's Downloads Library has Lots of resources to help you use
BitTorrent better-and with Less interference from your ISP. Take a
Look at the collection of programs at find.pcworld .com/ 60800.
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says that it does not block
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p eer-to-peer traffic to Bit
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Torrent, but that it manages
its network in ways that keep
BitTorrent traffic in check.)
If your IS P's support reps
won 't tell you what's hap
pening, look at the compa
ny's terms-of-service agree
ment (most are available
online). Here, again, you may
find the answer unsatisfacto
ry. Some ISPs couch their
bandwidth-management
practices in vague policy
statements that are difficult
to decipher. Others, such as
DSL Extreme and Verizon,
are unambiguous: They don 't
mess with BitTorrent traffic.
If your ISP won't come
clean about its BitTorrent
bandwidth policy, you can
try any of several ways to
test whether your BitTorrent
traffic is being throttled.
One method is to assess
your connection speed. Bit
Torrent download speeds
for popular files with many
sources should be roughly
the same as yo ur bandwidth
speeds in benchmark tests.
Glasnost {find .pcworld.com/
60797), a Web-based tool,
checks whether your ISP is
meddling with your BitTor
rent traffic, according to the
utility 's authors, the Max
Planck Institute for Software
Systems . The tool requires
no download and performs
the test in 4 to 7 minutes.
For die-hard techies who
are willing to tinker, the
Electronic Frontier Founda
tion developed Pcapdiff {find .
pcwo rl d.com/60798) to deter
mine whether an ISP is dis
rupting BitTorrent traffic.
Last, the makers of the Bit
Torrent client Vuze have cre
ated a plug-in for their peer-

turbct <I~ d:Jts per U.1t!ifl':

0 Usc ~t.doad ~f~speed < 90'Mo.
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IF YOUR ISP can't find your file-sharing traffic, it can't block the data
transmissions. Try turning on encryption in your BitTorrent client.

to-peer file swapping client.
Downloading and running it
on your PC won 't tell you
whether your ISP is med
dling with your BitTorrent
traffic-but it will help Vuze,

beginner mode to the ad
vanced mode. Go to the
Tools drop-down menu, open
the Configuration Wizard,
and select advanced. Next re
turn to the Tools drop-down

menu and select Options•
Connection•Tra11spon E11c9p
rio11. Check Require encrypted
transpon, go to the Minimum
c11cryprio11 drop-down menu,
and select RC4 C11Cl)ptio11.
A second method of evad
ing an ISP' s throttling prac
tices is to change the way
the BitTorrent protocol be
haves. This method may
work against ISPs that try to
throttle speeds based on a
standard set of BitTorrent
configurations.
Troubleshooting your Bit
Torrent client's protocol set
tings can be tricky. To re
configure your software,
refer to the instructions »

which uses the data to lobby
the FCC to prohibit artificial
limitations on BitTorrent.

Evasion of the Bit
Snatchers
If you find or suspect that
your ISP is slowing your Bit
Torrent traffic, you can take
several countermeasures,
none of them a sure bet.
First, try using encryption
to cloak your peer-to-peer
traffic. Clients such as Bit
Comet, BitTorrent, uTor
rent , and Vuze support in
client encryption. Turning
this feature on makes it
much harder, though not im
possible, for your ISP to
detect that you ' re using
peer-to-peer software.
Here's how to proceed.
BitComet: In the Options
menu, choose Prifi:rcnccs•
Adva11ccd•Connecrfo11, and
select PrOlocol cncryprion.
BitTorrentand uTorrent: In
Prifi:n:nccs, select the Bir
Torrcm tab. Choose Protocol
cnc1yprion and select Enabled.
Vuze: First change your
user profile from the default
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OFF: Has Microsoft ever given up on
. ....
anything so fast? It took those guys
four years to pull the plug on SPOT watches!
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SPIKE LEE MAKING CELL PHON E
MOVIE: If you're a fan of the di rec
tor, don't worry- Spike is still big,

it's just the screen that has gotten small.
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GRAND THEFT AUTO IV SELLS 6

MILLION COPIES: After hearing the
news, Hillary Clinton begins cam
paign to win delegates from Liberty City.
DELL SHIPS LAPTOPS WITH
FAULTY KEYBOARDS: Or as one of
the affected Vostros would put it,
Swkk aguoa k'orioa qurg d'ykrt jwtvi'esa.
WEB 2.0 NAMES GET WEIRDER:
Xobni, Jygy, Tokbox, Oosah, Tri git
are the proprietors of these sites
doing the ir typ in g on Vostro keyboards. too?
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GOOGLE SPENDS S72M ON FREE FOOD:

Its cafe serves oysters, seviche, and
the like. At our kitchenette, that'd be
53 million Ho-Hos and 100 vats of Or. Pepper.
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that the publisher pro
vided. One simple yet
effective way to experi
ment with alternate Bit
Torrent protocol configu
rations is to try a different
BitTorrent client, since

~ ~-···-

Test your broadband link: ISP BitTorrent traffic manipulation
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every client may have its
own default protocols.
The d efault communi
cations port for BitTor
rent traffic is 6881. ISPs
know this , and they watch
that port like a hawk. If an
IS P throttles or blocks Bit
Torrent traffic traveling
through this port, your file
sharing speeds will plummet.
To elude ISP throttling,
BitTorrent clients enable

(4711) thro t tled?

• ,.,.,...,-., ,..,i.,..o. Mlvl • ll....i 1'""
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GLASNOST, A FREE online tool, tests your connection to see whether
your ISP shows signs of blocking or slowing your BitTorrent traffic.

od of obfuscating your
BitTorrent traffic involves

gests, shields from your
ISP the type of data you
are sending and receiving.
Free services suc h as
The Onion Router (TOR,
www.torproject.org) and 12P

you to switch th e port or

through the new port; with

(find .pcworld.com/60799) are

port range your PC uses for
BitTorrent traffic . Some Bit
Torrent clients automatically

others you may have to open
ports on your router m anu

designed for sending anony
mous and encrypted mes
sages , but some people have
adapted them to use BitTor
rent connections. The Vu ze
client comes with built-in

try to configure your firewall
or router to let traffic pass

ally. The excellent site Port
Forward (portforward.com)
will step you through the

Future Mixed for File Sharers
IF YOU'RE EXPECTING the federal government
to enshrine a "right to download" sometime soon.
you're likely to be di sa ppointed. Nevertheless, a
new adva nced peer-to-peer technology known
as P4P cou ld help both ISPs and file swappers.
Groups such as the Electronic Frontier Founda
tion and peer-to-peer software company Vuze

support for routing your
traffic through TOR and 12P.
For about $5 a month ,
commercial virtual private
network providers such as
Relakks (www.relakks.com) and
SecurelX (secureix.com) can
help you prevent your ISP
from identifying BitTorrent
traffic. In marketing its se r
vice, SecureIX promises to
"disable P2P throttling." The

have petitioned the Federal Communications
Commission to force ISPs to disclose any dis
criminatory network-management practices

company also offers a free
tier of service with a band

they engage in. But the FCC says that it probably
won't adopt new regulations forcing ISPs to dis
close or desist from slowing practices, because
it believes that current laws are strong enough.
Comcast and Verizon have expressed interest
in Proactive Network Provider Participation
(PL1P), which reportedly can boost file delivery

ing requests for a specific file within an Inter
net service provider's own network first, before
connecting to another ISP's network. This ap
proach reduces the bandwidth costs that an

speeds using the BitTorrent protocol by as
much as 600 percent whi le making it easier for
ISPs to manage their bandwidth. Verizon ran
tests using P4P earlier this year, and Comcast
is testing the technology on its network in June.
As yet, no ISP has announced that it will use
P4P full-time on its networks.
According to Pando Networks. which has
tested P4P technolog y and is a member of the
P4P Working group. the protocol encou rages
smarter routing of peer-to-peer traffic by send-

ISP incurs for connecting to a third-party net
wo rk. and it permits ISPs to manage thei r band
width more efficiently. Essentially, the closer a
requested file is, the less bandwidth the ISP
needs to expend in downloading it.
There may be a catch, however. Since ISPs
will ultimately be the ones to deploy P4P tech
nology, they will decide whic h a pplications can
use the technology. If an ISP believes that an
app is generally used for illegal downloads, it
may block the connection to the P4P network.
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ing connections .
A more-advanced meth

using an encrypted tun
nel that, as the name sug

SMARTER SWAPPING
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process of tweaking your
router to permit incom

width limit set to 256 kbps.
But ISPs are catching on
to suc h advanced encryp
tion techniques, and report
edly they are clamping down
and throttling encrypted
lUnnels despite being un
sure whether the encrypted
data is BitTorrent traffic. Tile
most ex treme method an
ISP may use to manage peer
to-peer traffic is to block
anything that appears to be
BitTorrent traffic, enc rypted
or not. If that happens Lo
you , on ly two options re
main : Switch ISPs or stop
using BitTorrent software.

Forward
Web Apps Manage Social Networking Overload
buddy's profile or a news
WHITHER YOU'RE A
feed. Using Mash Maker
social butterfly constant
is a lot more complicated
ly seeking new sites to
than popping open a Yoo
cross-pollinate, or a cater
no sidebar, but it's far
pillar creeping after your
more customizable, too.
friends from one network
The ever-expanding
to the next, you have like
glut of social networking
ly experienced social-site
sites has become too
fatigue by now. Even if
much for most of us to
your buddy lists consist
manage, and it's unclear
entirely of people you
whether this year's batch
actually know, keeping up
with the endless stream
of social site aggregators
of Flickr photos , Twitter
will actually solve the
problem. While some of
tweets , and Facebook
them do consolidate
WITH SPROUT, YOU can create widgets to hold the content that you like best,
dwelling zombie hunters
is practically a full-time
and then put them in your MySpace or Facebook profile or on your blog.
your buddy lists into a
job. To put the fun back
single interface, having
in friendship, social network
all of the lists crammed into
sites with a single log-on.
lated with content from all
one working space can be
your favorite sites, and then
Among recent trends in
management services-some
just as unmanageable as try
of them still in beta-are rap
Web information manage
embedding your widget on
ing to keep track of ten dif
your blog or your MySpace
idly evolving online.
ment, mashup tools like In
Yoono (yoono.com) is a
tel 's Mash Maker (mashmaker.
ferent sites on your own.
or Facebook profile.
browser plug-in designed to
Oosah (oosah.com) helps
St artup s promise t o consolidate t weets, pokes.
keep tabs on all your friends
you manage the multimedia
and zombi e bites into one int erface, but not
on most social networks,
content you've spread across
every service makes clutter more manageable.
including AIM, Face book,
the Web. This site gathers the
Flickr, Twitter, and Yahoo.
pictures, video, and music
Yoono, which sits in the left
intel.com) may have the most
If you are suffering from
you've posted to Facebook,
side of your browser win
Flickr, Picasa, and YouTube,
extreme social site burn-out,
potential for bringing your
dow, alerts you when mes
a simple site called Drop.io
and makes them accessible
favorite sites together. This
via a single interface. You
sages come in and gives you
may offer the relief you need
plug-in lets you build custom
a single place to go to post
from the overpersonalized,
can easily add and delete me
pages out of any content you
new blog entries, IM a friend,
find online , whether it's a
overnetworked sharing sites.
dia to and from the various
or poke someone who
With no profiles to man
just has it coming.
age and no buddy lists to
Other services add
prune, Drop.io focuses
their own features to the
on keeping your commu
social sites you visit. UK
nications private. Set up
based Rummble.com, for
a free drop box on this
r:f.A
Notes
instance, lets you use a
site, and you can share
Google Maps-powered
100MB of pictures, mu
Images of the newest OLPC.
interface to record where
sic, and videos-and even
~
Mon 19 Mey 200S . ! 0123 AM
you are and what you' re
receive voicemail messag
Pictures
doing, and post that info
es and faxes, or conduct
to Bebo, Facebook, Flick
a free conference call
er, Twitter, WordPress,
with only the people you
orYouTube. Sprout
choose to share your
(sproutbuilder.com) gives
drop box with. And no
you tools for creating a
zombies will pester you.
SOME FILES ARE too big to send by e-mail. Drop.lo lets you create a container
customized widget popu on the Internet for pictures, documents, and other data that you want to share.
-Rohm Strohmeyer
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New Memory
Form Could
Replace RAM

How to Build a Superfast, Superquiet PC, Part 1
The older I get. the less toler
ance I have for noisy PCs. So my
new desktop computer had to be
quiet, not just fast. Oh, and I
needed it to be affordable, too.

WHEN MY HOME-BUILT desktop unexpectedly
dropped dead of what the coroner will record as

HP RESEARCHERS have de
veloped a working unit of a
once-theoretical memory cir
cuit called a memristor, which
may someday replace RAM
and make PCs smarter.
Memristor technology
could enable PCs to make
decisions by understanding
patterns of collected data,
much as a human brain col
lects and understands data
on a series of events.
For example, a memristor
could adjust a microwave's
heating time for a potato
based on whether the oven
overcooked a potato the last
time, says HP senior fellow
Stanley Williams. Memris
tors could reach the com
mercial semiconductor mar
ket in five years, he says.
A memristor circuit uses
lower voltage and turns on
faster than memory types
such as DRAM and flash .
Denser cells allow memris
tor circuits to store more
data than flash memory, too .
The memristor is the fourth
basic circuitry element, join
ing three-the resistor, the
capacitor, and the inductor
that science has known about
for 150 years, Williams says.

a motherboard aneurism, I did what any geek

- Agam Shah

isn't cheap, and it wasn 't particularly easy to

Next month I'll introduce my choices for RAM,

install (you must attach it before installing the

hard drive, optical drive, chassis, sound card,

motherboard in the chassis). But the hassle

speakers, and operating system.

would do. I freaked out for 5 minutes or so, and
then I started thinking about my next build.
With my key criteria of speed. quietness, and
affordability firmly in mind, I pointed my browser

builds succumbed to motherboard-related is

toward my favorite online parts stores. whipped

sues.) Also, it's 100 percent passively cooled,

out a credit card , and set to work. What follows

supports my new CPU,

is the first half of the co mponent List that ulti

and costs just $88.

mately became the fantastic new desktop I'm

Based on Intel's P35.

writin g this co lumn about. The prices Listed be

chip set. the mother

low were accurate at press time.

board owes its durabili

Processor: My Last two PCs used AMO CPUs;
but for this build, going with Intel was a no
r :==~- brainer, as its chips tend to be

much better performers at

ty to its Conductive
Polymer Alum inum Solid ca pacitors. Gigabyte
says that the technology Leads to better volt
age regulation , increased stability, and a longer

most price Levels. Though a

PC Life span. I can 't verify any of that yet, but

quad-core Intel processor

my new system has been rock-solid so far.

sounded appealing, a well

Graphics card: Though I don't spend much

optim ized dual-core made more sense, I decid

time gaming at my PC, I demand a top-notch

ed (few apps today use all four cores well, any

graphics card. For this build I want ed some

way). I went with the E8400, a 3-GHz CPU

thing featuring NVidia's 8800 GT GPU, w hich is
a few notches (in qual

based on Intel's new 45 -nanometer fabrication
process. The chip is fast, runs relatively cool,

ity and price) below it s

and is so popular with enthusiasts (a nd conse

top-of-the-Line GTX. I

quently so hard to find) that I spent S260 for it,

was quite pleased to

despite Intel's List price of Sl79.

find ECS's N8800GT

CPU cooling: Standard CPU heat sinks are for

512MB board with an included passive cooler

suckers (or people undisturbed by turboprop

for silent heat dissipation. The $245 card (before

engines), so I opted instead for Sythe's Ninja

a $50 rebate) includes Arctic Cooling's fa ntas

Plus Rev B SCNJ-llOOP, which uses six pipes

tic Accelero Sl cooling system, which uses a

to draw processor heat up

series of copper heat pipes connected to 32 fins

throug h its aluminum fins.

that stretch the Length of the card. You need a

A 120mm fan attached to

big chassis to accommodate th is long ca rd. I

the side of the sink then

Left off the optional fans since I don't plan to

blows the heat away. At

overclock, and the card runs fast and silent.
The tally so far (before $60 in rebates): $632.

$39 (before a SlO rebate), it

was worthwhi le: My CPU ha s yet
to exceed the 32° C mark under
Load; and even wi th the case
open, the fan is nearly noiseless.
Motherboard: In choosin g Giga
byte's GA-P35-DS3L, I was influ
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enced by the product's Ultra Dur

Includes 17 memrlstors.

able 2 moniker. (My last two PC
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$260
$39
$88
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$245
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r Sythe Ninja Plus Rev B SCNJ-llOOP
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UM 150 USB wireless modem
for your Mac or PC
To learn more about our mobile broadband solutions, get in touch with a dedicated business representative.
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Click verizonwireless.com/bba
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Most Connected BlackBerry Yet
RESEARCH IN MOTION 'S
new BlackBerry Bold 9000
could pose a real challenge
to Apple's next-generation
iPhone on the basis of its
connectivity options alone.
The Bold comes with sup
port for tri-band HSDPA
and quad-band EDGE (mean
ing that it will support the
highest-speed GSM-family
data networks wherever they
are available, worldwide), as
well as having 802.1 lajb/g
Wi-Fi capability, stereo Bluetooth, and both assisted and
autonomous GPS.

Hardware Keyboard
This BlackBerry even looks a
bit iPhone-esque, with its
glassy display area, generally
flat profile, and rounded
corners. But the Bold comes
configured with a hardware
QWERTY keyboard, and it

The BlackBerry Bold
9000 not only offers
support for HSOPA
networks worldwi de,
but works with WiFi, GPS, and stereo
Bluetooth as well.
retains the general dimen
sions of its RIM predeces
sors, so it's considerably
shorter and also somewhat
thicker than the iPhone.
The Bold 9000's removable
back comes covered in black
leatherette, but you can per
sonalize your device by buy
ing replacement backs in any
of several colors (red, blue,
green, brown, or gray).
The redesigned keyboard
has guitar-inspired fretsthin metal strips-between
each row. The keys them
selves are sculpted to help
users avoid fingertip slip

page. The BlackBerry also
comes equipped with a 2
megapixel camera capable
of up to 5X digital zoom.

High-Quality Display
The Bold's 624-MHz
StrongARM processor
with full MMX (multime
dia extensions) is the
most powerful CPU on a
handheld to date (the
BlackBerry Curve , in con
trast, uses a 312-MHz
chip without MMX). The
Bold's extra power enables
the device to handle fullmotion video on its 480-by
320-pixel, 65 ,000-plus-color
display (that resolution is
double the Curve's at basi
cally the same screen size).
Of course, little commer
cia l video content is avail
ab le as yet for non-Apple
media players. Further, the

AT&T Enters Mobile TV Competition
AT&T SUBSCRIBERS in 58 U.S .
cities can sign up for their carrier's
new mobile 1V service. AT&T
Mobile 1V is now available in
Atlanta, Chicago, Los Angeles,
New York, Philadelphia, Seattle,
Washington, D.C. , and 51 other
markets. One catch: You need a
specially enabled AT&T phone.
About a year behind Verizon
Wireless , AT&T based its mobile
1V on the same FLO technology, and AT&T
now offers two new FLO-enabled phones: the
LG Vu and the Samsung Access ($400 and
$300, respectively, with a two-year contract).
While the two services deliver many of the
same channels (mobile versions of CBS,
Comedy Central, ESPN, FOX, M1V, NBC,
NBC News , and Nickelodeon, among oth
ers), AT&T also has two channels that Veri
zon doesn 't: PIX-which will run movies
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nels, including NBC and Fox, for $15 a month.

from Sony Pictures Television's library-and
CNN Mobile Live. Unlimited access to AT&T
Mobile 1V runs Sl Sa month. A package that
adds unlimited mobile Web browsing and
unlimited access to AT&T Wireless's on
demand video clips costs $30 a month. (All
charges are on top of voice-plan fees .)
- Yardrna Amr

Bold's screen is diminutive
compared to the current
iPhone's roomy 3.5-inch dis
play, and it isn' t a touch
screen. But since the Bold 's
smaller display holds the
same number of pixels as
the current-generation
iPhone's does, images look
much higher-resolution on
it than on its competitor.
The Bald 's 1GB ofon
board secure memory (in
addition to its 128MB of
flash) will appeal to Black
Berry's core community of
enterprise users, providing
storage for items that com
panies would rather not
make available for transport
on a microSD card. But
users who want to carry
their music and video librar
ies on their handsets will be
able to do so via microSD.
AT&T, which has the larg
est HSDPA network in the
United States, will be the
exclusive American carrier
for the Bold 9000. RIM ex
pects that the Bold will ship
worldwide this summer.
-YardenaArar
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in a notebook and I'll show
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Mobile Net to
Run at Wired
Broadband
Speeds
SPRINT AND Clearwire have
agreed to form a joint ven
ture that will deliver wired
broadband speeds to mobi le
users, perhaps by late 2008.
The companies had chart
ed separate paths to roll out
mobile WiMax, a form of mo
bile broadband previously ·
deployed in scattered places
around the world. Wide
spread deployment ofWiMax
is about two years behind
early predictions. Sprint and
Clearwire's WiMax rollout
will likely offer speeds well
above 5 mbps.
Pricing isn't set.
Sprint
clearw re WiMax ada pt
ers shou ld pro
liferate by 2:)09.
Intel has backed WiMax since
deciding in 2004 that exist
ing cellular 3G plans could
not meet its needs. Intel will
build Centrino chips that
have WiMax and Wi-Fi ca pa
bility built in. Companies
such as Motorola, Samsung,
and Zyxel are committed to
building fixed receivers for
res idences and businesses,
as well as laptop and desk
top adapters like PC Cards
and ExpressCards.
Ben Wolff, th e CEO of the
new service, estimates that
Clearwire will be available to
120 to 140 million people by
2010. By then AT&T and Ve
rizon should be rolling out
LTE (Long Term Evolution),
their 4G flavor, wh ich will
offer comparable speeds.
-Glcnn Fleishman

WI MAX
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High-Tech Memory Helpers With the Write Stuff
AS I'VE GOTIEN older, I've developed a terri 

you upgrade to the full ve rsion of My Script

ble case of CRS (can't remember stuff). I can't

Notes, priced at €20 (about $30) at press time.

tell you how many times my lovely but increas
ingly frustrated wife has informed me that "I
t old you that yester
day" (since. obviously,
I can't remember).
Soon, though , I may
not have to remember
anything . Thanks to

LiveScribe's Pulse Smart Pen (available for
$149 to $199 at livescribe.co m) is another story.
About the size of a

I

A handful of tools attempt to
t urn the humble ink pen into a
digit al recording device- with
varying degrees of success .

fancy fountain pen,
the Pulse uses an
infrared sensor built
into its tip and special
paper imprinted with

breakthroughs in stor

an invisible grid to ori

age and miniaturiza

ent the pen on the

tion, it may soon be

page. Besides captur

possible for us to

ing your notes, the pen

record every waki ng

uses directiona l micro

moment of our lives ,

phones to record audio

store the data, search

and sync the sounds to

it, and re play the bits

LIVESCRIBE'S Pulse Smart Pen uses an infrared

what you're writing.

we need. Already a

sensor and special paper to orient itself on a page.

Tap anywhere on your

fairly ancient analog

notes, and the device

recording device-the ink pen- ha s undergone

plays back that portion of the record in g with

a transformation that enables it to turn your

remark able fidelity. So you can write "remem

doodl es into digits for editing and storage.

ber this" on the page, and when you tap those
words, you'll hear the information you wanted

Pen Testing

to remember. (This wo rks only w ith special

There are rea lly two kinds of digital pen. One,

paper available from LiveScribe; a four pack of

typified by Iogear's Mobile Di gital Scribe ($130,

100-page spiral notebooks costs $20.)

iogear.com ), uses a thumb-size infrared receiver
clipped to the top of your page to capture the

When docked, the pen uploads your notes to
your PC, where you can edit or share them with

stylus's movements. To upload a picture of the

other Pulse users on LiveScribe's Web site. No

page, you simply unclip the receiver and plug it

handwriting recognition software comes w ith

into your PC's USB port: then you can add to it,

the Pulse, but it will wo rk with My Script Notes.

e-mail it to a co lleague as a JPEG file, or con

The Pul se can do some other wicked-cool

vert it into editable text. (See our full review of

thing s, too. Write a wo rd in English. and it w ill

the Mobile Digital Scribe on page 68.)
Unfortunately, the Scribe's handwri ting rec

recite the word in Arabic. Mandarin, Spanish, or
Swedish while displaying the translation on the

ognition software, Vi sion Objects' My Script

pen's tiny LCD. Write a math problem (34,567 x

Not es Lite, is nothing to write home about. For

2,342 =),and the Pulse will display the answer

example, the classic phrase "oh I used to be

(80,955,9 14). Draw a piano keyboard on the

disgusted now I try to be amused" came out as

page, and the pen w ill play the correct note as

"on 1 used to be disgusted now I try to be amor

you t ap on each key. Demo samples of these

al" (which may be accurate. relatively speaking,

apps ship with the Pulse: full-fledged versio ns

but it's not what I wrote). The good news: You

will be available separately later this year.

ca n view your handwriting and the converted

Whether you need a Pulse pen depend s on

text side by side. whic h makes correcting mis

how much ti me you spend taking handwritten

takes easier. You can al so create a person al

notes. But the technology is impress ive, and

profile to teach the program th at on Planet You

the Pulse could be the first in a long line of digi

a particu lar squiggle represents an Hand not,

tal ca pture devices we carry wherever we go.

say, an N- but th is feature is available only if

That's something even I could remember.
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Mac Clone Outperforms Mac Mini
PSYSTAR'S OPEN Comput
er, the new Mac clone system
that raised a ruckus on the
Internet when introduced,
scored decently on a recent
battery of Macworld tests.
The Open Computer ran
about 28 percent faster than
a $799 2-GHz Mac Mini but
8 percent slower than the
recently updated entry-level
iMac- a 2.4-GHz all-in-one
system that runs on Intel 's
latest Penryn chips .
In its marketing materials,
Psystar compares the Open
Computer to the Mac Mini,
Apple's least-expensive
desktop unit. For either systern, you supply the display,
keyboard, and mouse .

The Open Computer has a
faster processor, more RAM,
and a larger hard drive than
the Mini. It also provides
more peripheral ports and
expansion options. (Of
course, the Mini offers Apple
tech support and support
for OS updates.) Macworld's
test Open Computer carried
2GB of 667-MHz RAM and a
250GB hard drive. Add-ins
included an nVidia GeForce
8600GT graphics board
($110), a FireWire card
($50) , and Psystar's installa
tion of Mac OS X 10.5.2
($155 , but the company
doesn' t provide installation
instructions) . The total cost,
with shipping, was $751 .47 .

When the O pen Com
puter debuted earlier
this year, it caused quite
a commotion. Apple
frowns on clones: The
company's end-user Ii
cense agreement for OS
X forbi ds installing or
running the software on
non-Apple systems. Also,
at first it was unclear
whether Miami-based Psy
star really was in business.
Whether Apple will figh t
Psystar remains an open
question, but the upstart
company has started to fill
orders for its innovative PC.
Of course, focusing on
the raw numbers associated
with the O pen Computer

PSYSTAR'S OPEN COMPUTER
lacks Apple's design touch.

means sidestepping the ethi
cal question of whether you
should consider buying a PC
that requires you to ignore
Apple's licensing agreement.
- James Galbraith

Powerset: Useful Gateway to Wikipedia
Powerset. a search engine that looks not just at words but at their
meanings, too, has drawn lots of hype as a potential Google ki ller.

a .......

nation. The beta Powerset restricts its searches to Wikipedia, Free
base, and a few other specialized databases. It does ad d some
nice touches for organizing and navigating information, though.
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But no one at Google w ill quake over Pow erset's first public incar
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The results page for the Marquis de Sade, fo r instance, finds the
main Wikipedia page devoted to the French writer. along w ith ref

<:r

*

Allatl.t• Cuatomer Cu e:

Q

fr

~tori

erences to him on other Wikipedia pages. And when you click

·--··
. -·
Ul

throug h to see the Wikipedi a entry, Powerset provides a detailed
outline of the page, with links to each section. www.powerset.com

Zenbe: A New Box for Your Inbox

Yocp Studio

_._,. . _""_.,. _ ·-

-.... ..

ZENBE LETS YOU share e-mail messages, tasks, and other Info.

With Gmail, Windows Live Hotmail, and Yahoo Mail on hand, who
needs a new source for a free Web mail account? Probably no one,

HubDub: Bet on the News

which is why Zenbe. in private beta, focuses on funneling mail from

If you're clairvoyant-or just smart about current events- prove it
at HubDub. Sign up w ith the free service, and you get SlOOO in vir

you r accounts w ith the Big Th ree into its inbox. Zenbe's advantage
beyond its attractive, minimalist design- is that it pulls all your in

tua l money for placing bets on questions like "Will Hillary Clinton

formation together: calendars, tasks , contacts, friends' recent Face

drop out before the Democratic Convention?" If you 're right and she

book activit y, and fi le attachments organized independently of the

does, you stand to make $123 from your SlOO bet. You r winnings

e-mail messages they were attached to. You can also create pages

won 't buy anything more than bragging rights, but that's plenty for

that include a selection of your e-mail, tasks, comments, and other

some people. HubDub's all-time leading w agerer has parlayed his

modules and make them available to the w orld. www.zenbe.com

original SlOOO stake into just short of Sl million. www.hubdub.com
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LINKSYS®by Cisco

Get Connected ... wirelessly.

With the right piece, it all comes together.
Easy to install and effortless to use - Wireless-N with LELA will
let you and your family stay connected throughout your home,
to do whatever you need to do. It's so easy when you have all
the right pieces . Perfect for Back-to-School.
visit linksys.com/gowireless
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Forward
Btu-ray's Capabilities Enhance Gaming Wars
SONY Pl.AYSTATION 3 users, get ready: Kojima Productions'
Metal Gear Solid 4: Guns of the Patriots uses every spare giga
byte of its Blu-ray disc to provide a rich and detailed story,
extremely vivid sound, and one of the best game-play experi-

ences to date. And remember the sophisticated Cell processor
(which made the PS3 so expensive)? MGS4 finally gives you
some bang for all those bucks. Here's some declassified intel.
-Darren Gladsionc •

Splintered Cell
The oft-touted Cell processor
that powers the meaty PS3
finally has the opportunity to
pull its own weight. The hard
drive caches most of the game,
allowing you to explore the
world without seeing a 'Load
ing...' screen. Meanwhile, the
CPU calculates procedural
physics as the game runs.
Meaning: Bodies collapse and
dirt clumps realistically fly.

Sounds Amazing
Sid Schuman, senior editor of
GamePro, played the fi nal ver

sion before the game's release.
He says that Skywalker Sound 's
state-of-the -art audio master
ing helps give MGS4 some of
gaming's crispest and clearest
sound effects, with the boom
ing gunshots particularly vivid.

Online Innovations
You know the old saying 'There
are two sides to every story"?
Make that three. One on line
game-play mode pits two teams
against each other while a lone
superspy in a stealth-cloaking
suit (not visible here-hmmm)
infiltrates the war zone and
tries to wipe out both sides on
the sly. The Yojimbo angle is
one of the multiplayer twists
that MGS4 adds to its already
solid single-player campaign.
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Ferrari ''/J/J
Unique Innovation

MOBILE TECHNOLOGY

Ferrari 1100-5457

$1,999
(LX.FR90U.071)

• AMD Turion 'M 64 X2 Dual -Core
Mobile Technology Gold Edition TL-66
• Genuine Windows Vista® Ultimate
• Microsoft®Office Prof essional 2007
(60-day trial) 3
• 4GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
• 250GB 1 hard drive
• Integrated slot-loaded Super-Multi drive
(DVD+R, DVD-R, DVD-RAM)
• 5-in-1 card reader
Prices shown are estim3ted street prices and do not include tax or sh ipping.
ReLliler or reseller price s may va ry.

• 12.1 " WXGA (1280 x 800) TFT display,
Acer CrystalBrite Technology
• ATI Radeon 'M Xpress 1270 graphics
• Integrated Acer OrbiCam camera
• Dolby Home Theater®
• 802.11 n WLAN, gigabit LAN, V.92 modem,
Bluetooth®, Bluetooth®VoIP phone
• Wireless optical mouse
• Fingerprint reader
• One-yea r limited warranty 2

Acer® Aspire® 5520
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AMO Athlon ™64 X2 dual-core processor for notebook PCs
Genuine Windows Vista ® Home Premium
1GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
120GB 1 hard drive
Integrated Super-Multi drive
(DVD+R, DVD-R, DVD-RAM)
5-in-1 card reader
15.4" WXGA (1280 x 800) TFT display,
Acer CrystalBrite Technology
NVIDIA®GeForce® 7000M graphics
802.11 b/g WLAN, gigabit LAN,
V.92 modem
One-year limited warranty 2

Acer Aspire 5520-5908

$569
AMD Athlon'" X2 dual-core processor for notebook TK-55
Genuine Windows Vista" Home Premium
(LX.AJ70X.027)

Acer® Aspire® 7520
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AMO Turion 64 X2 Dual-Core Mobile Technology
Genuine Windows Vista® Home Premium
2GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
250GB 1 hard drive
Integrated Super-Multi drive
(DVD+R, DVD-R, DVD-RAM)
5-in-1 card reader
17.0" WXGA+ (1440 x 900) TFT display,
Acer CrystalBrite Technology
NVIDIA® GeForceil'J 8400M graphics
802.11 big WLAN, Bluetooth®, gigabit LAN,
V.92 modem, integrated webcam
One-year limited warranty 2
M

MOBILE T ECHNOLOGY

1

Acer QuickCharge

Found on select models, Acer QuickCharge technology
enables the notebook's battery to be 80 percent
fully charged in just one hour.

Acer DASP

Disk Anti-Shock Protection is a technology that safe
guards the hard disk against knocks and provides an
unmatched level of protection.

Acer CrystalEye

Acer Aspire 7520-5907

$939

Enjoy all the potential of video conferencing with the
integrated Acer CrystalEye, simple to use and compatible
with internet-based video and voice communication
services.

AMD Turion'" 64 X2 Dual-Core Mobile Technology TL-60
Genuine Windows Vista" Home Premium
(LX.AM40X.151)
Acer Bio-Protection

Gain an extra layer of security while eliminating the
need to remember passwords and PINs with the
~a~'I Acer Bio-Protection fingerprint reader.

Pric es shown are esti mated street prices and do not Include tax or sh ipping .

-

For the name of a reseller near you or further information,
please call Acer or visit our Web site:

800-571-2237 -

ace.,.• • COm/US

Acer® LCDs
Ace r B223W bdmr
• 22 " wide-screen TFT LCD
• 1680 x 1050 maximum resolution
• 2500: 1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 170° horizontal viewing angle
• 160° vertical viewing angle
• Two 1.0W integrated speakers
• VGA, DVI (HDCP) signal connectors
• 300 cd/m' brightness
• 5ms response time
• Internal power adapter
• ·5° - 15° tilt
• 35° swivel
• 11 Omm height adjustment
• 90° pivot
• Release button
• Three-year limited warranty'

Acer B203W bdmr
• 20" wide-screen TFT LCD
• 1680 x 1050 maximum resolution
• 2500:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 160° horizontal viewing angle
• 160° vertical viewing angle
• Two 1.0W integrated speakers
• VGA. DVI (HDCP) signal connectors
• 300 cd/m' brightness
• 5ms response time
• Internal power adapter
• -5° - 15° tilt
• 35° swivel
• 11 Omm height adjustment
• 90° pivot
• Release button
• Three-year limited warranty'

$269

$249

(ET.EB3WP.002)

(ET.DB3WP.002)

t

Acer 8193 bdmh
• 19" TFTLCD
• 1280 x 1024 maximum resolution
• 2000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 160° horizontal viewing angle
• 160° vertical viewing angle
• Two 1.OW integrated speakers
• VGA, DVI (HDCP) signal connectors
• 300 cd/m' brightness
• 5ms response time
• Internal power adapter
• ·5° - 15° tilt
• 35° swivel
• 80mm height adjustment
• Three-year limited warranty'

$249
(ET.CB3RP.002)

Acer B193W bd mh
• 19 ' wide-screen TFT LCD
• 1440 x 900 maxi mum resolution
• 2000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 160° horizontal viewing angle
• 160° vertical viewing angle
•Two 1.0W integrated speakers
• VGA, DVI (HDCP) signal connectors

IL1Ew=;:;;;;::iSl'i:::::::;;ill!!_.. •

300 cd/m' brightness
• 5ms response time
• Internal power adapter
• ·5° - 15° tilt
• 35° swivel
• 80mm height adjustment
•Three-year limited warranty'

$229
(ET.CB3WP.002)
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Acer recommends Windows
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Acer® Aspire® 4520
• AMD Ath lon™64 X2 dual-core processor
for notebook PCs
• Genuine W indows Vista® Home Prem ium
• 1GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
• 120GB 1 hard drive
• Integrated Super-Multi drive
(DVD+R, DVD-R, DVD-RAM)
• 5-i n-1 ca rd reader
• 14.1" WXGA (1280 x 800) TFT display,
Acer CrystalBrite Technology
• NVIDIA®GeForce©7000M graphics
• 802 .11 b/g WLAN, gigabit LAN,
V.92 modem, int egrated webcam
• One-year limited wa rranty 2

Acer SignalUp
This technology strategically positions two PIFA
antennas on the notebook's top panel to generate
an omni-diredional signal sphere for superior
wireless reception.

Acer GridVista
Easy-to-use software designed to automatically split the
screen in up to four separate windows and make the
most of available screen space.
, I

Acer CrystalBrite

A technology that delivers enhanced video
performance for brj lliant images, making
it ideal for sophisticated applications such as
HDTV and digital games.

Prices shown are esti mated streel prices a nd do not Inclu de tax o r shippi ng.
Retai ler o r reseller pri ces may vary.
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Disp lay sold separately.

Acer® Veriton® L410
• AMD Ath lon'MX2 processor
• Genuine Windows Vista® Business or
- Genuine Windows®XP Professional
• 1GB DDR2 SOD IMM
• 160GB 1 SATA hard drive
• Super-Multi d rive
(DVD+R, DVD-R, DVD-RAM)
• ATI Radeon 'MXpress 1250
graphics solution
• 802.11 b/g WLAN, gigabit LAN
• USB keyboard and mouse
•2.4"Wx9.8" Dx7 .9 " H
• One-year limited warranty2
_l

Acer Veriton L410

$499
AMO Athlon'" 64 X2 4200+ dual-core processor
Genuine Windows Vista" Business
Microso Office Professional 2007 (60-day trial)' and
CD with Genuine Windows" XP Professional'
(VL4 1O-UD4201 C) or
Genuine Windows"' XP Professional
Microsoft"' Office Professional 2007 (60-day trial)
(VL41 O·UD4201 P)

·1

mpowering technology
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Acer® Veriton® M410
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AMD Phenom'MX4 processor
Genuine Windows®XP Professional
M icrosoft® Office Professional 2007 (60-day trial) 1
DVD-Dual drive (DVD+/-RW)
ATI Radeon™X1200 graphics solution
Gigabit LAN
PS/2®-style keyboard and mouse
One-year limited warranty 2

Acer Empowering Technology
Acer elock Management

Acer elock Management locks and unlocks
storage media with password protection for
additional security.

Acer ePerformance Management

Acer ePerformance Management optimizes performance
to make the most of your computer's power.

Acer Veriton M41 O

$799
AMO Phenom'" X4 9600 quad-core processor
Gen uine Windows$ XP Professional
3GB DDR2 SDRAM and 320GB' SATA hard drive
(VM410-UF9600P)

Acer eRecovery Management

Acer eRecovery Management is an easy-to-use utility
to create backups or restore from you r archives.

Acer eSettings Management
Acer eSettings Management provides easy access to
boot options, security or general system information.

Acer eDataSecurity Management

Conveniently integrated into the Windows• environment,
Acer eDataSecurity Management provides one-click

~;:-::;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;::=:;;;:;;;;;;;; E:::J~~~-

5

•iiilll• encryption and decryption of your files.

MOBILE TECHNOLOGY

Acer® TravelMate® 5520

• AMD Turion™64 X2 Dual-Core
Mobile Technology
• Genuine Windows Vista® Business
• 1GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
• 120GB 1 hard drive
• Integrated Super-Multi drive
(DVD+R, DVD-R, DVD-RAM)
• 5-in-1 card reader
• 15.4" WXGA (1280 x 800) TFT display
• ATI Radeon™Xpress 1250 graphics
• 802.11 b/g WLAN, gigabit LAN, V.92 modem
• Fingerprint reader
• One-year limited warranty 2

Acer TravelMate 5520-5929

$699
~

mpowering technology

AMD Turion'" 64 X2 Dual-Core Mobile Technology TL-60
Genuine Windows Vista"' Business
M i croso ~ Office Professional 2007 (60-day trial) 3 and
CD with Genuine Windows"' XP Professional'
(LX.TKUOZ.005)

Prices shown are est imated street prices and do not includ e tax or sh ipping. Reta il er or resell er prices may vary.

Choose an Acer Notebook Service Upgrade for Added Protection
Quality is built into every notebook Ace r makes, and each comes with a one.year standard
limited warranty.' It includes hardware technical support via toll-free phone plus a concurrent
Internati onal Traveler's Wa rranty for travel outside the U.S. and Canada. Extra protection is
available with one of these upgrades:

2-Year Extension of l imited Warra nty (1 46. A8820. EX2)

$99
Pr epays freight from Ace r repai r depot.
Excludes extensio n of International Tr avele r's Wa rranty.

It's a tough world out there, and accidents do happen-stkky spill s, dang erous drops,
nasty knocks-which is why you should co ns ider the Tota l Protection Upg rade. It runs
concurrently with the limited warra nty) and limited warra nty extension and cove rs t he cost
o f a replacement unit if you r cove red notebook cannot be repai red.
2-Year Extension of lim ited Warranty+ 3-Year Total Protectio n Upgrade
(146.AD077.0D2)

$199
Prepays freight to an d from Acer repair depot.
Excludes extension of International Traveler's Warranty.

, When referring to storage capacity, GB stands fo r one billion bytes and MB stands for on e mill ion bytes. Some utilities may indicate varying storage capaci t ies. Total
user-accessible capaci ty may vary depend ing on operating environmenu.
For a free copy of t he st andard limit ed wa rranty end-users shou ld see a rese ller whe re Acer products are sold or w ri te to Ace r Amer ica Corpora ti on, Warranty Departm ent.
P.O. Box 6137. Temple. TX 76503 .
) The 60-day tr ial of M icrosott- Office Professiona l 2007 is available with Genuine Windows Vista" Bu siness only, not w ith Genuine Windows• XP Professional.
' Genuine Windows., XP Professional can be inst alled in p lace of, not in addition to, Genuine W indows Vistaci Business.

1

© 2008 Acer America Corporation. Information and prices are subject t o change wit hout notice. Pricing is effective from June 1, 2008 through July 31, 2008.
Product images are rep resentations of some of t he models avai lable and may vary from the model you purchase. Ace r, the Acer logo, As pire, Travel Mate
and Ve riton are registered t rademarks of Acer Inc. Microsoft. Windows, the Windows logo, and W indows Vista are either registered t rademarks or
t rademarks of Microsoft Corporation in t he United States and/or ot her countries. AMD, the AM D arrow logo, AMD Athlon, AM D Turion, AMD
Phenom. AMD Opteron, AM D Sempron and combinations th ereof, ATI. the ATI logo, ATI Radeon and combinations thereof are trademarks
of Advanced Micro Devices Inc. Dolby, Dolby Home Theater and the double-D symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories. Other
names and brands may be claimed as the property of others. All rights reserved.

Consumer Watch
Is Compression Hurting Your HDTV Images?
BY LOUIS CHUNOVIC

more attractive if they give more channels, " says Peter Symes,
director of standards and engineering for the Society of Mo
DO YOUR HDTV programs look as good as they should? If
tion Picture and Television Engineers . "There are big argu
not, you may be seeing the results of overcompression. A
ments in the broadcasting community about whether you
growing number of viewers and experts say increased use of
should use virtually the whole of the 19.2 megabits you get
compression-technology to downsize huge high-definition
for a single HD channel to deliver really good HD, or whether
video streams for eventual re
by using other standards or
constitution on your television
more compression you can get
To deliver more HDTV channel s, both cable
screen-is hurting quality.
away with [delivering] a high
and satellite services are resorti ng to new
Such charges-aimed for
definition [signal] and one or
compres si on algorithms. But some viewers
the most part at the two big
two standard-definition [sig
fear that qual ity is suffering as a result.
gest cable providers, Comcast
nalsJor maybe sell part of it
and Time Warner-have been
for data services."
echoing around the blogo
Currently, quality is "minor
sphere in the wake of reports
to a vast majority of the view
about new compression algo
ing public, because the vast
rithms. And one enthusiast's
majority .. .doesn't have very
tests found that at least ten
big TV screens ," HDTV con
HD networks were more com
sultant Peter Putman notes.
But some viewers who do
pressed on Comcast than on
Verizon 's fib er-optic-cable
such as Ken Fowler of Arling
based FiOS service.
ton, Virginia-are starting to
notice. Fowler posted the re
Quantity vs . Quality
sults of his Comcast-FiOS
It's no secret that most digital
comparison on AVS Forum
(see find .pcworld.com/60827) .
TV content is compressed
and decompressed-in some
Fowler had dropped Com
cases several times-not just
cast for FiOS, but subsequent
by cable or satellite services
ly he renewed his Comcast
and over-the-air broadcasters ,
service (while retaining FiOS)
but also by the video cameras
in order to get Washington
Nationals games in HD. He
that create the programs and
soon noticed that some Com
by the network satellite sys
cas t channels "didn't have the same pop, the same level of
tems that deliver the shows to distributors. The telltale signs
of overcompression include tiling (little colored blocks) and
contrast, and there was a lot more blurring during movement. "
"mosquito noise," which looks like fl aring fireflies. TI1e crisp
So Fowler used his TIVo to record the same shows on both
ness of the picture can suffer, too.
FiOS and Comcast; he then downloaded the files to a PC and
Compressing huge HDTV video strea ms, however, allows
used file size to calculate the bit rates. The differences ranged
carriers to deliver more of them . "Everyone's really fighting
from 0.7 percent mo re compression on Comcast for HBO
HD to a whopping 38.S percent for Discovery HD TI1eater. »
the same issue-limited bandwidth-[but] their offerings are

I

'FiOS is the only provider with enough bandwith to deliver full HD
without compression. My buddy has FiOS ... and it blows everything
else away.' -dino90inch in the PC World forums, find.pc world.com/60829
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Comcast acknowledges that it recent
ly implemented additional compress ion
of selected HD networks, but says that
the improved compression technology
allows it to transmit three channels in
the same bandwidth previously used to
transmit two , without any loss of quali
ty. Comcast's spokesperson points out
that many of the comments responding
to Fowler's AVS Forum post recognize
that the company's "ongoing tweaking"
is improving image quality.
Comcast isn't the only service looking
to squeeze more HD into its cables. Time
Warner Cable is testing new increased
compression technology. And satellite
services DirecTV and Dish Network are
switching to a "more advanced com
pression algorithm," Putman says. Veri
zon's FiOS, however, applies no addi
tional compression to network signals.
High-def broadcast formats can make
a difference in the impact of compres
sion on quality. ABC and Fox, among
other networks, use a progressive-scan
format (720p), which Putman and
other experts say tolerates the com
pression slightly better than the inter
laced (1080i) format that such broad
casters as CBS, NBC, and PBS employ.

Preview Your Next Cell Phone-Virtually
YOU NEED A new cell
phone- but you can't make
up your mind which one to
get. Sound familiar?

TryPhone's virtua l ha ndsets could help
you narrow down the list of candidates
when you 're shopping for a cell phone .

l

Given all the cool handsets that are on

where it will be deployed. The service is

at which updates and new models are

also being used as a tech support tool.

appearing, it's no wonder people have dif

DeviceAnywhere provides developers

ficulty deciding . And of course all the user

with remote access to nearly 900 different

and/or expert review sites in the world

combinations of devices and networks.

can 't substitute for your own hands-on

Unfortunately. the TryPhone beta doesn't

evaluations-but who has the time to

have nearly that many phones-only 12

traipse from store to store to play with

as of late April. including such popular

every model worth considering?
A Web site called Try

For consumers, the best HD experience
will be with Blu-ray Disc content on a
player hooked up to a display via an
HDMI connection. "That's going to be
the benchmark," says Symes.
If you're shopping for an HD service,
Symes recommends signing up for a
fiber-optic service such as FiOS or
AT&T's U-Verse, if one is available. Be
yond that, Symes says, so much local
variability exists among competing
cable and satellite services that the best
you can do is to ask friends in your area
about the quality of their service.
And if you believe your HDTV service
quality is suffering from compression,
complain to your provider. Both Symes
and Putman say that the industry will
address overcompression only when
customers who trade up to the biggest,
highest-resolution screens notice.
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models as the Apple iPhone and
the Motorola Razr 2.

Phone (www.tryphone.

That's because even

com) might help you

after the company

narrow down the

spends ten days

field . It shows large

setting up remote

replicas of selected

access for one of its

handsets, complete

Device Anywhere

w ith a few clickable

units. it has to spend

keys that activate the
screen and demos for
important tasks such as
creating a new contact or SMS
message. The site also posts user reviews

Blu -ray Is t he Be nchmark

new application on all overseas networks

the market. and the increasing frequency

and detailed technical specifications.
I wouldn't want to make a buying deci

another ten days gen
erating the Ajax-based
virtual phones on TryPhone.
explains DeviceAnywhere mar
keting director Leila Modarres.
The company is ramping up its staff,
however, and it hopes to have between

sion based on TryPhone alone, but at

100 and 150 handsets up by the holiday

least the site gives you a pretty good idea

season, Modarres adds.

of how a handset will work and, especial

In ad dition, the company plans to in

ly, what the user interface will look like.

crease the interactivity of the virtual hand

Rem ote Acces s to Handsets

buttons to reach top-level menus; but if

TryPhone has an interesting pedigree. It

you attempt to virtually type an SMS

is a relatively new undertaking by a com

message or enter a new contact. a video

pany ca lled DeviceAnywhere (formerly

demo using canned input kicks in.

sets. Right now you can click navigation

MobileComplete). whose principal busi
ness is a service that gives cell phone
application developers access via the

"We do intend to add a more free-form
way of interacting," Modarres says.
TryPhone will never replace an in-person

Internet to real handsets on carrier net

encounter with a handset. nor does it

works located all over the world.

claim to. You can evaluate keyboards and

The service isn't cheap, but for compa
nies that develop and test phone applica
tions , using DeviceAnywhere is a lot less

displays only with actual hardware.
But playing with the site's virtual hand
sets costs nothing, and once TryPhone

expensive than, say, buying dozens of

offers a critical mass of current models,

devices and sending a team of engineers

it could be a use ful (and fun) screening

out into the field for real-world trials of a

aid-which is all that it's trying to be.

Consumer Watch
ON YOUR SIDE

AMBER BOUMAN

_,

WHEN MY ASUS 7900GT graphics board began to malfunction, I contact
ed Asus through the company's Web site, received an RMA [return mer
chandise authorization] number, and shipped the board back for repair.
UPS records showed that Asus received it four days later, and the Asus
Web site said the repa ir was to be processed within ten days. Two weeks
later, I sent e-mail asking about the status of the repair, and a customer
service representative promised to expedite the matter. But five addition
al inquiries have met with no reply. Can you help?
Jim Braificld, Bums, Tc1111cssce
OYS Responds: By the time we forwarded
Brasfield's e-mail to Asus, the company
was out of stock on his graphics board
model. However. the company sent him
a newer model. which he was happy to
accept as a replacement.
Asus admits that Bras field 's request for
service fell through the cracks. and says
that it happened for two reasons: First,
Asus was in the process of moving its
service centers, so some repairs weren't
completed. Second, Brasfield had sent a
number of his e-mai l messages to cus
tomer service at Asus's headquarters in

follow-up e-mail canceling the order- but

Taiwan (the address had a .tw top-level

the charge on his credi t card was never

domain in stead of .com). Brasfield told us

reversed. That's when he turned to us.

that he had obta ined the address by navi
gating to a page on the Asus Web site.
It's not uncommon for tech companies
to have offices in several cJuntries, but it

Unfortunately, we had no better luck:
We tried calling and e-mailing Software
Outlet.com a number of times, but we
received no answer.

is unusual for tech support e-ma il que

The company currently has an "F" rat

ries from North America to be handled

ing with the Better Business Bureau due

through an overseas address, and Asus

to unanswered complaints. Software

says that Brasfield might have obtained

Outlet.com is also the subject of similar

better service by directing his messages

complaints on several consumer sites

to the U.S. tech support operation.

such as Complaintsboard.com.

If your e-mai l support query appears
to be going to an overseas address, you

Extended Warranty Date

may not be sen ding it to the right place.

Joseph F. Ryan of West Medford. Massa

When seeking assistance, make sure that

chusetts, got less th an he bargained for

you're on the support page for the coun 

when he purchased what he thought was

try where you bought your equipment.

a two-year extension on his new Gateway
laptop's warranty: Afterward he realized

Missing in Action

that the extended warra nty added one

Stephen Braude of Baltimore ordered a

year, not two (as he had expected). to the

copy of Corel Paint Shop Pro from Soft

standard included one-year warranty.

wareOutlet.com. When it failed to show

The warranty's terminology is standard

up several weeks later. he began calling

for the industry, as made cl ear in the fine

and sending e-mail to the company.
SoftwareOutlet.com didn't respond to
any of Braude's inquiries. so l1e se nt a
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print on Gateway's Web site. As usual. it
pays to read service agreements carefully
and to ask any questions before you buy.

Most Returned
Products Work
Fine, Study Says
ONLY 5 PERCENT
of consumer elec
tronics products
returned to retailers
arc malfu nctioning
- yet many peo ple
who return working products think
they are broken, a new study indicates.
1hc report by technology consulting
and outsourcing firm Accenture pegs
the costs of consumer electronics
returns in 2007 at $13.8 billion in the
United States alone, with return rates
ranging from 11 percent to 20 percent,
depending on the type of product.
Accenture estimates that 68 percent
of returns are products that work prop
erly but do not meet customers' expec
tations for some reason. "Either they
thought it was defective when it wasn 't,
or there was an expectation gap, " says
Accenture exec utive Terry Steger.
The study attr ibutes anot her 27 per
cent of returns to buyer's remorse
situations where customers simply
changed their minds . That leaves only S
percent of returns that are attributable
to defects or other malfunctions.
Steger believes that the return rates
for functional products would decline
significantly if vendors and retai le rs in
vested more in making them easier to
set up and use, and in educating buyers .
"I don ' t believe the returns issue is
t he resu lt of lax retail return policies,
or customers taking advantage of the
ab ility to return," he says.
Rather, he says, high return rates
often point to problems with products.
Complicated setup is one issue: The
Accenture report cites a 2006 study by
Dutch scientist Elke den Ouden, which
determi ned that the average U.S. con
sumer spends only 20 minutes trying to
make a device work before giving up
and returning it to the seller.
- Yardma Arar •

Business Center
Search Engine Optimization, Advertising 101
BY RICHARD MOROCHOVE
YOU CAN'T SIMPLY open a new Web
site, sit back, and expect a horde of vis
itors to show up at your virtual store
front. You must promote your site.
Search engine optimization (SEO) and
paid advertising on search engines, if
done right, can strengthen your online
business and your bottom line.

( Your business's visibility at the major search engines, whether in
search results or in ads, can have a marked effect on your sa les.

I

the primary anticipated search term for
the page, such as "Left-Handed Widget
Superstore, San Francisco, CA."
Links to your site from other, well-

Ad Variations
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Maximizing Search Posit ion
SEO is the practice of modifying Web
pages to enhance their visibility in
search engine results . If your business
sells, say, left-handed widgets, your
goal is to be listed near the top of the
resu lts if someone performs a search
using the keywords "left-handed wid
gets." If your site isn't within the top
30 search results, research shows, very
few visitors will click through to it.
To reach a high rank in a search en
gine, you must learn to think like the
robots (also called spidm and crawlers)
that search engines such as Google use
to find and catalog Web pages. First,
learn to describe your products and
services at your Web site using words
that your prospective customers will
likely use in a search (most search en
gines understand words , not images).
Search-engine robots give certain as
pects of a Web page, such as its title and
its major headings, special emphasis.
So don't squander the potential benefit
by using a nondescript title like "Home
Page of Rick's Online Store" (search
bots won' t even notice that). Instead ,
devise a detailed title that reinforces

How can you tell whether a potential
link partner site is generally well re
garded? The Google browser toolbar's
PageRank too l rates the popularity of

~
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Computer forensics investigator in
Toronto ana lyzes , interprets data.
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Experienced divorce lawyers in Toronto. Ontario,
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GOOGLE ADWORDS ENABLES you to create different PPC ads a nd t r ack t he results (top).
Car efully selec ted k eywords put this f irm up front in searches for ' Toronto d ivor ce l awyers'.

regarded sites can boost your search
result rankings, too. I recommend con
tacting the Web masters of related (but
not competing) sites for link opportu
nities. Contact them personally, not via
an annoying automated link spammer
(which most recipients will ignore).

a given site from 0 (worst) to 10 (best).
Monitor your progress by checking
your site's "referer log" (yes, that's how
it's spelled, typically) to see where your
visitors came from and what search
terms they used to reach your site.
Don't expect instant results from
»

The Downloads Center at PCWorld.com offers free and Low-cost
software tools (at find.pcworld.com/60801) to help you perform
better in what has become an ultracompetitive search marketplace.
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SEO. The robots must comb through
millions of Web pages , so you may have
to wait three months or longe r to see
the full benefit of your optimized site.
After implementing basic SEO mea
sures, don 't stop . The Search Engine
Optimization Forum (www.highrankings.
com/fo rum), run by Boston-based SEO
services firm High Rankings, offers
many more SEO t ips and discussions.

Make Sure General E-Mail Gets Answered
HOW DOES YOUR busi
ness handle general and
sales query e-mail? In
many organizations the

Email Center Pro collaborate s with your
existing e-mail system to help manage
messages sen t to shared inboxes.

l

messages go to a shared e-ma il account

pertinent messages from individual ac

(such as info@yourdomain.com) that is

counts that aren't handled by the service.

the responsibility of several individuals.

Search Engine Advertising
If you don 't want to wait months for
SEO benefits to kick in , consider adver
tising on search engines. This approach
can increase site traffic within a d ay.
The easiest and most popular type of
search engine advertising to set up is the
pay-per-click (PPC) text ad . You write
short text ads that ap pear next to the
search results for specific terms or key
words that people enter in a search en
gine; then you pay for each visitor who
clicks your ad and jumps to your site.
According to the Web traffic measure
ment company Hitwisc, the most popu
lar search engines in the United States
are Google (with a search share of 66
percent) , Yahoo (21 percent), and MSN
(5 percent). Given Google's dominance,
PPC ads on Google AdWords are likely
to deliver the greatest number of visi
tors to your site. Running PPC ads on
Yahoo and Microsoft, however, will in
crease your advertising reach and may
cost less for certain search keywords.
1he cost can range from a few cents
to several dollars per click, depending
on advertiser demand for keywords.
You may set a daily or month ly maxi
mum charge to ensure that you don 't
exceed your budget.
Crafting your PPC ad is a bit like writ
ing a two-line classified newspaper ad
with a head ing. Choose your phrasing
and keywords carefully to attract the
visitors you want. Test several ads to
determ ine which works besL
Finally, if you sell only locally, don ' t
waste money advert isi ng nationwide.
Use the service's geotargeting capabili
ty to restrict ads to visitors from a lim
ited area, such as your city or state.
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But how do you ensure that all queries

You can view and search all messages
in ECP accounts, and you can arrange for

sent to a shared e-mail address are an

the service to send new message notifi

swered in a timely manner? And how do

cations to the team members who are

you prevent your employees from wast

responsible for replying. You can check

ing their time (not to men

how long an e-mail has

tion leaving a customer

gone unanswered, or

with a bad impression)

append notes to an e-mail

by giving multiple re 

thread for internal use.

sponses to a query?

A drop-down menu lets

Palo Alto Software's

you assign a message or

new Web-based service

group of messages to a

Email Center Pro (www.

specific person for rep ly

emailce nterpro.co111 ) can

or follow-up. Alternative-

help you and your co

ly you can use smart fold

workers field queries from customers or

ers to organize your e-mail by a filtering

partners. It's not a complete e-mail sys

criterion you specify- subject line, for ex

tem; rather, it works with your existing

ample, or messages assigned to you.

service to ensure that your staff doesn't
drop the ball in its electronic messages.
Signing up for ECP and creating one or
more mailboxes takes just a couple of
minutes. ECP recommends that you chan

A built-in editor lets you create custom
message templates, reducing the time
needed to generate responses and help
ing to make answers more consistent.
ECP uses SpamAssassin as an anti

nel messages to the service by setting up

spam filter; incoming spam doesn't count

POP retrieval from a speci fic mailbox (for

against your monthly message quota.

example.sales@yourdomain.com); but if
you prefer. you can forward mail to ECP

A free plan. supported by ads in e-mail
footers, provides lGB of storage, accepts

as it comes in, or simply give out your

250 messages per month, and accommo

ECP mailbox address (though adopting

dates five users and two mailboxes. Ad

th is approach will produce a clunkier

free paid plans start at $19 per month for

looking address-som ething like sales@

5GB of storage, 2500 e-mail messages,

yourdomain.emailcenterpro.com).

unlimited users, five mailboxes, and

Hand le Vacation Mail

is $149 per month for 30GB of storage,

You ca n use Email Center Pro for private

15,000 messages, secure SSL support.

accoun ts, too, but this mean s the account

an d unlimited users and mailboxes.

backup service. The most expensive plan

holder's e-mail will no longer be private.

ECP isn't the only possible way to man

Still, when employees take ill or go on

age shared e-mail. but it's easy to use

vacation or maternity leave, temporarily

alongside your existing e-mail system.

forwarding their messages to ECP can
ensure that important messages don't

PC World readers can gain access to a
three-month free trial of the service's

languish unanswered. Also, to create a

Sl9 -per-month standard plan by entering

more comp lete record , you can forward

pcworldOB in the code box during sign-up.
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EditGrid Brings Web 2.0
Tricks to Spreadsheets
EDITGRID, A NEW online spreadsheet
service, might convince you that Micro
soft's Excel isn 't the best spreadsheet
product for all jobs. EditGrid, which
offers a free Personal Edition (as well as
paid subscr.iption and server editions),
delivers more and less than Excel does.
Like Google and Zoho spreadsheets,
EditGrid lets you collaborate with oth
ers in real time, and then share the re
sult easily. A handy chat capability lets
EditGrid I Team and Concepts Ltd
Online spreadsheet service is
well suited for collaboration, but
doesn't have all of the high-end
capabilities that Microsoft Excel does. Pricing:
Personal Edition free, Subscription Edition $5
per month per user, Standard License Edition
(runs on your own server) $1500 and up
www.ed itgrid.com

{C] Google Charts
'5l1 Yahoo! Finance

l

GOOGLECHART
Synop~i'li:

-t Reuters

GOOGlfOiART(typc,data[,optioMj)

81 Alexa

Renders a chart imaoe in the ce.!I accord1no

Ui

Gooole Chart API

Compete

you talk to collabora
tors while you work.
To use EditGrid ,
you need a broad
band Internet con
nection and a Web
EDITGRID ENABLES YOU to insert stock charts and other graphical
browser that sup
data from services such as Google Charts and Yahoo Finance.
ports JavaScript (as
most do). After sign
ing up for a free account, you can upload
ing apps using an application program
ming interface the company publishes.
up to 2GB (8GB in the paid version) of
existing spreadsheet files created in Ex
Still, EditGrid is no Excel. EditGrid
lacks Excel's macros, pivot tables, data
cel, OpenDocument, or Lotus 1-2-3.
validation, and cell merge, among other
EditGrid has some tricks that Google
features . You'll also wait longer to save
and Zoho spreadsheets lack. For one
thing, EditGrid lets you insert online
your changes than you would working
on a local hard drive. All the same, you'll
stock-price charts , exchange rates, and
other financial data from services such
find that most other spreadsheet func
as Alexa, Compete.com, Google Charts,
tions (like copy and paste) operate just
Reuters , and Yahoo Finance. You can
as fast as their counterparts do in Excel.
-Richard Morocho{)e
also integrate EditGrid with your exist-

Plustek's $300 Scanner Gets the Basics Right
IF YOU WANT a low-cost document
management system that can digitize
photos and stacks of paper, and can
convert scans into searchable PDFs
and editable text files , the reason
ably priced $300 Plustek Smart
Office PL806 may have every
thing you need. But be ready to
put up with poky performance.
This 10.5-pound scanner comes
with a SO-page automatic docu
ment feeder for scanning multipage
documents, and its flatbed design
lets you use it just as you would a pho
tocopier to scan prints , books, and
other large source documents.
The PL806's biggest limitation is that
SmartOffice PL806 I Plustek
Plustek's entry-level scanner can
handle prints and has an ADF for
multipage documents, but speed
is not its strong suit. Street: S300
find .pcworld.co111/6081 3
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PLUSTEK'S PL806 CAN be a good fit for
offices with moderate scanning needs.

it's a simplex (single-sided page) scan
ner, meaning that it can't automatically
scan double-sided pages . Consequent
ly, the PL806's performance is signifi
cantly slower than that of pricier page
scanners. For example, in our perfor
mance tests, the PL806 took a sluggish
340 seconds to scan a 15-page, double

sided monochrome text document (at
300 dpi) , whereas its sibling, the $399
Plustek SmartOffice PS252 completed
the same test in just 107 seconds.
On the upside, the PL806's
front panel sports five conve
nient function buttons for
jump-starting common scan
ning tasks such as scanning
pages to a file, copying to a print
er, and performing optical character
recognition (OCR) to turn printed type
into editable text. The PL806 delivered
good text and graphics in various color
and monochrome documents, and its
OCR accuracy was generally impres
sive, with several converted documents
emerging 99 percent error-free.
For undemanding small-office and
home-office users who want a low
priced scanner that's versatile enough
to handle both photos and documents,
the PL806 is a worthwhile candidate.
-RichardJantz •

AT&T Tilt"•
Winner of the 2008 PC World 25 Most Innovative Product s Award .
When you build a smart phone this robust, you're bound to receive a little attention. After all, the
vivid, tilting touch screen lets you view and edit documents on the fly. It's also great for watching
videos with Cellular Video, playing games, or receiving turn-by-turn driving directions thanks to
the integrated TeleNav• GPS . And with high-speed 3G global connectivity, Wi-Fi•, and Bluetooth•
2.0, you can enjoy these features everywhere you go. Compact, powerful. and capable, he
AT&TTllt by HTC is the new standard in smart mobility.
To get yours, visit an AT&T store near you, or go to www.att.com/attti lt

~
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~

Windows
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hTC

Your world. Delivered.
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Security Alert
Web 2.0 Sites a Thriving Market for Malware
BY ERIK LARKIN

senior principal researcher with Symantec Security Response.
While virus vendors are still quick to jump on the latest
A WIRY YOUNG man with his head shaved and wearing a
security vulnerability or technical trick, "the real innovations
tank top points a handgun straight at the camera in a disturb
are more business and marketing," he explains.
ing YouTube video. 111e man wears what appears to be a wed
On the face of it, public ads appea r w violate the number
ding ring, and he gazes vacant
one rule of any illegal activi ty:
ly away from the viewer.
Don't make yourself known.
Malicious software makers are using social
Though it' s an odd image for
And it's true, says Ramza n,
networks, video sites, and blogs to peddle
an advertisement, this video
that "the more sop histicated
thei r wares to other online criminals.
isn 't promoting you r average
guys are mo re quiet. " But
company. It's from a not-so
since the purveyors of Trojan
horses and other malicious
underground Albania n hacker
group that s out to make a
apps have no real fear of legal
name for itself in the th riving
repercussions, they have no
compelling reason to be shy.
world of malwa re and comput
Another video ad, this one
er crime, says Don Jackso n, a
from a Tu rkish group , hypes
senior researcher with managed
a progra m used to break into
security services provider Se
PCs. 111e gro up 's name and
cureWorks. Besides the shot of
logo (a styli zed alien face with
th e gunman, the video show
the Turkish crescent-and-star
cases images o f a co mputer
screen, a table loaded with for
emblem on its forehead) play
front-and-center in the pro
eign currency, and plenty of
gram 's gra phical inte rface, and
links to the group's Web site.
the video 's narrator wa lks th e
Malware is big business, and
viewer through a S-minute
groups like the Albanian hack
plus cutorial on using the pro
ers are trying to cash in, using
gram. More than 17 ,000 peo
the latest Web 2.0 too ls: social
ple have watc hed it.
network ing profi les , biogs , and
YouTube is a popular ve nue
other publicly ava ilab le media
for ads from malware makers,
and Web-site pages. 111e digital
with videos for supposedly undetectable Trojan horses, "pack
desperados are, paradoxically, moving more and more into
ers" th at obfuscate ma lware payloads, and even password
wide-scale advertising and brand building on public sites an d
stea lers for breaking into Steam online ga me accou nts.
networks in order to grow th eir underground trade.
(Asked about the trend , a spokesperson said that YouTube
But wait a minute-how can people get away wit h selling
doesn't contro l site co nt ent but that it will inves tigate if
programs for breaking into your PC o r stealing your identity?
viewers report videos as inappropriate.)
Simple: Selling ma lware is not directly illegal in the Un ited
Advertisements from Internet bad guys don ' t sto p with
States (or nearly anywhere else). Only using it is illegal.
YouTube. Acco rding to Jackson , many online thugs maintain
As the malware underground expands , "it 's moving away
profiles on hot social networking s ites and biogs such as
»
from technology towards business, " says Zulfikar Ramzan,

!

Check out our review of the new version of ThreatFire, a free securi
ty tool, at find .pcworld.com/60841 , and find out how a Firefox Lan
guage pack became tainted by malware at find.pcworld.com/60843 .
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LiveJou rnal.com to keep in touch with
the ir business partners and customers.
The sites , which often don 't have
direct references to nefarious ma lware,
provide a harder-to-track way of staying
in contact than using one particular
underground site. To buy ma lware, for
instance, a crook could look up a
known seller's JCQ handle or other
cont~ct info on a posted profile.
The pages offer "the capability of hid
ing in plain sight, " says Tom Bowers,
senior security evangelist with antivirus
software maker Kaspersky Lab. But
thankfully, they' re not entirely hidden.
Bowers says he works with law enforce
ment professionals who try to track the

Install Windows XP SP3 Right
STILL ON WINDOWS XP?
Me too. So we'll both want to
be sure to install Microsoft's

Plus: Step on Vista and IE bugs: block
Quick Time and Fl ash Player risks .

L

Windows XP Service Pack 3.
SP3 comes via Automatic Updates. and

a booby-trapped Web page to be nailed.

If you haven't al ready received the patch

like most service packs. it focuses on

es via Automatic Updates, you can garner

mu st-have bug fixes. Unlike SP2, this

more details and links to manually down

third big bundle adds new functionality

load them at find .pcworld.com/60753.

only for enterprise networks.
You might remember that XP SPl was

Flash and Qu ickT ime Holes

an installation nightmare for quite a few

Adobe's Fla sh Player has its own share of

people. If you have any trouble this time

bug tussles this month. Flash Player

around, as some folks w ith AMO PCs

9.0.124.0 (the latest versio n) fixes seven

reportedly are {find.pcworld.corn/60835),

bad security vulnera bilit ies, any of w hich

Microsoft is provid ing free
technical support at find .

could open the door to a "bot"
infection. An attacker would

pcworld.com/60751 {for

strike when you view a
malicious Flash media

XP Home users) or at
866/234-6020 to help

(.swf) file, which could

you get XP SP3 in

happen as a drive-by

stalled an d ru nnin g.

download if you simply

And if you are not

visit a site. Browse to

using Automatic

find.pcworld.com/60755

Updates, look for SP3 at
THIS YOUTUBE VIDEO adverti ses a group of

the Microsoft Download Center

Albanian hackers for hire.

at find .pcworld.com/60752.

for more info as well as for
links to available downloads.
Not to be outdone, Apple has a bushel
of fixes that close up 12 security glitches

criminals through social networks .
All these public ads and profi les can
help law enforcement glean usefu l data
for investigations. But they're unlike ly
to lead d irectly to prosecutions.
Using ma lware is clearly illegal, and a
Department ofJustice spokesperson says
it could charge a virus vendor with aid
ing and abetting, or conspiracy to com
mit a crime, if it busted so meone who
used that purchased malware to infect a
PC. But the Justice Department would
have to prove the seller intended for
the code to be used in criminal deal
ings, instead of, say, security research.
The spokes person says she co uld n't
fin d any instances of prosecutions of
this type in her in itial sea rch of cases .
And that's just in the United States.
In many parts of the world, bring ing
known phishers and malware lawbreak
ers to justice isn ' t exactly a priority.
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Summer Brings Out t he Bugs

(10 of them critical) in QuickTime. The

Meanwhile, summer is here, and the bugs

holes entail the usual risk of losing con

are out in full force. Microsoft. Apple, and

trol of your PC if you break the "be care

Adobe each have a long list of creepy

fu l where you click" rule and open a poi

crawlies to stomp out.

soned file attachment or click a link to

Microsoft recently released four critical
security patches-two for Windows and

visit a Web page with malicious code.
Security researcher Secunia rates the

two for Internet Explorer- that together

QuickTime patches as "highly critical"

fix five nasty holes. All cou ld hand con

one step below its "abandon all hope, ye

trol of your PC to a misanthropic hacker.

w ho enter here," worst-case rating.

Four of the holes affect virtually every
currently supported version of Windows,

Apple's patch updates the media player
to the fixed version 7.4.5, and is available

including Windows 2000 SP4 through

for Mac OS X as well as Windows operat

Vista with SPl installed, as well as IE 6

ing systems. Get the download and more

and 7. What's more, hackers already have

information at find .pcworld.com/60754.

proof-of-concept code (often an attack
precursor) up online.

BUGGED?

As with most attacks these days, all
you would need to do is open a rogue fi le

FOUND A HARDWARE or soft

attachment-the security firm Security

ware bug? Send us an e-mail on it

Tracker says it wou ld be an HTML file

to bugs@pcworld.com.

with an unregistered MIME type- or view

ALT ERN ATIV E THINKING AB O UT SERV ER MANAGEM ENT:

The HP Proliant DL385 G5 Server, featuring efficient Quad-Core AMD Opteron™ processors, lets you manage it from your office in
San Diego while ii sits in Boston. Remote Management (il02) lets you control, reboot and troubleshoot from practically anywhere,
even when the server is off.

Technology for better business outcomes .
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Security Alert
Microsoft Stats Show Web Attacks Taking Off
ONLINE BAD GUYS changed tactics in
the last six months of 2007, dropping
malicious e-mail in favor of Web-based
attacks , according to data reported to
Microsoft by Windows users.
The company saw the number of
Trojan-horse downloader programs
that it removed from Windows ma
chines jump by 300 percent, according
to Jimmy Kuo, principal architect with
Microsoft's Malware Protection Center.
These programs masquerade as legiti
mate pieces of software; but once
installed , they download malicious ap
plications such as spyware or adware
onto the victim' s computer. Typically
they install via the Internet.
The shifi: to the Web has been forced
on criminals , as system administrators
became better at blocking executable
files sent via e-mail. "Executables are

Extent of infected PCs monthly:
• 1 in 123 overall
• 1in112 in the United States
• 1 in 685 in Japan

l

SOURCE: MICROSOFT

often being stripped completely, re
gardless of what they are, " Kuo says.
So instead of sending the ir baleful soft
ware by e-mail, the crooks now send
out spam messages that trick victims
into visiting malicious Web sites.
Many companies compile data on Web
attacks , but Microsoft's collection is
the most comprehensive, coming from
about 4SO million computers that run
the Microsoft Malicious Software Re
moval Tool that ships with Windows
Vista , XP, 2000, and Server 2003 .
Among the statistics published in
Microsoft's Security Intelligence

Report (find .pcworld.com/60763):
• The amount of ma Iware that Micro
soft's tool removed was up SS percent
from the first six months of 2007.
• Adware is still the most common
form of unwanted software , and was up
66 percent in the second half of the year
to 34.3 million detections. The top piece
of adware in the period was Win32/
Hotbar, which installs an Internet Ex
plorer toolbar that spews pop-up ads .
• Between 7S and 80 percent ofphish
ing pages that the Microsoft Phishing
Filter tracked were in English , and
phishing is now moving from e-mail
onto social networks .
• Rogue security software-bogus or
malicious programs that pretend to
protect PCs-is on the rise. The most
widely spotted is Win32jWinfixer.
-Roben McMH!mr

Phone Companies That Allowed Wiretaps Shouldn't Get Immunity
AT&T AND OTHER telecommunications

They should have to prove they acted legally
and in good fa it h, or face the consequences.

allowing federal authorities to tap phone

L

lines for years without a warrant. Presi

So the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, which reports

companies are being sued for allegedly

dent George W. Bush wants Congress to

that it has reviewed letters given to the companies by the adminis

grant the companies retroactive immuni

tration (find .pcworld.com/60761), says the businesses involved

ty, and the Senate has agreed. But I think
su ch a grant of blanket immunity would be a big mistake.
Here's the main issue: Class-action lawsuits claim that the com

should receive retroactive immunity because they can't properly
defend themselves. That kind of catch-22 logic concerns me.
A rival bill passed by the House has a solution. The House bill

panies broke the law by allowing the government to wiretap with

(find .pcworld.com/60762) says the businesses involved can present

out a warrant or special certification. The companies say they

government documents in a secret session before a judge, w ithout

acted in "good faith "-and there's no denying that they acted in re

the plaintiffs present. If, as the Senate report states, letters and

sponse to requests from the highest levels of government. (One

documents given to the telephone companies "stated that the

company, Qwest. says it refused because of the lack of a warrant.)

activities had been determined to be lawful by the Attorney Gener

Was the surveillance legal? Under wiretapping law, companies

al," then a judge could consider that a strong defense, and compa

ha ve legal cover against lawsuits when they receive a warrant or a
certification from the attorney general. But the administration has

nies would likely and justifiably escape penalty.
But if these companies broke the law and handed over our data

classified any such documents that it may have given the compa 

without legal justification, they should pay. I think the courts are

nies as "state secrets," preventing the firms from showing them.

exactly the right place to make that determination. •

Duplication Solutions Made Easy
We bri ng t he best product reliability wit h the latest
duplication technology to the deman ds of our cons umers.

Tower CD DVD Disc Printer CD DVD Auto CD DVD
Direct print to Duplicator
Duplicator
Wrapper
for • Blu-Ray
•CD •DVD
•CD+G Karaoke
•LightScribe
Burn "on the fly" .
Up to 300
copies in minutes.
No PC required .

CD or DVD.
No more
stickers.
No more
labels.

Up to 1000 disc No heatg un.
capacity.
No melting
Mass production plastic.
at your finger
Just a
tips .
professional
CD/ DVD
wrap.

e

USB Drive
Duplicator

SD
Duplicator

Multimed ia Hard Drive
Duplicator Duplicator

Copy up to
11 copies
synchronously.
Perfect for
mass
marketing
promotions .

Copy up to
11 copies
synchronously.
Mass duplicate
images and
pictures.

Back up
memory
for
• MS • CF • SD
• MMC
to CD or DVD

Systor Systems, Inc.
Toll Free 866-582-9561
www.esystor.com/pcw

Available in
EIDEand SATA.
Clone multiple
hard drives with
reliability and
speed.

Resellers
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ultimate gaming mouse. With our unique ergonomic design
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WHAT DO SONY and Micro Express's
high-performance laptops-the far
mer's VAIO VGN-SZ791N (left) and the
latter's IFL9025-have In common?
The same CPU.

The Best Business Notebooks
YOUR NOTEBOOK MEANS
l:lti)'t~ business in every

•._..~..u.~l!\l;;r,,••-1"" sense of the word .
TI1e problem is, not every
one defines their work style
the sa me way. Busy profes
sionals crave an eq ua lly
agile lightweight laptop to
fit their life in motion.
Other people need the brute
force (and huge screen) that
only a des ktop replacement
"portable" can provide. Then
there is everyone else-folks
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Whether you need an ultraportable, a desktop
replacement or an all-pu rpose unit, look here.

L

who want to combine rea
sonable power with the flex
ibility to go anywhere.
But most laptop buyers ,
no matter which kind of ma
chine they favor, want to
find a Zen state of balance, a
blend o f grea t mo bile perfor
mance and good battery life.
That's precise ly what we
aimed to do this month .

Poring over rea ms of data o n
products in our three laptop
categories-namely, desktop
replace ment, all-purpose,
and ult raportab le we chose
the one notebook in each
tier that offers the best com
binat io n of performance and
endurance. Everything else
was secondary. TI1at meant
that the price tag was not a

factor in our search for the
best workhorse laptops
although the reaso nableness
of the prices fo r two of our
winning models will likely
catch your attention.

Desktop Replacement
It 's hardly a surprise that
one of the more recent desk
top replace ment laptops to
ente r the Test Center wins
out as the best choice. TI1e
Micro Express IFL9025 is

INSIDE

62 CANON POWERSHOT

66 SHUTTLE KPC K4500

68 IOGEAR MOBILE

one of the first notebooks
based on an Intel Penryn
processor to roll off a facto
ry line and into our offices.
The IFL9025 came fairly
well stocked with the hard
ware to garner high scores
on our WorldBench 6 tests.
Intel's 45-nanometer-based
processor, a 2.5-GHz Core 2
Duo T9 300, led the charge.
This CPU, while not the fast
est member of the Penryn
fam ily, had more than
enough power to handle any
business task we could throw
at the machine, delivering a
down right impressive World
Bench 6 score of97-which
ties the IFL9025 with Euro
com 's D900C Phantom-X
{find.pcworld.com/60817) and
just edges out Toshiba's
high-end multimedia Qos
mio G45-AV690, which
scored a 94. (Both are com
parable desktop replacement
machines.) It also has a siz
able 200GB hard drive.
Besides business produc
tivity, the other big reason
to consider buying a deskMORE ONLINE

Our Laptops Info Center (find.
pcworld.com/60709) has fu ll
reviews, specs, and latest prices
for all notebooks we've tested.

7S MIO MOOV 310

Digital Scribe

SDllOO IS

The Winners in Our Three Laptop Categories
NEED LOTS OF horsepower to do your work? These are the top portable performers in each class.
MODEL
DESKTOP REPLACEMENT
Micro Express IFL9025
$1199

Im

Performance

• World Bench 6score: 97 Superior
•Overall design: Good
•Tested battery life: 3:53

Features
• 2.5·GHzCore 2Ouo T9300
• 15.4-lnch wide screen

• 6.6pounds
find.pcworld.com/60823
• OVO±ROUOVO±RW/·RAM
'
BOTIOM LINE: This top bl•Siness performer manages to pack in horsepower without attaching ahefty price tag.
ALL-PURPOSE
• World8ench6score:94Superior
/•_2._5-·G-H-zC-o-re_2_0-uo_T_93_0_0_ _
Sony VAID VGN-SZ791 N
•Overall design:Good
• 13.3·inch wide screen
52500
•Tested battery life: 3:50
•4.0 pounds
find.pcworld.com/60627
'
• OVO±RDUOVO±RW/·RAM
BOTIOM LINE:High fashion joins high performance-and ahigh price.It runs the same CPU as our desktop replacement pick.
ULTRAPORTABLE
Lenovo ThinkPad X61
$1724

II

•

WorldBench 6 score: 76 Good
• Overall design: Very Good
• Tested battery life:6:14

• 2·GHz Core 2Duo T7300
• 12.1-inch wide screen

• 3.6 pounds
find.pcworld.com/58289
• OVO±R OUOVO±RW
'
BOTIOMLINE: Light and long·lasting, thisultraportable can handle complex businesstaskswithout weigh ing you down.
CHART NOTES: Prices and ratings are as of 5/8/08.Weight does not Include AC adapter,power cord, docking station.or extra batteries.
top rep lacement is for its
game-playing ability. TI1e
IFL9025 relies on an nVidia
GeForce 8600M GT graphics
card with 512MB of dedicat
ed memory. TI1at board is
more than potent enough
for running games such as
Far Cry that have been kick
ing aro und some four years
(the IFL9025 cracked 120
frames per second- a good
score for an aging title such
as Far Cry) , while also being
capable of dealing wit h
what's on the store shelves
today. Just don ' t expect to
play games such as Crysis at
top resolutions with all fea

tures cranked to "11." Gam
ing on most notebook com
puters entails a series of
compromises, so tone down
your expectations and keep
the antialiasing features off.
That said, we expect one
upcoming model to surpass
the IFL9025 in performance:
Alienware's Area-51 m15x .
This machine truly feels like
a desktop replacement in
that, besides having 4GB of
RAM and a Penryn CPU, it
uses two 8800m GTX graph
ics cards in Scalable Link
Interface mode (SL!). TI1at's
right, this laptop is brawnier
than the average gaming

desktop-no small feat.
As for battery life, you
again need to keep expecta
tions in check with this sort
of machine, as these PCs
soak up power-and the lon
gest we've seen a desktop re
placement run on one charge
is a little over 4 hours. Micro
Express's IFL9025, however,
is a close second in this re
spect, coming in at 3 hours,
53 minutes-about 12 min
utes longer than the average
for all desktop replacements.
What caught us off-guard,
though, was how inexpen
sive (at $1199) the IFL9025
is, considering how
»
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absurdly costly desk
top replacement por
tables can be. Price
may not be a factor in
this particular review;
nevertheless, it's hard to
ignore a such a good deal
when you see one.

ALL-Purpose
A not-quite-ultraportable
notebook, the VAIO VGN
SZ791N is really a "tween
er." Though it has the size
and weight of a borderline
ultraportable (it weighs 4
pounds and has a 13.3-inch
screen) , this laptop is a race
horse at the track, and it is
built for business.
In fact, when it comes to
straight sprints in World
Bench 6, the SZ791N is un
stoppable. Scoring 94, it out
ran the nearest-performing
all-purpose notebook, Fujit
su's Lifebook A6120 (find.
pcworld.com/60785), by a full
10 percent-and kept pace
as well with beefier desktop
replacement models. This is
thanks in no small part to
the combo of an Intel 2.5
GHz Core 2 Duo T9300 CPU
and an nVidia 8400GS GPU
revving under the hood. If
you're paying close atten
tion, you may have noticed
that this machine uses the
same Penryn-based CPU as
our top desktop replace
ment pick does ; Sony fine
tuned the processor for this
more mobile unit. And des
pite this laptop's slight size ,
it houses a 250GB hard drive.
As for battery life, the
SZ791N didn't quite achieve
a runaway success, but it did
last 3 hours, 50 minutes on a
single charge. That's slightly
better than the battery life
of the average all-purpose
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ultraportable that scored
significantly better, the
an ultraportable laptop
Micro Express JFT2500 (fi nd.
can do It all.
pcworld.com/60789), blows
away the X61 by a huge 17
percent margin. Also on the
plus side, the X61 offers
160GB of hard-drive space.
The problem is that a wide
gap exists between ultra~~S~~:S.-.,,.___
portable perfor
mance and endur
ance. Every model
that clocked a high
score in performance fared
miserably in battery tests
and vice versa. For example,
the JFT2500-the fastest
in our WorldBench 6 tests.
ultraportable we've tested
Among the "money is no
sits nowhere near the top of
object" set, the Sony VAIO
the battery-life pack. That
VGN-SZ791N will make a
honor goes to the Asus U2E,
which ships with both a
solid choice. Though it may
standard battery and a six
cost a hefty $2500, this pint
cell extra-life one that lasted
size powerhouse can run cir
cles around the competition
an absurd 7 hours, 11 min
for nearly 4 hours .
utes in our tests.
The ThinkPad X61 comes
Ultraportabl e
with an extended-life power
Ultraportables make all sorts
supply, but it still ran about
of sacrifices-such as sport
an hour less than the U2E on
ing anemic CPUs-to bust
a charge (6 hours, 14 min
utes, to be precise). Never
into the welterweight com
puting class . Not Lenovo's
theless, 6 hours is a good
ThinkPad line. Durable,
amount of time for a laptop
to survive our battery tests.
svelte, and geared for busi
ness, these PCs perform un
As we said at the begin
ning, however, this month's
der pressure. In fact, many
Lenovo units regularly enter
quest was for the ideal mid
dle ground, and the Think
our ultraportable Top 10.
The ThinkPad X61 isn' t
Pad X61 delivers in spades
the fastest laptop you can
as a well-rounded machine
find, but thanks to a 2-GHz
in its category. It's aging a
Core 2 Duo T7300 Intel
little (it came to market last
year), but you can't argue
CPU, it still cracked the top
four in our WorldBench 6
with the X61 's success. And
test suite, scoring 75
considering that Lenovo's
which is not too shabby for
tricked-out 12.1-inch porta
an ultraportable machine. It
ble line starts at just a little
comes in close behind the
over $1000, it also happens
Lenovo 3000 N200 (find .
to offer a lot for your money.
pcworld.corn/60787). The only
-Dmnn Gladstone
LENOVO'S THINKPAD

X61 proves that even

notebook. A power manage
ment toggle on the keyboard
switches between a Speed
mode and a Stamina mode;
we assumed that this would
add more borrowed time to
work with, but it didn't do
much. This one-step "solu
tion " tweaks a couple of fea
tures (lowering the resolu
tion , for example) and forces
the computer to reboot. We
couldn't help but wonder
how much power was killed
jumping through all those
hoops in the first place.
A couple of notebooks
have managed to squeeze
out more juice than the
SZ791N, but by far the most
long-lasting laptop among
all-purpose models we've
tested recently is HP's Pavil
ion dv2660se (find.pcworld .
corn/60786). It was a true
marathoner, cranking away
for 6 hours, 19 minutes on
the 12-cell extended-life bat
tery it shipped with. Howev
er, this Pavilion didn' t walk
away with the top spot be
cause its CPU dragged it
below the average of other
all-purpose laptops' scores
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SugarSync's Sweet File-Synchronizing Service
will transmit the alter
IF YOU USE multiple
~-s•sr~.Mi;;~~ ·:. ..
ations to the original
computers and mo
Ate Edit
Too!s Ho\:>
document on your of
bile devices to create
and edit documents,
fice PC as well.
One serious draw
keeping different ver
back: SugarSync does
sions of your files in
not archive prior ver
sync can be a chore.
A new service called
EACH DEVICE THAT you install SugarSync on gets its own Magic Briefcase folder. If
sions of synced flies .
SugarSync can help
you place a file in this folder, It will appear on all of your devices that run SugarSync.
Only the newest copy
cure those headaches.
of an edited and saved
SugarSync has both \Veb
certain folders on your PC.
file is preserved for you.
your changes to the prior
based and downloadable
Every device that Sugar
Files in those folders upload
version of the document on
components; together, they
to your personal SugarSync
the PC where it was created .
Sync is installed on receives
give you access to the most
For instance, a meeting agen
its own Magic Briefcase fold
Web page automatically, at
current version of a file you
er. Any file in this folder ap
which point you can access
da created on your office PC
want to work on, no matter
them with any Web browser.
but later edited and saved
pears in the Magic Briefcase
which device you use. You
SugarSync excels in han
on your laptop at home will
on all your other devices
configure the downloadable
dling edited documents. Any
have the updates automati
that are running SugarSync.
application, called Sugar
time you change a file, the
cally saved to your Web stor
Unlike many online stor
Sync Manager, to monito r
software automatically saves
age space, and SugarSync
age services, SugarSync isn't
free (except for a 45-day free
trial). Five plans are offered,
at prices ranging from $25
per year for lOGB of storage
LIKE ITS DIGITAL Elph pre
to $250 for 250GB.
SugarSync works on Win
decessors, Canon's
_....:..__;_ - PowerShot SDl 100
dows PCs , on Macs, and on
IS looks great and is com
mobile phones with Web
fortable to use. Its $220
access. A nifty feature per
price tag pegs it as a mid
mits camera phone users to
range point-and-shoot, but
have any pictures they take
its outstanding image quali
with their phones sent di
ty lets it compete with
rectly to their computer.
more-expensive cameras .
SugarSync offers a cost
The SD1100 improves on
effective and easy-to-use way
the older SDlOOO in various
to manage files on several
ways, but it shoots a hair
devices . It's light-years be
slower (though faster than its
yond file synchronization
lower-priced competitors).
In a pocket, and It's fun to use.
with the old Windows Brief
The 5Dl 100's burst capabili
Though the 501100 has no
case and floppy disks.
ty is 1.3 frames per second.
a handful of tested cameras
aperture or shutter priority
- Kevin C. Toft/
per se, its shooting modes
(including Kodak's Easyand "manual" settings are
5hare V1253, Fuj ifilm's Fine
stellar. Its nine scene modes
Pix F50fd, and Casio's EXinclude an excellent one for
Z 1080) bested the 501100,
Macro, one for Kids & Pets ,
but all of them cost more.
PowerShot 501100 ISI Canon
and a new one for Sunset.
Despite a few minor short
SugarSync l Sharpcast
Sleek design, superb image capabil
In our lab tests , it scored
comings, the 501100 IS is a
Easy-to-use cross-platform service
ity, and intuitive controls make the
higher for overall image
joy to use, and it produces
keeps files in sync on multiple
SDllOO IS a solid buy. Street: S220
quality than most competi
superb photos for its class.
devices. List: 525 per year {lOGB)
find.pcworld.corn/60681
-Damry Palmcrlcc
tors . On the sharpness scale,
find.pcwortd.corn/60773
~------

Canon's Sleek PowerShot Scores

li!§ll
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Win an Internet Security Camera at
www.trendnet.com/ giveaway
Use promotional code M PD3WOD8 to doub le your prizes

Visit www.trendnet.com or call 1.888.326.6061 for more information
No Plfl:ha$e necessaty ID wil. Void where pioltied by law. Sweepstakes is open lo legal residents of the Uniled Stales
who are at least 18 years of age. Entries lllJSI be received from Man::h 15, 2008IDSeptember15, 2008. One entry per
pe1S011. F°' aoomplete set of rules, visi1 www.trendnel.oom/giveaway.

Buy.com

lgerlllrect.com
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VelociRaptor Hard Drive
Hits Cruise Control
WESTERN DIGITAL picked

l:&Wlq a very ap~ropriate
......r..__
:rm

.~.~

name for its new

10,000-rpm (rotations per
minute) hard drive. Dubbed
the VelociRaptor, this drive
screamed through the PC
World Test Center's perfor
mance tests, handily besting
our tested field of hard drives
to become our top overall
performer. Speed is clearly
the drive's raison d 'etre.
Unlike many hard drives
we review, which alternate
between crests and troughs
of strength and weakness in
our tests, the $300 Veloci
Raptor demonstrated a sus
tained level of power across

the PC World Test Center' s
entire suite of hard-drive
tests . In one of its most im
pressive feats, the Veloci
Raptor wrote 3.06GB of files
and folders in a speedy 89
seconds, surpassing the next
fastest drive in our chart, the
Western Digital Caviar SE16
750GB, by 32 seconds-a 26
percent improvement.
The VelociRaptor is an in
teresting drive for several
reasons that go beyond its
performance numbers, how
ever: The latest in Western
Digital's family ofRaptor
10,000-rpm drives, the
300GB VelociRaptor doubles
the capacity of the company's

TECH TREND

Desktop Hard Drives Shrink
WHEN YOU SAY "3.5-inch hard drive," most people think of
desktop PCs. But that presumption is changing as 2.5-inch hard
drives find their way into desktop PCs and servers.
The trend first took hold with servers and enterprise hard
drives, as 2.5-inch drives achieved high rotations per minute
10,000 or 15,000 rpm-and better
performance while generating less
heat than 3.5-inch drives.
Now, consumer PCs are moving to
2.5-inch drives as well. A push toward
smaller, design- and energy-conscious
systems underlies manufacturers'
inclusion of 2.5-inch drives in desk
tops. Mainstream desktop manufac
turers use laptop components to build the compact PCs of the
future, so it makes sense that some compact PCs have 2.5-inch
hard drives inside. Even power desktops can get into the 2.5
inch game with Western Oigital's VelociRaptor hard drive (re
viewed above), which zips at 10,000 rpm. Capacity is no longer
an issue: 250GB to 320GB 2.5-inch drives are commonplace,
and 500GB drives have begun shipping. But 2.5-inch drives
won't take over on the desktop: Since 3.5-inch drives otter a bet
ter price/capacity ratio, 3.5-inch drives will continue to prevail.
-Melissa]. Pcrenso11
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previous-generation
150GB Raptor drive.
The company sees
gamers and PC enthusi
asts as the drive' s pri
mary audience, though
the VelociRaptor is
designed to handle
enterprise-class applica
tions , too. The drive
carries a rating of 1. 2
million hours as its
mean time between fail
ures. That rating puts it
on a par with other
enterprise-grade drives.
I had no trouble installing
the drive-though you 'll cer
tainly notice, as soon as you
take it out of the box, that
the VelociRaptor is no ordi
nary hard drive. With the
VelociRaptor, Western Digital
introduces an innovative ap
proach to achieving a high
performance desktop hard
drive. The company squeezed
its 10,000-rpm drive into a
2. 5-inch chassis; traditional
ly, desktop hard drives
whether 7200 rpm or 10,000
rpm-use a 3.5-inch chassis.
(Though the drive itself mea
sures just 2.5 inches, the
VelociRaptor is designed to
fit in a 3.5-inch drive bay.)
Western Digital says that it
chose the 2.5-inch form for
two reasons. First, a smaller
drive is better mechanically:
The disk undergoes flutter at
its outer edges when it spins
at the higher rotations per
minute, and a 2.5-inch drive
produces less of this flutter
than a 3.5-inch one does .
Second, advances in disk
platter design made it possi
ble for Western Digital to
give the VelociRaptor a com
petitive capacity-double
the capacity of the previous
(150GB) Raptor drive de-

sink on the Veloci
Raptor keeps the drive cool-and
makes It easy to mount In a PC.

spite its smaller surface area.
Heat generation remains a
concern with hard drives, es
pecially when the drive spins
as rapidly as it does on a
10,000-rpm model. To miti
gate heat issues , Western
Digital mounts the 2.5-inch
VelociRaptor drive on a
heat sink sled dubbed the
lcePack. The lcePack helps
the VelociRaptor to run
about 5 Fahrenheit degrees
cooler than the previous
generation Raptor did,
Western Digital says. The
sled doubles as the Veloci
Raptor's mounting adapter
for a 3.5-inch drive bay.
-Melissa]. Pcrenson

VelociRaptor IWestern Digital
This superfast performer leaves
competing hard drives-including
previous Raptor models-in its
wake. List: $300
find.pcworld.com/60701

70 million people switched to AVG 8.0 because it protects from online threats
without slowing PC's or networks to a crawl. That put a lot of hackers, and their threats,
out of business. But we're dedicated to the rehabilitation of every lost soul defeated
by our award winning software. To help us help them, visit hugsforhackers.org.
Do It now, because somewhere there's a hacker who needs a hug.
·
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46- and 47-lnch HDTVs:
Spend Less, Get More
WHEN IT COMES to buying
electronics, a great rule to re
spect is that "you get what
you pay for. " But in our most
recent roundup of 46- and
47-inch HD1Vs, we foun d
that the priciest sets did not
offer the best picture quality.
The most expensive sets
we tested were the 46-inch
Misubishi LT-46244, the 46
inch Toshiba 46XFSSOU,
and the 47-inch LG 47LBX,
each of which costs about
$2500. In our performance
trials (which account for SO
percent of the overall PCW
rating) , they finished fourth ,
fifth , and eighth (out of nine

HD1Vs in all) , respectively.
Meanwhile, a trio of much
more affordable models-the
46-inch Sams ung LN46ASSO,
the 47-inch Syntax-Brillian
Olevia 747i , and the 47-inch
Vizio V047LF-earned the
top three performance scores
in the gro up, despite costing
nearly $1000 apiece less than
the more expensive units .
The Samsung LN46ASSO
earned our Best Buy award
for this size class , thanks to
its high performance, low
price, and outstanding de
sign. This set also deserves
praise for its clear, easy-to
read on-screen menu; an

Include a use port, easy-access Inputs, and a swiveling stand.

explanation of what each
menu item does appears at
the bottom of the screen.
In contrast, the menu for
the Syntax-Brillian Olevia
747i was among the least in
tuitive and most impractical
we've ever seen . For exam-

PC WORLD TOP 5 46- AND 47-INCH HDTVs
MODEL

1J!i1 Samsung LN46A550
.:ll!D' SISOO NEW
find .pcworld.com/60730

Performance

Features and specifications

•HDTV: Good
• OVD: Good
• Overall design:Superior

• 1920·by-1080·plxel screen (1080p)
•Primary color controls
•inputs: 3 HDMI. 2component
•Swivel

BOTTOM LINE: This 46-lnch model Is an all-around excellent television- it's easy to use and a delight to the eyes.

2

Westinghouse TX-4 7F430S
S1300 NEW

find .pcworld.com/60723

•HDTV: Good
•DVD: Good
•Overall design:Good

• 1920-by·IOBO-pixel screen (1080p)
• No primary color controls
• inputs: 4 HDMI. 2 comp onent

• No swivel

BOTTOM LINE: Westinghouse's passable but unspectacular 47-inch HDTV set carries a very appealing price.

3

Vizio V047LF
S140D NEW

fi nd.pcworld.com/60726

•HDTV: Very Good
•DVD: Very Good
•Overall design: Fair

• 1920·by·1080·pixel screen (1080p)
• No primary color controls
• inputs: 4 HDMI. 2 component
•No swivel

BOTTOM LINE: Terrific Image quality and a great price make this 47·inch HDTV set impossible to overlook.
~~~~~~~~~~-

4

Syntax·Brllllan Olevi a 747 i
S1600 NEW

lind.pcworld.com/60728

•HDTV: Good
• DVD: OuoLI

•Overall design: Fair

• 1920·by·l080·pixel screen (1080p)
•Primary color controls
•Inputs: 2 HOMI, 2 component

•No swivel

BOTTOM LINE: This 47·inch television has a poorly designed menu. but it compensates with quite good picture quality.

5

Mitsubishi LT-46244
S2500 NEW

find .pcworld.com/60725

•HDTV: Good
• OVD: Good
•Overall design: Very Good

• 1920-by·tOBD·pi xel screen (108Dp)

• No primary color controls
•Inputs: 4 HDMI. 3 component
• Swivel

BOTTOM LINE: An okay high-definition TV encumbered with an exorbitant price Is not a winning proposi tion.
CHART NOTES: Prices and ra tings are as of 4/23/08. For more information on the HDTV modelsranked in this chart including details about how
we tes ted them.go to find.pcworld.com/60738.

MORE ONLINE

pie, though the set has some
advanced features, such as
primary-color controls, the
menu displays only one vid
eo option at a time when
you try to adj ust the picture.
Despite this drawback, the
set's good performance,
strong specifications, and
appealing price helped it fin
ish in a virtual tie for third
place with Vizio 's V047LF.
The V047LF delivers a fan
tastic picture and yet still
undercuts the competition
on price. On the downside,
this HD1V lacks such useful
extras as a swiveling stand
and multimedia-capable USB
ports; it can also be need
lessly difficult to set up and
operate. The Vizio 's on
screen menu is nothing to
rave about , either.
The second-place model
on the chart is the Westing
house TX-47F430S. Though
neither the best performer
nor the best-designed or
-configured, at $1300 it was
the least expensive set we
tested. An adequate but
unspectacular HD1V at a
very good price, the West
inghouse is a good bargain.
- GregAdler

For reviews of all HDTV models tested and fo r more information on HDTV. go to find .pcworld .com/ 60821.
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Make room for life

With Sanus Systems. you' ll always get smart design, high qua lity and
patented technology. Our new, innovative products are easy to install
and easy to use, giving you more time to enjoy cherished moments
with friends and family. Learn more at www.SANUS .com .
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SageTV Extender Can't Cut the Cord
YOU MAY HAVE lots ofhigh
def multimedia content
th ings that you downloaded
or recorded with your lV
tuner card-sitting on your
PC 's hard drive, but viewing
it on your HDlV can be hard.
SagelV's HD Media Extend
er handles that transfer, but
setting up the device takes
plenty of patience-and per
haps a long ethernet cord, as
it lacks Wi-Fi capabilities.

HD Media Extender ISage TV
Offe rs a handy way to view your PC
content on your TV-if you can ever
get it installed. List: S250
fi nrt.pcworld.com/60864

To use the HD Media Ex
tender, yo u must install
the SagelV software
on yo ur PC. SagelV
sells the HD Media
Extender separately
for $200; a package
containing a copy of
the software costs $250.
Connecting the HD Media
Exte nder to my network and
my television was more of a
challenge than it ought to
have been. I linked the box
to my router via ethernet,
and I attached it to my 1V
set with the included com
ponent audio/video cord.
Then I turned on the lV
and nothing happened. The
power light indicated that
the SagelV box was on, but
my 1V didn' t recognize it.

router and your TV must be fairly close together to work with it.

When I used an HDMI cord
to link the box to my lV, I
was able to esta blish a con
nection, but only after fid
dling with the firewall set
tings on my Vista PC and
rebooting the SagelV box .
At long last, I was sitting
in front on my lV, browsing
through the multimedia files
from my PC. Using the in
cluded remote, I found that

I could navigate the software
as if I were in front of my
PC. My library of videos
both high-def and standard
definition-looked great.
If yo u already use SagelV
software, the HD Media Ex
tender is worth a look . On
the other hand, if you need a
wireless product, you're bet
ter off looking elsewhere.

-Liane Cassal!oy

Shuttle's Extremely Compact, Semi-Green PC
SHUTTLE' S $199 KPC K4500
looks li ke a standard bread
box-size system-a type of
PC whose insides tend to be
a rat's nest of cab les , riser
cards , and supports. But de
spite its small exterior, the
K4500 has a roomy interior.
The secret to all the space
is the KPC K4500 's compact,

integrated motherboard,
which packs in HD audio ,
gigabit ethernet, and Intel
950 graphics, and yet still
manages somehow to fit
snugly into the bottom of
the 11-by-7.5-inch chassis.
This design gives you easy
access to the motherboard's
free memory slot, ATA-100
port, and single
free SATA-300
port-a pleasant
surprise. You
can even reach
the mother
board's available
PCI slot without
endangering
your fin gers .
TTLE KPC K4500 has
an lnterlo as neat and well
designed as its sleek exterior.
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Alas, neither drive bay is
externally accessible, so you
can't add an internal optical
drive. When the K4500 func
tions as a corporate PC or a
kiosk machine, this isn't a
problem ; but if you want to
install a copy of Windows
(the K4500 runs Linux), plan
to do it via an external drive.
Shuttle markets the K4500
as eco-friendly, and it is-to
a certa in extent. It draws far
less power than a gaming
system but more power than
other desktops we've tested,
including t he Linux-based
Zonbu Onbox . Running a
1.8-GHz Celeron 430 CPU
with 512MB of DDR2 667
RAM, the K45 drew 1.8
watts when powered down,
3. 7 watts in standby mode ,
and 48.4 watts at idle (with

the OS running but no apps
grinding away) . By compari
son, the Onbox with its Via
1.2-GHz C7 CPU drew a par
simon ious 1 watt while off
and 9.6 watts at idle. The On
box's 4GB solid-state drive
may account for some of its
superior power savings.
This system may not be as
green as adve rtised, but it is
a reasonably configured ma
chine at a bargain price.
-]011 L. Jacobi

KPC K4500 ! Shuttle
An excellent kiosk or office PC if
you don·t need an optical drive.
List: Sl 99
find.pcwo rl d. com/60771

Play cpntent ft9myaur
Linl<Station ilini'.directly

on your entertainment
center using Buffalo's

€all y:au r Ingram Micro Representative
:foda:y'at {800) 456-8000 to leam more
about Buffillo's LinkStation·Mini

LinkThei\ter Hi>t
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Iogear Digital Pen
Manages to Impress
MANY NOTE TAKERS today
must lug a laptop everywhere
or write everyth ing down by
hand and then manually en
ter their notes into a com- ·
puter. Iogear's $130 Mobile
Digital Scribe is an innova
tive alternative: an ink pen
with a digital component.
The Digital Scribe comes
with a receiver, and it saves
everything you write to plain
paper as a digital file . When

Mobi le Digital Scribe I logear
Pricey input device needs better
bundled software. but it's a lot of
fun to use. List: Sl30
find .pcworld .com/60767

you plug the receiver into a
Windows PC, the device lets
you upload your handwrit
ten notes and convert them
into text documents via the
bundled My Script Notes
2.1 Lite optical character
recognition (OCR) software .
You can use the Mobile
Digital Scribe while the re
ceiver is not connected to
your PC and then upload
what you've written when
you're back at your comput
er. Or you can use it while
the receiver is connected to
your computer, watching on
screen as it captures your
scribbles in real time.
Another option, when the
Mobile Digital Scribe is
hooked up to your PC, is to
swap in the included inkless

IOGEAR'S MOBILE Digital Scribe

looks just like a normal Ink pen.

cartridge and use the pen as
a stylus mouse. The receiver
(which is about the size of
an old pager) connects to
your computer via an includ
ed USB cable. It saves up to
SO notes at a time; three
small clips on the back of
the receiver let you attach it
to the piece of paper or note
pad you plan to write on.
The pen itself uses stan
dard ink cartridges; however,
whenever its tip meets the
paper, the receiver senses

LG's Glimmer Phone Looks Good
THE !PHONE HAS spawned
Ii~- many imitators
some relatively suc
cessful, others less so . As an
iPhone riva l, the LG Glimmer
fa lls into the latter category.
But judged on its own merits

CC

THE GLIMMER

slides open to
reveal Its keypad.
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(and not weighed against Ap
ple's groundbreaking device) ,
the LG Glimmer offers a lot.
It's a good-looking slider
phone with a big 2.8-inch
touch screen. When closed,
it's slightly smaller than an
iPhone, but a bit thicker.
Navigating the phone via
its tou ch screen is easy, but
the screen is far less respon
sive than the iPhone's; often
I had to tap it repeatedly to
get the response I wanted.
The Glimmer supports
Bluetooth 2.0 and the
high-s peed EvDO
network. It also
has GPS, a me
dia player, and
a 2-megapixel
camera that takes

very attractive snapshots .
Voice quality was good
during calls, but the battery
lasted just 5 hours, 8 min
utes in our lab tests; that's
only fair compared with
other phones we've tes ted.
The Glimmer is not an
iPhone killer, but in most re
spects it isn't trying to be.

-Liane Cassavoy

Glimmer I LG Electronics
Good -looking, feature-packed cell
phone isn't quite ready to challenge
the iPhone. List: S130 (with a two
year contract from Alltel Wireless)
fincl .pcworlcl.com/60739

the pressure . In my tests it
captured everything I wrote,
as long as I pressed down.
The biggest weakness of
the Mobile Digital Scribe
package is its bundled OCR
app. My Script Notes 2.1
Lite did a less-than-stellar
job of converting handwrit
ten notes into text docu
ments . After I uploaded my
digitized ha ndwritten notes
and launched My Script, the
converted text usually came
out garbled and had inap
propriate paragraph breaks.
Having to remember to
press the receiver's lone but
ton every time you move the
Mobile Digital Scribe on to
another page can try your
patience . In the real world,
switching to a new sheet of
paper leaves no doubt that
you' re done with the preced
ing sheet; but in the digital
realm, fa iling to signal leads
to writing over notes that you
took earlier. And of cou se
the overwriting further con
fuses the OCR software.
At $130, the Mobile Digi
tal Scribe may be a bit too
pricey for casual buyers,
which is a shame. Seeing
what you write on a piece of
paper appear on your PC's
screen is more gratifying
and mind-boggling-than it
might sound.

-Trm Moy11ilra11

smartsheddi rig·
Te chnology

Your data should last forever.
And so should our planet.
Save $40*ayear on your electric hill with the most efficient battery backup yet.
Let's protect what's important
What's in your computer? Photos, music,
personal files, financial data, broadband
access, videos, and more. Your compu ter
has never been more important. and
yet it has never been at higher risk
for damaging power surges and other
disturbances .
So like most people, you need to protect
your assets. But like most peopl e. you'd
also like to protect the environment.
With ou r new energy conscious products.
you can do both. Energy efficient by
design, our new smart products protect
the power going in your computer. at a
cost that is quickly offset by big energy
savings. How? Not only do the new
Back-U PS ES'" and SurgeArrest"' use
power very wisely, they also boast a
master/controlled outlets feature , which
automatically powers down idle devices
to conserve energy.

APC powerprotection products are availableat
'8ESil 1mW> Ai
~ ~

~!

Office DEPOT.

;ma

tl'l.1\w.ue..ur

"The price 1ag on i/1e new UPS is S99.99.
While I'm not in the habit of endorsing
products in this blog, if you 're in the market
for a workstation-class UPS, why not opt
for the greener option ?"

Energy Efficient Solutions for
Every Level of Protection:

- Heather Clancy
ZONet.com

In fact, wh ile protecting your power
supply, we're up to 5 tim es more energy
efficient than any other solution . By
saving you $40 a year in energy costs,
our Back-UPS ES pays for itsel f in 2
short years . The high frequency, low
coppe r design has a smaller transformer
and environmental footprint. Even the
packaging ha s been carefully selected
and manufactured to ma ximize use of
recycled materials and minimize waste .
In this world, every decision you make
counts. So protet;t your power wit11 a
battery backup that works to protect
the environment. It conserves power, it
pays for itself, and it's backed by APC's
20-plus years of legendary re liability.
For more information on this
or our othe r great products,
or for information about
environmentally responsible
disposal of your old battery,
visit www.apc.com

Surge Protection
Starting at 5 34

Guaranteed protection
from surges. spikes,
and lightning.

SurgeAnes
P7GT

7 ourlets. Phone/ Fax/Modem
Pro1ecti on. Masrer/Con trolled Outlels

Battery Back-UPS·'
S tarting at

s99

Our most energy
efficient backup for
home computers.

Bad-UPS'

ES 750G

10 outlets. OSL and Coax
prolection. Master/Controlled
Oullets. High Frequency Design.
70 minures of runtime '
APC c,1n help with your other po~ver protection needs.
Visit aix:.com ro see our comp/ere line of innovarive prooucts.

Enter to Win aBack-UPS®ES 750G! (a $99.99 value)
Also, enter keycode to view other special offers and discounts.

Visit www.apc.com/promo KeyCode c449w or Call 888.289.APCC x9550 or Fax401.788.2797

Legendary Reliability*

C2008 .¥nencan Po-.·.-er Comrers1Cn Ccxpora!IOn All 119hts 1eserved. All trademark:. aro the property ol 1he1r r o~poctivo owners.
e-mail: esuooonOapc com • 132 Fairgrounds Road, Was1 Kingston. RI 02892 USA • 996-0968 1Runllm<Js ~y vary depcnd.ng on load.
• Avcra(;l! sav1n05 a1e based on comr.arab:e compc 1111vo models. and are comonsod of PNO energy saving features An l1hra efficient electrical deSJgn, and 1he master/conuolled out!ots loa1ure.
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Corel's WordPerfect Office Update Does Just Enough
to WordPerfect
WordPerfect word
Publish to PDF Setting•
documents. But in
processor; the
General I ~ I 0oo.mert I hlwn::ed I Secusty I
some cases this
Quattro Pro
Eie name: C:\User.i\malthew\Documerts\Docunert1 pelf
process fails (end
spreadsheet app;
E><poct range
ing with hopeless
Presentations; the
@ ,5.J document
ly scrambled text) ,
Visual Intelligence
~ct1on
and in other cases
data-analysis soft
Co~: (Acrobat S(PDF' t 4)
it works but leaves
ware; WordPerfect
Pcrobat3 (PDF1.2)
~
you
with an altered
Lightning, a Web
tuthor:
Acroba 4 (!'OF 1.3\
.
As a result,
layout.
connected note
~:
PDF/ A-lb
although the open
taking program;
PDF/ A-1a
, r:;:-i _
PDF'*: [ ~ ana PiHiii!l Tl ~ 
PDF feature is a
and WordPerfect
great
way to rescue
Mail for managing
OK
11
11
text in a pinch, it's
e-mail messages.
THE IMPROVED PDF support in WordPerfect Office X4
never as good as
The core Word
working with the
goes beyond what Microsoft Office provides.
Perfect applicaoriginal files .
tions support an
Impressively, however,
impressive range of file for
support anymore. Most im
this WordPerfect Office
mats , including Open Docu
portant, WordPerfect Office
can open the latest XML file
introduces an ability to use
ment Format (ODF), the
very oldest WordPerfect ver
optical character recogn ition
formats from Office 2007
(those that have the -x
when attempting to read
sions, and a few ancient
extensions, such as .docx,
PDFs that contain scanned
Microsoft Office formats
in images instead of text.
(Word for DOS , anyone?)
.xlsx , and .pptx).
WordPerfect's compati
Once again , it's not flawless,
that even Microsoft doesn't
but no other office suite
bility is extremely good
provides anything close.
but not perfect. Most of the
ASK OUR EXPERTS
Word documents I tested
WordPerfect Office is
imported without a hitch;
cheaper than Microsoft
however, richly formatted
Office , but not by much.
I HAVE TWO computers on a wired network; one is running
Price-conscious buyers are
documents had a few prob
Vista. and t he other is running XP SP2. I want to share my
lems, such as missing or
more likely to look at com
printer; does it matter wh ich PC the printer is connected to?
mangled pictures.
pletely free competitors
char/id ,.from the PC Worldfa rums
One of the most hyped
such as OpenOffice.org.
new features in WordPerfect
Nevertheless, WordPerfect
Contributing Editor Lincoln Spector responds: I recommend
Office is its PDF support,
does just enough to keep
you connect your printer to the PC that is more likely to be on
current users satisfied- and
which goes several steps
all the time. Say you want to print from Computer 1, and you
its increased compatibility
beyond what Microsoft
have the printer attached to Computer 2. If Computer 2 is off,
with Microsoft Office is
Office provides. It includes a
you'll have to it boot up before you can print from 1. That gets
worth the $160 upgrade fee.
host of additional options
annoying fast. However, as noted in the PCW forums, connect
-Matthew MacDonald
for configuring PDF cre
ing the printer to the Windows XP PC may be the easier option
ation, allowing an author to
control such details as font
in some cases. XP must be password-protected to see a printer
connected to the Vista computer. The reverse. though, is not
subsetting, picture compres
true: The Vista PC will see the printer on the XP computer
sion, PDF compatibility
level, and even password
regardless of whether the XP machine is pa ssword-protected.
For more information, see "How do I share a printer over a
WordPerfect Office X4
protection of a document.
network?" at find.pcworld.com/60809.
Still, WordPerfect's ability
Standard Edition I Corel
to edit PDFs is overstated .
Has just enough new features to
E-mail your questions to askourexperts@pcworld.com. or post
Yes , the software can open
satisfy current users. List: $299
them an line at forum s.pcworld.com.
PDF files and convert them
find .pcworld.com/60775

WHEN MICROSOFT Office
2007 hit the streets, its new
user interface-topped by a
supers ized toolbar called the
ribbon-:-delighted some and
frustrated many. Longtime
WordPerfect users , though ,
can sigh with relief: The lat
est release of Corel's suite
doesn't have similarly dras
tic user interface changes .
While the suite keeps its
traditional looks in the new
X4 version, it does beef up
support for both PDFs and
Office 2007 file formats.
Existing WordPerfect users
will find the new version
worth the upgrade, but
Microsoft Office users will
see few compelling reasons
to switch suites.
I looked at the $299 Word
Perfect Office X4 Standard
Edition, which includes the

Connect a Network Printer
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Canon's $50 Inkjet Offers Plenty for the Price
YOU KNOW HOW cheap
inkjets work: You buy the
box for a small amount, and
then you end up spending
enough on replacement ink
to overtake the cost of the
machine. But if your print
volume is fairly low, if you 're
looking to supplement a
monochrome printer, or if
you're a parent shopping for
a back-to-school gift, a
cheap inkj et can fill your
needs competently.
Consider Canon 's new
Pixma iP2600. Currently the
least-expensive inkjet we've
tested, it's bare-bones and
somewhat slow. Using plain
paper, however, it produces
precise, deep-black text and
surprisingly good-looking

photos. If you shell out the
dough for special paper, its
images look even better.
The Pixma iP2600 joins two
Canon cousins in our current
Top S; Canon's better-than
average performance in our
recent Reliability and Service
survey buoys all three.
Two other new low-cost
models we tested didn't
make the chart. Epson's $70
Stylus C120 deserves credit
for its fast print speeds :
15.1 ppm (pages per minute)
printing text, and up to 6.2
ppm printing graphics . But
before you print your novel
on this machine, note that
its output on plain paper is
light-colored and a bit fuzzy.
You'll need special paper to

IP2600 Is slow but pro
duces surprisingly good prints.

achieve the best results.
Lexmark's $80 22420
Wireless boasts integrated
Wi-Fi and extremely user
friendly help to walk you
through the installation. Its
middling print quality and
speed make it difficult to rec-

PC WORLD TOP 5 INKJET PRINTERS
MOOEL

Performance

IJl!il Canon Pixma

•Text quali ty: Very Good
•Graphics/photo quality: Good/Supe rior
•Tested speeds jppm):8.3 text/3.2 graphics

.:ll!D' IP3500
$80
find .pcworld.com/59043

Features and specifications
• 25 ppm text
• 17 ppm graphics
• 4800·by·1200·dp lmaximum
re>olutlon

BOTTOM LINE: The Pixma iP3500 offers impressive speed, very good output, and useful features for a low price.

2

•Text quality: Very Good
•Graphics/photo qualit y: Good/Superior
•Tested speeds(ppm): 11.7 text/3.7 graphics

Canon Pixma iP4500
$130
find .pcworld.com/59044

• 31 ppm text
• 24 ppm graphics
• 9600·by·2400-dpi maximum
resolution

BOTTOM LINE: Faster than even some low-end lasers, the Pixma iP4500 prints great text and photos.
~---------

3

•Text quali ty:Very Good
•Graphics/photo quality: Very Good/Superior
•Tested speeds (ppm): 8.5 text/1.9 graphics

Canon Pixma iP2600
SSO NEW
fin d.pcwo rld.com/607 16

• 22 ppm text
• 17 ppm graphics
•4800·by·1200·dpl maximum
resolution

BOTTOM LINE: Home and student users should love the prints and the price, but they'll need a little patience.

4

HP Photosmart 07460
$150
find .pcworld.com/58731

11

•Text quallly: Good
•Graphics/photo quality: Fair/Superior
•Tested speeds (ppm): 8.9 text/2.7 graphics

• 34 ppm text
• 33 ppm graphics
• 4800-by-1200-dpi maximum
resolution

BOTTOM LINE: Ethernet, 802.llb/g wireless, and a large touch screen make th is printer progressive but pricey.
HP Photosmart 05360

5

590
find .pcworld .com/S
9045

1

·Text quality: Good

-.-3-2 p_p_m_t-ex_t_ _ _ _ __

•Graphics/photo quality: Good/Superior
•Tested speeds (ppm): 7.4 teKt/2.4 graphics

• 24 ppm graphics
• 4800-by-1200·dpi maximum
resolution

BOTTOM LINE: This printer deftly balances photo-printing featu res with perks for office and school users.
CHART NOTES: Prices and rat ings are as of 5/8/08.

MORE ONLINE
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omrnend as your sole print
er, but it would be a good,
photo-centric second unit.
Meanwhile, the $399 price
tag of HP's Officejet Pro
K8600dn played a role in
keeping that unit off our
chart, but it has what offices
want-namely fast speeds,
cheap ink, and automatic
duplexing (two sided print
ing) . It also provides a wide
format capability for print
ing graphics that stretch
beyond letter and legal sizes.
Why buy a plain old printer
when you can get a multi
function for the same price?
An MFP does impose trade
offs. If you need to make
copies or to scan documents
to e-mail, you may not mind
wrestling with a multifunc
tion printer's scanner or its
button-busy control panel.
But to cut costs, an MFP's
core printing technology
might be older or less capa
ble than that of a like-priced
stand-alone printer. So if
printing remains your pri
mary activity, don 't compro
mise on that core function
just to save a little money.
-Melissa Riofrio

Visit PC World 's Printers I nfo Center (www.pcworld.com/ic/printers) for in-depth reviews, test results, and specifications.
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The IRISPen 6 is the smallest Pen Scanner ever designed for text recognition.
Avoid keying printed information manually. Highlight words, numbers, sentences,
barcodes, hand printed text with the IRISPen 6 and they are automatically and instantly
retyped into your application with mind-boggling speed and accuracy.

Visit www.irislink.com/pcworld to learn more about the 3 dif
ferent models and to take advantage of a special introductory offer!
IRISPen
C01010S -'

Translator ~ -

IRISPen

Executive ~ -
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Mio GPS Gets Back to Basics
THE $250 MIO Moov 310
lacks extras that you ' ll find
on higher-end GPS devices,
but it's a good buy as an
entry-level GPS unit.
Although it's inexpensive ,
the Moov doesn 't look or
feel cheap, and the bright
4.3-inch-wide touch screen
is easy to see while driving.
Mio obtains its mapping

•

Moov 310 I Mio
This simple, no-frills unit is a great
buy as an entry-level GPS device.
List: S250
find.pcworld.com/60769

information from Tele Atlas,
and, for the most part , the
turn-by-turn directions that
the device gave were accurate. The Moov 310 always
appeared to know where I
was and how to get where
I needed to go. And even in
San Francisco , a city of complicated streets, it never sent
me the wrong way down a
one-way street. It also offers
real-time traffic updates (free
for the first year) .
Using the Moov' s pointsof-interest feature, I located
parks, museums , banks , and
gas stations . However, I experienced noticeable lags
when I searched for a point
of interest; and when I set

VersaJette™

the device to
take me to a
nearby conve
nience store, it
said the store
was on my left
when in fact it
was on my right.
Another minor
glitch: Occa
sionally when I pressed an
option in the Moov' s main
menu , I would hear a beep
signaling that I had pressed
the button, but nothing
wou ld happen. After I
pressed the button a second
time, though, the unit recognized my selection .
The Mio Moov 310 lacks
premium features such as

DESPITE ITS LOW price, t he
Moov 310 has a sleek design.

Bluetooth connectivity and
FM transmission to your car
stereo. But if all you require
is a reliable GPS unit, this is
one of the best navigation
devices you can buy for a
very affordable price.

- GregAdler

www.FreeQuickWire.com and www.VersaJette .com

M300.v8

PAYMENT PROCESSING SYSTEM

Bll:eBllc.ottBYor

Versa Jette™ M300.v8 - FREE with minimum purchase.

F

>e

Quick\Nirev
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Works with FreeQulckWlre.com - Free
onllne payment processing and Instant
live check delivery at no costl
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A Fresh Take on Tech Support
S ession

SUPPORTSPACE HOPES to
do for tech support what
Amazon .com did for buying
books : complete the entire
process, right from you r
deskto p. SupportSpace
allows you to browse nearly
130 tech-support specialists '
profiles befo re hiri ng a per
son to fix your PC. In my

SupportSpace
A refreshing alternative to tele
phone tech-support hassles.
List: From 75 cents per minute to
S99 per session
www.supportspace.co m

testing, l found both the
selection and the abili ties of
the technicians impressive.
To use the service, you
simply type in an explana
tion of the computer prob
lem you want to solve. You
then receive a list of profiles
t hat state .each person's
areas of expertise, technical
certification, customer rat
ings , and fees . Each techni
cian sets their own prices.
Every profile includes an
icon that indicates whether
the technician is currently
online; the goal is to provide
immediate assistance, so you
can contact only the techni
cians who are n't otherwise
occup ied . Technicians walk

Progress -'6!...;;:;..11.1..oi::~.-,,
you through a fix via a
tex t-based chat window
. S<Jrry
or a phone call, and they
Ryan tv Re p ai rG uy"":
Hello Tom, How Ma y I help you.
may ask your permission
Ryan "'Repai rGuy N:
to take control of your
My name is ryan
desktop remote ly.
t o m spring:
hi
I asked a technician to
help me correct a conflict
between an olde r ap pl ica
t ion and a DVD video
~ ~hat w t h expert Is~ _ _
encoder; he and l solved
Tell us wba you thm ...
my difficulty quick ly
throu gh text chat. One
YOU COMMUNICATE WITH technl
cians via t ext chats or phone calls.
iss ue l encou ntered : My
technic ia n wanted to
negotiate his advertised rate
vice and holds payment until
when he agreed to fix my
you are completely satisfied.
specific problem .
If you're frustrated by tele
Payment to technicians
phone tech-s upport hass les,
goes t hrough SupportSpace,
cons ider SupportSpace .
which acts as an escrow ser-Tom Spn·ng

Special Advertising Supplement

Business continuity solutions made easy
R-Studio and other PC utilities from R-Tools get new features and functions
ith newly added storage support. R-Studio. the Vista-ready
business continuity solution, is better
tha n ever.
R-Studio now features support for
non-typical RAID configurations and
can explicitly specify parameters like
block size and order. offsets. and even
the number of stri pe blocks.
Recently A-Studio was also
enhanced to include HFS and HFS+
fi le systems support. UFS/BigEndian
support, GPT partition layout schema
support and Apple partition map sup
port . These and other features make
A-Studio the most comprehensive
solution available for IT specia lists and
advanced users who need to recover
or undelete lost data on a local or
remote computer or server.
Other business continu
ity solutions in the R-Tools
lineup inc lude improved

W

Iii

J

I than 200 third-party applications,
R-Drive Image, wh ich
including Microsoft Office 2007.
enables users to quick
ly, confidently and
Other superb utilities and solutions
totally restore their sys
from R-Tools include:
tems after a major
• R-Mail fo r Outlook and R-Mail for
Outlook Express, w hich recon
crash, attack or hard
wa re fai lure. A new
struct inadve rtently deleted email
implemented technolo
messages or damaged .pst and
gy gives users gain s of
.dbx files
up to 300 % in speed
• R-Word and R-Excel. w hich recov
er damaged Word or Excel fil es that
for image creation and
have been corrupted or attacked
disc copy operations.
Continuing to make improvements
across key products, R-Tools has also
To learn more about the latest
release of R-Studio and the rest of the
buffed up R-Wipe & Clean. which
exceptional solutions from R-Tools,
automatically keeps applications free
and clear of harmful clutter. R-Wipe &
al l designed to keep your business
up and running efficie ntly, visit
Clean now supports all recen t ver
www.r-tt.com .
sions of Internet Explorer. Mozilla/
Mozilla Firefox, Opera, NETSCAPE.
SPONSORED BY:
AOL. MSN. and BT Yahoo browsers as
A-Tools Technology Inc.
wel l as Google and MSN toolbars,
www.r-tt.com
wh ile removi ng traces from more

I
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Big Sound
From Small
Speakers
IF YOU ' RE SERIOUS about
music, check out Audioen
gine's $199 A2B speakers .
They can fi ll a room with
sound without taking up
much phys ical space .
Powered by an integrated
amp in one speaker, the A2Bs
fit nicely on your desk and
emit a big sound that belies
their small size (4 by 5.25 by
6 inches). The speakers also
offer remarkable imaging

Simple Upgrades, Sophisticated Helpers
SOMETIMES A SIMPLE fix can do the job, and
other times you need the works. This month

Wroow

we look at an easy-as-pie mouse utility, a

I' Alow . _

tweaking program. and an arcade-style game.

I' PbN ~from Wlthn

ringo

[20

I' >lace ,.;-1dow <:rly n scr""1

r
~

Your mouse's scroll wheel can be handy, but

::mre co sysrern

r

Ois8ble mnm:ze l:uttt>n

your keyboard focused on a given window while

Adµ;• 1r..--<=1 by ..ne.i

P" CAs.able rr..axrnze MtCn

,r

Ois8ble c1ose butu:n

allowing your mouse to scroll other open win

I' AdY..-.ced sac duigng

dows . If you IM or e-mail with a Web browser

DesktDp

window open, it 's balm to your aching hands.
Another nifty feature: Click the scroll wheel,
and KatMouse se nds t he w indow on which
your pointer rests to the back of a group, which

F

r
r

Don\ show SV"tem tlll'f icon

F
Os8ble keys

r- Wr0:1Ns
~ Insert

r AJt
r Ka"Jj

F Men.i

r F1
F Cl!pS Lock
r ~

Explorer

Algl to O"d aJtDmabe"'v
Use

r

I' Lock lhe taslM

Teach Your Mouse New Tricks
it's a one-trick animal. KatMouse lets you keep

T
-

Trir1sp1...,nt con bockgocrd

I' Icon text cdor
F

F P..-ent folder by d:llJlle cldc
F

srral"""



can make locating a hidden window easier.

~

oxtended rename

01hers

F DsPaY volime
dsplay

r

•

•

~ ms

Softwa"e ioser 

KatMouse doesn't prom ise t o work with
every program: in my tests , however, it func
tioned perfectly with current versions of both
Firefox and I nternet Explorer.
KatMouse is free, but developer Eduard Hiti

to Sunday simply by checking a few boxes.

Go Nuts for Pitaschio

tion and stripped it down to the girders . Your

THE A2Bs SPORT a clean design

Most PCs could stand a number of usability

mission: Repair your ravaged and tatt ered sta

and fi t easily on your desk.

upgrades-but who wants to spend hours. or a

tion while crushing the evil enemy bu gs.

and excellent transparency.
lhe A2Bs produce a good
amount of bass wit hout a
subwoofer, but they won' t
rattle your teeth. Still, this
petite desktop speaker set
shou ld be o n the short list
of anyone who va lues good
musical reproduction over
chest-thumping bass.
- Tom Maine/Ii

how it's spelled) lets you make dozens of Win

time limits, and you rarely ta rget bugs direct ly.

dows tweaks by checking boxes.

Inst ead, you shoot li nes t hat seal off sections

fortune, getting them? Pitaschio (yes, that's

Grasping the basics is easy. You're under no

The check boxes in t he program 's first win

of t he st ation. If you trap bugs inside, the bugs

dow. for example, let you tweak the taskbar,

get smooshed - but if the lines don't complete

disable keys (such as <Caps Lock>, and

ly extend before a bug reaches them , your lines

<Insert>) or the maximize/minimize buttons

become insect chow.

on windows, and more. An Autoraise function
pulls to the top any wi ndow you mouse over.
Mouse shortcuts activate different functions

As you sa nitize the station, t he levels grow
more comp licated. Some insects crawl along
t he girders, and others sail th rough open spac

depending on where you click (desktop, task

es; each moves at its own rate and in a distinct

bar. title bar). You can customize each mouse

style. so sealing them all up is a challenge.

or mouse-and-key combo by assigning options

Various power-ups give you an edge if you

such as turn ing off the monitor, opening Con 

use them wisely. But be warned: The advancing

trol Panel, and changing virtual desktops.

bugs get power-ups, too.

Japanese developer Ara hands out Pitaschio

Cosmic Bugs can start your heart pumping .

for free. Yum . fi nd.pcworld .com/60747

but the lack of time limits lets you proceed at

Audioengine

Don't Let 'em Bug You

els by t he time the hour-long demo expired.

Excellent music reproduction in a

Stopping an insect infestation is a blast- no,

Twenty-five down. only 500-odd more to go

small, well-priced package.

make that a loud implosion. In the seemingly

after paying for the full game. A 1-hour demo

List: $199

simple arcade-style game Cosmic Bugs,

version is free; the full game will set you back

find .pcworld.com/60815

armored insect s have invaded your space sta-

520. find .pcworl d.com/60748 •

A2B Black Desktop Speakers
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PITASCHIO HELPS YOU tweak Windows six ways

takes donations. lincl.pcworld.com/607 45
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your own pace. I defeated a satisfying 25 lev

RUN YOUR CRITICAL APPLICATIONS WITH CONFIDENCE.

OR $56/MONTH FOR 36 MONTHS '

IBM System x3550 .., Exp ress. It's designed to stay up and
running and help reduce system downtime. In fact. it can
even identify a potential problem before it becomes one.
And if you ever have to replace a component , you can do

PN: 7978 EJU

that without having to shut down. Ju st one more way the

Ho~-~swap

redundant cooling for high availability

x3550 Express keeps downtime down.

Includes IBM Director and PowerExecutive to help manage power
~~ns~~ t ion, J.r:_crease uptime,_reduce costs and improve productivity

From the peop le and Business Partners of IBM .

3-year on-site limited warranty' on parts and labor

It's innovation made easy.

IBM SYSTEM STORAGE'"
DS3400 EXPRESS KIT

IBM TIVOLI" CONTINUOUS DATA PROTECTION FOR FILES

$13,793

$42 per user

OR $352/MONTH FOR 36 MONTHS '

PN : D61 3ALL

PN : 1726-42U

·------------·--·----

Save_and recovery technology enables file recovery to any point in time

All-in-one kit makes i'. ea~ier to migra~_from your DAS network to S_A_N_ _ __
Includes IBM System Storage DS3400 Dual Controller. four IBM Emulex 42C2069
4Gb/s PCI Express HBAs, Brocade SAN 8 Port Fibre Channel switch (16 total
ports)_: twelve._4S'_bis SFPs, and eight 5-meter optical ~~!lbles - - · - - ·· -
Emulex EZ Pilof" installation/management software included

Continuous Data Protection (CDP) protects your data from the aftermath of a virus
attack or user error

-------

Up to 3 backup/replication areas help protect against corruption. fil e toss or
system loss

---
-g -~-~
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Special Advertising Supplement

Mobile Bonanza

·rortheSMB
'

.

Manufacturers and service providers bend over
backwards to support high-growth organizations

IREL ESS OPE RATORS AN D M O BI LE DEVICE MANU FAC TUR ER S

are converg ing on t he small to mediu m-size business
(SMB) market in more ways th an on e.
Market research firm IDC says
mobile service providers are
expanding SMB efforts through
investment in direct sales,
improvement in product packag
ing, and advances in customer
support. Device manufacturers
are also waking to the realization

that "provisioning and managing
these devices is especially chal
lenging fo r smaller businesses
that lack IT resources;' says IDC.
This means that mobile opera
tors w ill roll out mob ile device
ma nagement and mobi le secu ri
ty functions "that add ress the

Tilt from AT&T adds new dimension
to mobile communications

N

ow THAT WE'R E ACCUSTOMED TO WIR ELESS PHON ES THAT PACK THE POWER OF
a laptop, we want easier access to the power stored within .
Tilt from AT&T wil l take the next leap forward with the addition of
Microsoft Windows Mobile 6.1 and new software featu res intended to
make information more readily avai lable. easier to share and easier to
manage. AT&T also plans to release this new free software upgrade in
30 2008 for ex isting Tilt users.
AT&T is adding a new "tabbed" Today screen that provides ready
access to a numbe r of different views, including a standard phone view,
dynamic weather view, contacts shortcut, favorite applications and an
audio profile tab with the nifty capabili ty of shifting your ring automati
cally to vibrate mode when your calendar has a meeting scheduled.
AT&TTilt now features AT&T Video Share Service to sha re live video
even while on a voice cal l. There's also Microsoft Voice
Command, which lets you con trol the device by voice to
look up contacts, make ca lls, get calendar information,
start programs and play and control your music.
For IT managers, Microsoft System Center Mobile
Device Manager en nances on-device security and over
the-a ir policy enforcement fo r AT&T Tilt, includi ng
remote device wipe.

at&t

SMB needs for software inven
tory and updates, device w ipe,
lock and provisioning," says IDC.
Forrester Research reported
last year that SMBs are spend
ing more t ha n a quarter of their
telecom budgets on mobile
services, but less than 30% of
SMBs are using ce llular data and
Wi-Fi hotspot networks. "To
drive the next wave of mobility,
tech mar keters at telcos and
cable companies must push
more bundles wi th mobile data,
link mobil ity
SPONSORED BY :
with [unified
AT&T
commu1ica
www.att.com
tions) sales,
Wilson Electronics Inc.
and bui ld solu
www.wilsonelectronics.com
tions tha t help
SMBs adopt line-of-business
apps on mobile devices," accord
ing to Forrester.
RACE TO THE MONEY
It's those line-of-business appli
cations that make mobile device
management so importa nt. ABI
Research, in a recent repo rt,
forecasted that mobile device
management services w ill grow
from $583 million in 2007 to
over $20 bi llion by 2013, for a
compound an nua l growth ra te
of 80 %.

-

-
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AT&TTiltn,f
Winner of the 2008 PC World 25 Most Innovative Products Award.
When you build a smart phone this robust, you're bound to receive a little attention. Aher all, the
vivid, tilting touch screen lets you view and edit documents on the fly. It's also great for watching
videos with Cellular Video, playing games, or receiving turn-by-turn driving directions thanks to
the integrated TeleNav• GPS•. And with high-speed 3G global connectivity, Wi-Fi•. and Bluetooth•
2.0, you can enjoy these features everywhere you go. Compact, powerful, and capable, the
AT&T Tilt by HTC is the new standard in smart mobility.
To get yours, visit an AT&T store near yo u, or go t o w ww.att.com /a t tti lt
~
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Workers need information to find them no
matter where they are or which device they
are utilizing at that particular moment.
Th ose types of dollars have
device manufacturers, carriers
and Microsoft rushing to be in line
to offer SMBs a helping ha nd.
Microsoft System Center Mobile
Device Manager 2008, combined
with the release of Windows
Mobile 6.1. provides IT w ith "a
f lexible, end-to-end solution for
sing le-point access of line-of-busi
ness (LOB) applications and cor
porate data on Windows Mobile
devices;· the company says.
Utilizing Active Directory/group
policy, IT can use Mobile Device
Manager to set and control poli
cies, including the abi lity to lock
down communications for compli
ance and confidentiality purposes,

and disable funct ions such as
Bluetooth, SMS/MMS, WLAN,
infrared, POP/IMAP emai l and
camera .
It probably won't surprise any
body that much of the focus for
acc essing LOB ap pli cat ions
revolves around customer rela
tionsh ip management (CR M) .
Forrester, in a separa te report, says
that more th an 40% of SMBs were
pi loting, rolling out or using mobile
applications to support their sales
apps. Companies w ith less than
$50 million in sales shou ld be look
ing for customer-fa cing mobile
CRM capabilities such as on-the
spot demos and sales calculators,
urges Aberdeen Group.

The end of the line for dead spots
Amplifiers from Wilson Electronics make weak cell signals a thing of the past

EVERYBODY'S GOT A "FAVORITE" DEAD SPOT.
The flip side of mobile wi reless technology is that you quickly come to
learn the places on your most traveled routes or endpoints w here you
can't get a signa l, or the signa l is so weak that you sou nd like you're war
bl ing under water.
As we become more reliant on the transmiss ion of data, t he prob
lem of w ireless dead spots can be more frustrating. It's one th ing to
lose a voice call-it can be even worse to lose a signal when you're in
t he process of upload ing or down loading a sizable document.
Signal problems often result when distance from the t ransm ission
tower becomes great, or natural and man-made obstructions create
interference.
Wi lson Electronics, a leader in w ireless communications for 40
years, has developed a wide product line of cellular sig nal boosters for
mobi le and in-buildirg applications. Wilson's amplif ie rs and anten nas
detect and ampl ify weak incoming signals you r cell phone would miss.
while broadcasting a much stronger sig nal back to the cell site.
With the highest receiver sensitivity and output
specifications in t he industry, the company's 100%
tested microprocessor-controll ed amplifiers provide
bidi rectional signal gains that ensure you
can communicate wnerever you go, w hile
elim inating osci llation and ce ll site overload.

Wilson®
Electronics, Inc.

DEVICE DEPENDENCY
For many workers, though, the
main issues continue to be phone,
emai l and Web access. Converged
devices that combine these func
tions have tar outpaced traditional
PDA-type devices.
But the jury is still out whether
a smart phone with a relatively
tiny screen provides the ultimate
mobile user experience. That's
largely what has re cent ly been
driving a proliferation of ultra
mobi le PCs (UMPCs), which are
Windows-based devices about
the size of a paperback book,
small enough to fit into a purse or
backpack, but boasting a screen
size of from 4 inches to 7 inches
and weig hing 2 pounds or less .
Will most users want to deal
with a laptop , a UMPC and a
mobi le phone? In all likelihood
some will. That's certain to drive
sma ll conpany IT support batty,
and amplify the need for a mobile
unified commu nications strategy
that factors in any user's end
points, whether on the desktop,
remote or on th e go.
As the workfo rce becomes
increasingly mob ile, being tied
to one particular form of commu
nication-traditional voice, fax
or ema il-becomes increas ingly
frustrating . The wo rkers need
information to find them no mat
ter whe re they are or w hich
device they are utilizing at that
particu lar moment.
For many organizations at the
tran sport level, that requires the
ability to use Wi-Fi loca l area net
w orking wh ile in the office and
seamlessly transfer to a cel lular
ba sed broadband wh ile out of
office . For the individua l user, it
means presence and location
based services that deliver mes
sages, calls or videos in the right
format to the mobi le device being
used at the t ime of delivery.

Written by Pete Bartolik, a freelance
writer in Hopkinton, Mass.

policies and practices as well. (See find.pcworld.com/60765 for
more on the results of our informal poll.) Hoping for a little
retribution-or at least some explanations-we went knock
ing on the doors of Apple, Intuit, Sony, Symantec, and other
perpetrators of bad behavior. We didn't always receive good
answers (or sometimes any answer- Apple didn't bother to
return our calls), but we did put these companies on notice:
Annoyed customers frequently turn into ex-customers.
Who got served? Here's our list of some of the most annoy
ing practices (and practitioners), along with suggestions for
working around the hass les or avoiding them altogether.

Software Sunset Policies
Major offenders: Intuit, Microsoft
The problem: For Quicken 2005 users, April 30 must have

been an incredibly annoying day. That's when Intuit pulled
the plug on that version of its money manager, in accordance
with the company's discontinuation policy (also known as
sunsetting). Consequently, owners of that product can no

longer use Intuit's online bill-pay services, download finan
cia l data from their banks , access Quicken.com investing fea
tures, get live technical support-shall we go on? Sure, the
software still functions , but with only a fraction of its former
capabilities. Your sole recourse is to upgrade to a newer ver
sion with features you may not want, an interface you don 't
recognize, and other changes . On your dime.
What gives? Why can't you keep using the software you
already know, love, and paid for? To hear Intuit tell it, out
with the old and in with the new. "Retirement of online ser
vices and live support in older versions of Intuit desktop
products allows Intuit to focus its resources on innovation
and resources for current and new offerings," says company
rep Jodi Reinman. Microsoft Money-Quicken's biggest
competitor-sunsets even faster, after just two years, and a
Microsoft spokesperson offered us a very similar explanation.
In plain English, it costs a company money to maintain and
support older products-and of course, someone who is
using one of those products isn' t spending money on a new
one. Sorry, but we can't sympathize. Just as Windows XP
users w;mt the option of keeping their OS instead of having
to invest in Vista, finance-software users want more than two
or three years' worth of functionality from their programs.
The fix: Unfortunately, you can' t do much about sunset poli
cies if you want to use the software. Web-based alternatives
such as Mint.com, Mvelopes, and Quicken Online aren't near
ly as full-featured, and all but Mint.com charge monthly fees,
so you're not much better off financially than you would be
by upgrading every few years. In the meantime, if you're a
Quicken 2008 user, mark your calendar for April 30, 2011
the likely discontinuation date for that version.

Rebate Runarounds
Major offenders: Buy.com, Office Depot
The problem: An oldie but goodie. You buy a sweet little

home-o ffice laser printer that costs all of $49-after a $50
rebate, that is. After filling out and mailing in the paperwork,
you wait four to six weeks : nothing. You wait another two
weeks: still nothing. Finally you realize that your $49 printer
has cost $99 after all. Welcome to the rebate runaround.
Horror stories about Buy.com rebates involving Wintergreen
Systems and the now
defunct Connect3D
·abound. Office Depot,
meanwhile, had the
most gripes on Re
bate Report Card
(reba tereportcard.com)
at press time. But
even small, reputable
firms can incur a cus
tomer's wrath when a
rebate goes sour.

Five

Company
Habits We Love

James Stewart, owner and operator of
a videography company in Santa Rosa ,
Fah frecLi·cs : We continue to tip
NOT ALL TECH companies and practices
California, is still trying to figure out
our hats to software developers
annoy us. In fact, we found five examples
exactly what Primera was looking for
of downright exemplary behavior, the kind
that offer fully loaded versions of their
when it asked for a copy of his "receipt"
programs free for home users, including
we
wish
other
businesses
would
emulate.
in the instructions for a $150 rebate on
Credit
is
ciuc:
In
February,
movie
Avast
Antivirus Home Edition, the cross
a disc duplicator he had bought online
rental
pioneer
Netflix
suffered
a
one
platform
instant messaging program
from retailer J&R. Stewart sent a copy
Trillian,
and,
of course, Google's Google
day
service
outage
that
delayed
its
DVD
of an e-mail labeled "J&R Order
You'd expect an ad
Earth
and
Picasa.
shipments.
Although
probably
few
cus
Receipt" that included the billing
tomers were even aware of the problem,
supported company to pack the Latter
address , the shipping address, the pay
two freebies with, well, ads, but neither
the company issued a ll its customers a 5
ment method (his credit card) , and
percent credit on their monthly bill. That
program has so much as a banner.
details about the price; some five and a
Ho• for teachers: Much as we love
kind
of
proactive
service
is
rare
indeed.
half weeks later, he received snai l mail
Feeling
Blu:
Earlier
this
year,
when
free
stuff, we also love companies
from Primera saying he had not provid
that
help
educate
consumers without
Blu-ray Disc emerged as the victori
ed the required "invoice," but offering
ous high-def media platform, owners of
making a sales pitch every step of the
to review his claim if he could send it.
HD DVD players were Left holding the
way. A fine example is Samsung's HDTV
Perplexed, Stewart contacted J&R to
pricey, soon-to-be-useless bag. Oh, well,
Guide (find .pcworld.corn/G076G).
ask for a copy of whatever Primera
Downlo;•d and go : Those of us
that's the risk of being an early adopter,
needed; J&R sent him an electronic
who buy most of our software
right? Not necessarily. After Circuit City
document that he printed and mailed
offered to let customers return (for store
online appreciate the ability to download
to Primera-but he heard nothing back.
programs again- for example, when we
credit) HD DVD players purchased up to
When we contacted Primera, the com
migrate to a new PC. Adobe, fo r insta nce,
90 days earlier, Amazon and Best Buy
pany said that while neither document
s tepped up with SSO store credits, and
lets you access your online purchases
met its requirements (put in place to
simply by logging in to your account. The
Wal-Mart issued a full refund to recent
avoid fraudulent claims by people who
s;:ime goes for games bought on Valve's
purchasers. We're pleased- if puzzled
order products and then return them
by the generosity of these stores; after
Stea m s ite: "Your games are associated
once they get the rebate), it had verified
;:ill, they had absolutely no obliga tion to
with your account, not your computer."
Stewart's purchase with J&R and the
That's how it s hould be fo r all software
bail out customers who could s imply
rebate was on its way-well within the
ordered and delivered online.
have waited for a high-def victor.
eight-to-ten-week time fram e required
to process a properly documented
claim . But Stewart (who says he
wants. " Note to computer vendors: Your logic stinks. Let
learned that the rebate was coming only when we told him) is
users install the software they want, okay?
still angry. "I think that rebate deals are an enormo us scam
Loading a new PC with trialware made a certain amount of
on the consumer and should be outlawed, " he says .
sense in the prebroadband days, when downloading an anti
Of course, instead of offering rebates, tech vendors such as
virus utility or game demo took longer than 30 seconds. Now
Primera could simply lower their prices-but companies say
there ' s simply no excuse for it.
there are solid business reasons for rebate programs.
Some vendors are getting the word. Dell, once one of the
The fix: Before you jump on a rebate deal, check the compa
worst offenders, now gives customers more control over soft
ny' s customer ratings at the Rebate Report Card site. When
ware preloads. But Sony, whose products received the worst
filing a rebate, make sure to follow the instructions to the let
"junk" rat ing of the 11 vendors in last year's "Junkbusters! "
ter (which means reading every inch of the fine print) . Keep
story (find .pcworlcl.com/60749), in March began charging cus
copies of everything you mail in and of every piece of paper
tomers an extra $50 to remove excess apps from new lap
work involved. And send the rebate via registered mail so
tops. (Sure, Sony, how about we wash your car for you, too?)
that you can prove the fulfillment company received it.
Following a public outcry, the company wisely reversed
Crapware on New PCs
course, offering its Fresh Start "software optimization" fea
ture (read: crapware remover) for free. Regrettably, the offer
Major offenders: HP, Gateway, Sony
is currently limited to the VAIO TZ notebook line, though
The problem: PC vendor logic must work something like this:
"Mammoth hard drives are the norm, so there ' s amp le room
Sony says it will expand the offering this summer.
And, like its competitors, Sony doesn't seem ready to
for stuffing new systems with trialware, adware, junkware,
adm it that junkware is, in fact , junk. "We bundle industry- »
and other 'ware nobody asked for and hardly anybody ever
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leading applications to offer an all
encompassing value proposition to
our end users ," a company spokesper
son says. In other words, garbage is in
the eye of the beholder.
Yes, some preloads, such as disc
authoring software and security
suites, are worthwhile. But wouldn't
it be nice if vendors let you decide?
The fix: Before you attempt to man
ually uninstall unwanted programs ,
try the aptly named PC Decrapifier
(pcdecrapifier.com). This freeware utili
ty, born of one user's frustration with
a junkified Dell notebook, quickly
scans for and optionally uninstalls
many common trialware applications .
Our "Junkbusters! " feature has addi
~ be able
tional PC-cleanup instructions. Other
than that, let your wallet do the talk
ing: Don't buy PCs from vendors that go crazy with the
crap-and tell them why you're shopping elsewhere.

Unrecoverable Music
Major offenders: Amazon, iTunes
The problem: Your hard drive just
went to the great storage heap in
the sky, taking your entire music
collection along with it. Reripping
songs from your CDs is easy
enough, but what about the
music you purchased and down
loaded from online stores such
as AmazonMP3 and iTunes?
You paid for those songs, so
surely you can just redownload
them when necessary, right?
Wrong-neither store permits
return trips to the well.
Admittedly, you wouldn't
You might not
expect a brick-and-mortar seller
get them back.
to replace your CDs if your
house burned down. But CDs
are tangible goods that cost money to manufacture, ship, and
store. Music downloads are mere bits and bytes that require
only bandwidth , and there's plenty of that to go around . Why
shouldn't you be able to download your songs a second
time-or a thirty-second time-after you've paid for them?
When we asked, AmazonMP3 spokesperson Heather Hunt
oon said only that "we recommend customers create a back
up copy of their music." She also noted that because all of
Amazon's music is sold in MP3 format , you don 't have to
reauthorize a computer when restoring your tunes. In con
trast, iTunes makes you jump through some authorization
hoops to restore even those purchases you've backed up.
And speaking of iTunes, Apple utterly ignored all our inqui
ries on this subject. We've heard anecdotal evidence that the
company's customer-service reps will sometimes replace lost
purchases, but that isn't the same thing as a store policy that
tells customers, "Don't worry, we 've got your back."
The fix: As Amazon's Huntoon says, back up your music.
You can store up to 25GB worth of stuff online for free at
MediaMax or SOGB at ADrive, though you should be pre
pared to invest considerable time uploading everything. And
consider shopping elsewhere: Napster and Rhapsody have no
problem letting you redownload music you've purchased.
Both services also offer a subscription option that allows un
limited downloads from their substantial libraries-another
worthwhile insurance policy against lost music collections.

Lost music files you paid
to download?
to

Exclusivity Deals for Cell Phones
Major offenders: Apple, AT&T
The problem: When Apple unveiled the iPhone, geek hearts

everywhere sang in joyous anticipation-only to be crushed
by the news that AT&T would be the device's sole carrier for
the foreseeable future. Not only did the handset limit users
to AT&T's poky EDGE network, but Apple's decision also
left Sprint, T-Mobile, and Verizon customers with noPhone.
Perhaps that wasn't so surprising. Apple exclusivity has
existed for years in the form of the iTunes store, which sells
songs, TV shows, movies, and the like for playback only on
Apple-branded hardware.
When we asked Apple reps why the company elected to
stick with a single carrier when it could eas ily land more cus
tomers by supporting others, they referred us via e-mail to a
year-old press release touting AT&T's (then Cingular's)
advanced network, jointly developed visual voice mail, yada
yada yada. We received no reply, either, to our query on when
Apple would allow iPhone buyers to use other carriers (with
out "jailbreaking" their phones).
The fix: Rewrite the rules-unlock your iPhone so that it will
work with other GSM/GPRS/EDGE carriers. Adam Pash,
coauthor of How to Do £(lcryrhi11g wirh Your iPho11c, recom
mends ZiPhone (ziphone.org), an open-source utility that
makes simple work of unlocking the handset. Once you've
removed the AT&T shackles , you can pop in a SIM card from
any GSM carrier. Of course, you could also thumb your nose
at Apple and buy a phone from another manufacturer. Have
you seen the latest BlackBerry units? Most of them are avail
able from multiple carriers.
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Software That Nags You to Buy or Upgrade
Majoroffenders: Intuit, McAfee, Symantec
The problem: Talk about irony-McAfee Internet Security and

similar applications aim to simplify your life by protecting
your PC, but they annoy the heck out of you in the process.
They never stop nagging you to upgrade to a bigger, better

version or to renew your subscription (even though it
doesn't expire for another six months). It's like dealing with
a pesky little kid who's always demanding your attention.
Larry Campbell, a retired Air Force captain from Fairview
Heights, Illinois, recently found himself nagged to distraction
by software maker McAfee. Though his antivirus utility's sub
scription wasn't due to expire until May of this year, the
company started campaigning for a renewal last October,
sending no fewer than eight e-mail alerts-enough to prompt
his decision: "I am not renewing, " he says, "but will switch
to another company in May."
If such nonstop nagging can actually drive customers away,
why do companies do it? McAfee's explanation was about
what you'd expect. "McAfee sends promotional offers to
subscribers that feature discounts on the current product
they have subscribed to and/or discounts on suites that offer
additional levels of protection," said a company rep. "We
want consumers to remain protected and not experience any
lapses in protection." The rep went on to note that custom
ers can easily opt out of such offers by unsubscribing. She
also apo logized for annoying Campbell with all the e-mail.
The fix: Unfortunately, nagging seems to be a part of mod
ern computing. Any company that has taken your money
once will work hard to take more of it. You can always try
freeware alternatives-Avast 4 Home Ed ition and Avira Anti
Vir Personal offer robust virus protection, for
instance-but don't be surprised if you get
nagged to buy their commercial counterparts.

Fu ll-Screen Ads Precede Home Pages
Major offenders: CareerBuilder, Forbes , Monster
The problem: You head to your favorite site in

search of the latest news, only to be stopped cold
by some lame splash-screen advertisement.
(Okay, PCWorld .com is guilty here, too, as are
our major competitors. But at least we don't call
it a Welcome Screen , as Forbes.com does.) Or
you visit a jobs site to peruse the latest post
ings, but a come-on for a resume builder or an
online degree program intervenes-and it isn't
just a pop-up, either, but a full-screen blockade.
Sure, these "interstitial" or "transitional" ads
pay for your free content and services. "They're

no different than commercial breaks, and most users are will
ing to accept advertising to not pay for content, " says Pesach
Lattin, CEO of New York-based ad agency Vizi. But can' t
marketers wait until we get to the site before bombarding us?
The fix: Firefox users should try the Adblock Plus extension
(find .pcworld.com/60781), which suppresses not only button
and banner ads but also transitional ads . Internet Explorer 7
users can find similar capabilities in IE7Pro (find.pcworld.
com/60782). Meanwhile, advertisers take note: You could grab
more eyeballs by creating ads that make us want to watch.
Show us something funny or surprising. Offer a freebie. Visi
tors may click past the ad anyway, but at least make an effort!

Canned E-Ma il Responses
Major offenders: Too many to list
The problem: The scan function on your multifunction printer

won't work. You fire off an e-mail to the manufacturer's tech
support department, and a few minutes later a reply lands in
your inbox. Wow, fast service! Suspiciously fast, in fact: Turns
out it's just an automated response acknowledging receipt of
your message. Or a boilerplate list of common questions and
answers-none of which apply. Talk about tossing a boat an
chor to the man who has just fallen overboard.
Bob Cameron , a systems administrator from Lawrenceville,
Georgia, needed Yahoo 's help with an e-mail problem: The »

service was blocking messages sent from hi s church to mem
days after the tech call was over to check in and make sure
bers with Yahoo acco unts . So he visited Yahoo 's support
everything is okay. " But on the occasions when Popken inad
vertently dialed the "home" support line , "the reps read off
site, spent considerable time collecting the information that
Yahoo requires for reporting an issue, and submitted his help
scripts , didn' t listen, and didn' t solve problems ," he says.
request. In return, he received a canned response "asking me
1l1e company refuses to acknowledge any disparity in sup
for the same information that I had already spent all that time
port for its home and business lines. "Dell provides qu ality
collecting and editing." When he tried again, another
support for all our customers all over the world," says rep
response promised a personal answer within 48 hours (it
Tara Giovinco, adding that Dell has United States-based sup
never came) and directed him to the very site where he'd
port centers for consumers as well as business customers. We
submitted the support request in the first place.
don't think that's going to make Johnson feel any better.
Seems like tech companies are doing more canning than
The fix: Don' t buy PCs from companies that have poor sup
Campbell's Soup. We contacted Yahoo-and received no re
port ratings (see the results of our latest Reliability & Service
sponse. We also got the silent treatment from HP, another
survey at fincl.pcworld.com/60783). And don 't automatically
company that dispatches canned replies to requests for help.
head to an e-tailer's home/home-office pages; you may find
The fix: Believe it or not, we're willing
identical (or nearly identical) products
to cut companies a little slack on this
in the small-business section of the
one, as support departments receive
site at comparable prices.
huge volumes of help requests, and a
Sma ll Product, Big Box
canned response at least assures you
support than home users.
that your mail arrived. But when com
Major offenders: Amazon, Dell,
panies promise a personal follow-up ,
NewEgg, Wal-Mart
they'd better deliver. If the company
The problem: You buy a flas h drive, a
doesn't answer your queries , you can
memory card , a Bluetooth headset,
always call tech support-or try a live
or some other small item from a mail
online-chat session, if that's an
order company, and the box that
option. In fact, both alternatives
arrives on your doorstep looks large
should yield much faster and more
enough to accommodate a laser
efficient results than e-mail.
printer. But it's no mistake : You
find your item inside-amidst a
Preferential Support for
boxful of packing material.
Business Customers
Talk about wasteful! Not only are
Majoroffender: Dell
the oversize boxes excessive, they
The problem: You buy a PC from a
also consume an inordinate amount
vendor's home-user division , only
of space on the planes and trucks that
to discover that the support reps
are used to deliver them. 1l1at leaves
barely speak English, know less about the product than you
less space for other packages, meaning fewer packages per
do, and fail to help you solve your problem. That's what hap
delivery vehicle, more overall trips, more wasted fuel, and,
consequently, higher shipping prices for you.
pened to PC Wot1d contributor Dave Johnson, who has been
living in tech-support hell since he purchased a high-end Dell
What's up with the big boxes? NewEgg didn' t respond to
XPS 720 desktop last fall.
our inquiries , but Amazon rep Patty Smith admits that it's a
problem that needs fixing . "We know consumers are frustrat
The system blue-screens "at least once per day, " Johnson
says. Although Dell has replaced the system twice, each new
ed by [oversize) boxes , and we're working on it, " she says.
machine behaves the same, and help seems nowhere to be
To that end, Amazon recently developed software designed
found : "Every time I call tech support, a level-one rep walks
to determine which box size is appropriate for any given
item, and claims a "significant decrease " in the number of
me through the same basic troubleshooting steps, even if
they've been tried a dozen times before." Promises to esca
purchases shipped in "wrong-size" boxes. Let's hope other
sellers follow suit, because using man-size boxes for mouse
late the problem to a higher level never pan out.
Too bad Johnson didn't buy from Dell 's business division.
size items is just plain wrong.
Ben Popken of consumer-advocacy site The Consumerist
The fix: Let your voice be heard! E-mail the offending com
(consumerist.com ) says there's "a world of difference" in the
panies and tell them you 're done shopping there until they
level of support that Dell's business customers receive. "Dell's
mend their environmentally unfriendly ways. Of course, you
small-business department is still in the U.S ., and the techs
could always buy from a local retailer and avo id shipping
are friendly, fast, and knowledgeable. They've even called me
boxes altogether. (While you 're at it, skip the bag, too.) •

Business customers
often get better
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ATEN
Simply Better ConnectionsN

All the power of the data center

On your desktop.
2-Port

4-Port

E

8-Port

16-Port

32-Port

J
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CS62DU

CS1744

ACS1208A

KH1516

KM0432

2-Port USB DVI
KVM Switch

4- Port USB Dual-View
KVMP Switch

8-Port PS/2
KVM Switch

16-Port Cat 5
KVM Switch

4-Console 32-Port
Matrix KVM Switch

$249 .95

$399 .95
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ligerDirect

Buy.com
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~&rom
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For a complete line of our 2 to 32-Port KVM switches, visit www.aten-usa.com/2to32KVMs

www .aten-usa.com I 1-888-999-ATEN

The

Best Products
· of the

Online video good enough to make you give
up cable. A featherlight, full-featured laptop.
Innovative phones, desktops, cameras, and
more. This year's tech gems-as picked by
PC World editors and readers-will leave you
more productive, connected, and entertained.
EDITED BY MARK SULLIVAN • PHOJOGRAPHS BY MARC SIMON
AFTER A GOOD deal of-ahem-lively discussion, the editors at PC Wodd have com
pleted this year's list of the 100 best technology products available today. How did
we do it? After nominating hundreds of devices , apps, sites, and services we knew
to be good, we rated each one on its design, functionality, performance, and impact;
the ones garnering the highest total scores made our list. Note that we chose not
to rate products specifically on their price or value, focusing instead on their over
all quality. After the scoring was over and the dust had cleared, we had a list that
served, among other things , to remind us of what an exciting time in tech this truly
is, with game-changing product development happening on many fronts .
»
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For links to further
information about
all of the products
that appear in this
year's Best Prod
ucts list, visit find.
pcworld.com/60847.

Hulu (video site, free/ad
based) Hulu may offer
the best-looking, most
watchable Web video to
date, rivaling the standard
definition content of reg
ular 1V. A well-financed
joint venture of NBC Uni
versal and News Corpora
tion, Hulu is ultimately a
one-stop on-demand re
pository for high-quality
programming-the holy
grail of online video.
Hulu's content includes
current prime-time shows
from Fox, NBC, MGM,

1

IJ Episodes ( 1J)

HD Gallery (20 vid eos)
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Sony, Warner Brothers ,
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and others, plus 1V re
runs new and old. Hulu's list of full
Apple IPhone (smart phone, $400 with
length movies has burgeoned since the
two-year AT&Twireless contract)
Rarely have handsome indus trial design
site's debut last October. ll1e high-def
content gallery is mostly a clipfest so far,
and breakthrough technology (including
but it should blossom as video compres
the supercool multitouch interface and
sion and broadband speeds improve.
visual voicemail) mated so happily.
Hulu also lets you cut and share clips
with friends as you watch. If Web video
Facebook (online social network, free)
is destined to clobber cable and satellite
Facebook is a very popular way to
by giving us more control over our 1V
stay in touch with your friends' status ,
viewing experience, Hulu represents
photos, plans , events, and more. But it
easily the best attempt yet at that ideal.
lands at number 3 on our list because the

2

3

IB PC World Readers' Favorite
Tech Products (by Category)

app lication development platform it cre
ated last year is beginning to spawn some
truly useful third-party-developed tools.
Microsoft Windows XP (operating sys
tem, not sold separately) It has been
discontinued except as an option for
certain low-end PCs , but XP is leaner,
meaner, and less bloated than Vista. De
spite the outcry from users, however, at
press time Microsoft still planned to
retire the OS on June 30, 2008.

4

Lenovo ThinkPad X300 (ultraportable
laptop, $2500) As everyone swooned
over Apple's hot Air, Lenovo snuck in
the back door with a business-centric
notebook that answers most of the
Air' s shortcomings. It has processing
power to burn, plenty of ports-and a
paper-thin optical drive. Stick that in
your manila envelope, Steve.

5

FROM MARCH 14 to April 14, we asked our readers to participate in a survey in which
they rated their favorite products in more than 60 technology categories. Here are the
ones that they rated highest in 15 of the most popular categories. To find a List of read
er favorites in all of the categories, visit our Web site (fi nd.pcworld.co111/60845}.

+

MEDIA PLAYER Apple iPod Touch

+ SMART PHONE Black Berry Curve 8300

+ DIGITAL CAMERA Canon TXl
+ OFFICE SUITE Google Docs
& Spreadsheets

+ SECURITY SOFTWARE SUITE
Kaspersky Internet Security 7.0

+ OPERATING SYSTEM Apple Mac
OS 10.5 "Leopard"

+ BROWSER Mozilla Firefox
92
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+
+
+
+

PHOTO-SHARING SITE Flickr
DESKTOP PC Apple iMac
POWER LAPTOP Apple MacBook Pro
23-INCHOR LARGER LCD MONITOR
Dell UltraSharp 3007WFP-HC

+ INKJET MULTIFUNCTION PRINTER
Canon Pixma MX700
• DIGITAL MUSIC SITE iTunes
+ PLASMA TV Sony KDL-52XBR4
• GAME Crysis

Flock (browser, free) Sick of having
to surf to all your favorite sites and
services? Flock integrates Facebook up
dates, Twitter feeds , YouTube videos ,
Flickr photo streams, Gmail and Ya ho o
Mail , and blogging tools into a single
navigation (and browsing) interface.

6

Eye-Fi (wireless camera memory card,
$100) ll1e 2GB Eye-Fi card converts
any digital camera's Secure Digital slot
into a \Vi-Fi-enabled device, so you can
upload photos directly from your cam
era to your PC or to sites like Flickr.

7

Casio Exilim Pro EX-Fl (digital camera,
$1000) The 6-megapixel EX-Fl cap
tures video at up to 1200 frames per
second at its lowest image-quality set
ting and shoots full-resolution (1920
by-1080-pixel) images at 60 fps.

8

Harmonhc Rock Band (game bundle,
$170) All you need is your PS3,
Xbox 360, or Wii to get the band back
together. Really, Rock Band is Guitar
Hero times four: It puts you on tour as
a guitarist, singer, or drummer.

9

lo

Wikipedia (open-source encyclo
pedia, free) This online trove of
information has more than 1.6 million
volunteer-contributed articles on every
thing from Britney to biochemistry. It
becomes more credible and reliable as
more people check and edit the entries.
Netflix (DVD rentalandonlinevideo
site, SS/month and up) Though it
started as a DVD-by-mail service, Net
flix offers an ever-widening array o f
movies , TV shows, and documentaries
that you can stream instantly to your
PC. With any of the service's DVD-by
mail plans you can watch as much
st reaming video content as you want.

11

12

Microsoft Xbox live (online service,
$59/year) You can download a
lo t more than game demos from Xbox

0
0
.

.

~\

Flock integrates well with
social media tools, though
it's still a
little buggy.
- READER MICHAEL S.
JV,

Live. Other options are full retail
software, independent and home
brew games, expansion packs,
music, weekly video updates for
gamers , TV shows, and HD movies.
Apple iPod Touch (media play
er, $299-$4991 Its beautiful
design, 3.5-inch (and 480-by
l&ml 320-pLxel) multitouch screen,
built-in Wi-Fi , and useful apps (such as
Mail, Maps, Stocks, Weather, and Notes)
outweigh quibbles over audio quality.

13
l'm!!ll

Craigslist (online classifieds and
discussion, free) In many cities,
Cra igslist is the best way to get a job ,
find an apartment, buy furniture, or get
a date. It's not flashy or slick, but you
won't see any commercial ads here, and
the Best Of section is not to be missed.

14

15

Scrabulous (PC game, free) This
exceedingly Scrabble-like game,

0

•"d)-1<

VI

•

,
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created by brothers Rajat and Jayant
Agarwalla , has become such a popular
Facebook app lication that Scrabble's
trademark holders, Hasbro and Mattel,
threatened to sue to have it removed.
Nintendo Wli (game console, $250)
The Wii is a gateway addiction
for people who don' t think of them
selves as gamers. The Wii's controllers
encourage players to get up off the
couch and move around- and soon, to
engage in actual exercise! (Watch for the
new WiiFit balance board coming soon.)

16

Apple Mac OS X 10.5 'Leopard' (op
erating system, $129) Vista's woes
may be evidence of a general
l&ml decline in the popularity of
Microsoft Windows; meanwhile, Apple's
new Leopard operating system has
users buzzing over the Mac yet again .

17
l'm!!ll

Apple Cinema HD Display (23-inch
LCD monitor, S899)This 1920-by
1200-pixel-resolution monitor renders
text sharply, and images and video beau
tifu lly. It looks pretty good on the out
side, too , with its cool industrial design.

18

lg

Twitter (social networking site,
free) Imagine a hybrid of blog
g ing and text messaging-that's Twitter.
People seem polarized over this quirky »
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tool, either loving or hating it, but Twit
ter has helped pioneer an age of social
networking in real or near-rea l time.

I')

!L

0

Available for Mac OS
X only, th is package
includes Final Cut Pro
6.02 , Apple's highly
rated, de facto industry
stand ard ap plication for
digital video editing.

Pioneer Kuro PDP·SOlOFD (SO-inch
plasmaHDTV,53500) The Kuro 's

~rear design, vivid color, and deep black

levels impress us mightily. Too bad yo u
ave to take out a loan to buy one.

n 1 Mozilla Firefox 3 (browser,
IL

2g

free) Firefox 3, in beta,

builds on its prede
cessor's strengths
ng better security and
new tools for storing and ac
~essing your bookmarks and your
rowsing history.

h 2 Safari (mobile browser, free)

'L

This browser may be the true
iller app of the iPhone and iPod
ouch. Uni ted with the iPhone's multi
! ouch gesture support, the spacious
ari browser makes surfing the Web
a 4-inch screen feel immersive.

b3
I

NPR.org (news site, free) Welcome

to the online home of NPR's

terface, new editing
tools, and better inte
gration with Adobe's Creative
Suite help Photosho p remain the gold
standard in image editing programs.

25

Google Maps Street Vie w (mapping

software, free) Google's Street
View brought a new dimension to map
ping this year, offering users real-life
images from ground level.
Apple MacBook Pro
(Penryn) (Laptop

What a difference
a- chip makes: With Intel's
Penryn processor inside, the
new MacBook Pros handily
outperform not only older
Mac laptops, but also many
Windows-based notebooks.

27

24
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Photoshop CS3 (image-editing soft·
ware, 5650) A fresh , simplified in

1
J
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Wireless·N Gigabit

router, 5200) Here's the first
router that serves both older
2.4-G Hz 802 .llb/g gear and newer de
vices that stream over the 5-GHz band.

series, from 51999)

j

Unksys Dual·Band

Router WRTGOON (wireless

26

lauded national news coverage and com
mentary, special reports, and documen
taries. NPR 's site has done a lot in a
short time to convey its rich content in
compelling digital formats such as pod
casts and live and recorded streams.

Studio 2 (video pro·

duction suite, 51299)

I

I

Apple Final Cut

Google Docs & Spread

Flickr (photo-sharing site, 200 pho·

30

tos free, unlimited photos and stor

age 525/year) Like most photo
sharing sites, Yahoo 's Flickr
-makes organizing, sharing, and tagging
photos easy. Better, the site's many
users translate into a wide array of
active user grou ps- and you won 't
have to wait long before someone dis
covers and comments on your photos.

31

Sony KDL·S2XBR4 (52-inch LCD

HDTV, 53500) Sony has a reputa
tion for great design, but what makes
this big-screen beauty a real standout is
its truly impressive performance .

32

Intel Penryn (processor line, prices
vary) Starting with its Core 2

Duo design, Intel shrinks its chips to a
45-nanometer core for desktop, server,
and mobile CPUs. The result: better
performance and larger caches , without
any increase in power consumption.

sheets (Web-based pro

ductivity suite, free) Arguably

the best of a new breed of on
line,
collaborat
ive app suites challeng
ing the su premacy of Microsoft Office,
Google Docs & Spreadsheets permits
users to edit, share, and store word pro
cessing, spreadsheet, and presentation
documents from any machine-fixed or
mobile-that can run a Web browser.

33

Apple iChat (instant messaging,
5129) Included in Mac OS X

10.S "Leopard, " iChat takes instant
messaging to a new level with a slick
interface, cool video, custom back
drops, and special effects .

34

Creative Zen (MP3 player; 5130
5300) Amazingly, the Zen man

ages to fit all of the functionality of the
o lder Zen Vision M (FM , a built-in
microphone, video, and more) into a
device the size of a business-card case.

panel comes with a mechanism that per
mits almost 360-degree swivel-a capa
bility that people w ho use their moni
tors as presentation too ls will welcome.

Verizon FiOS (high-speed Internet
access, $160/month or less) Veri
zon' s fiber-powered FiOS is the speedi
est consumer broadband service avail
able in this broadband-challenged part
of the world. The fastest FiOS plan in
most markets promises 30-mbps down
loads and 15-rnbps uploads.

3g

35

Pandora (streaming music site,
free or $36/year subscription)
1. Enter your favorite artist 's name .
2. Click Create. 3. Listen as Pandora
plays a custom rad io station full of
well-known and obscure music that's
eerily well-matched to your tastes. A
paid subscription delivers mobile and
home streaming support.

TiVo HD (digital video recorder,
S300;service,$13/month) With its
excellent user interface and its ability
to record high-def programs , the 11vo
HD box might be all the DVR you need.

40

Data Robotics Drobo DR04DUIO
(external hard drive, $500 without

36

42

Electronic Arts Rock Band Con·
trollers (game controllers, Guitar
$60,DrumsSSO) Much of Rock Band's
success involves the accompanying toy
musical gear- a microphone, faux
Fender guitar, and a (very fun) plastic
d rum kit-for playing the game. Elec
tronic Arts manufactures and markets
the controllers, which are available both
bundled and separately, under a co
development agreement between EA
and Rock Band developer Harmonix
(which is owned by M1V Networks).
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Canon EOS 40D (digital SLR cam
era, S1500with kittens) Excellent
image quality and killer features-such
as a burst mode that captures images at
up to 6.5 frames per second- make the
EOS 400 the digital SLR to beat for en
thusiasts and professionals alike.

Goodl0t10'rwttJ

37

38

LG Electronics L196WTY-BF (19
inch LCD monitor, $220) LG ' s flat

drives)111is storage device uses d isk and
storage virtualization algorithms instead
of RAID 5 to provide data redundancy.
Google Gmail (e-mail, free) Google
scores another coup by add ing
IMAP (Internet Message Access Proto
col) support to its free e-mail service,
enabling users to read Gmail messages
on mobile devices and on other
desktop mail clients .

41

Mozilla Thunderbird (e-mail, free)
Thunderbird 2 has a strong fea
ture set, is easy to customize, and has
solid defenses against spam and phishing.

43

Dell XPS 420 (desktop PC, $2730)
The XPS 420 multimedia com
puter-with Intel's 2.83-GHz Penryn
Q9550 processor inside-handles every
day tasks with aplomb and even lets you
indulge in some fairly hard-core gaming.

44

Washington Post (news site, free)
The Post has made the most of
its consistently fine coverage of govern
ment, policy, and politics by posting it
on an easily navigable Web site-and
through narrated slide shows and video.

45

Yelp.com (online social reviews,
free) At Yelp, customers write
critical appraisals of everything from
theaters to public restrooms. It' s the
"wisdom of the crowd" in action. Bravo.

46

47

Nikon DBO (digital SLR camera,
$750)This small, easy-to-use

»
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vice, Sl0-S13/month) Offering seamless
Internet access via its built-in cellular
(G PRS) o r Wi-Fi connectivity, the Dash
Ex press can provide rea l-time traffic
data; on top of that, it find s area busi
nesses t hrough Yahoo Local search.

model supports 10.2 megapixels
of detail and offers convenient
extras such as in-camera editing
and stop-motion animation .

.
48

Consumerist (blog, free)
Part n ews, p art activism,
and part how-to, this site supplies
you with the tools you need to be
an info rmed-an d in all likelihood
outraged-consumer. Taglinc:
" Shoppers Bite Back. "

4g

AdventNet Zoho (office suite
app, free) Zoho 's seemingly
endless array of free online office appli
cations has brought shar ing and collab
oration to business software.

50

OpenDNS PhlshTank (security site,
free) PhishTank is an informa
tion clearinghouse where you can
report or find data on phishers, spam
mers, and anybody else who' s trying to
rip off nice people on the Interne t.

51

Western Digital VeloclRaptor
(internal hard drive, 5300) Spin
ning at 10,000 revolutions per minute,
this swift and capacious (300G B) hard
drive blew away th e competition in our
PC World Test Center eval uat ions.

Panasonic TH·
42PZ700U (42-inch plas
ma HDTV, $1400) The fir st 1080p
42-inch plasma lV, this Panason
ic model boasts rich colors, deep
blacks , and superb picture detail.

56

NYTlmes.com (news site, free) The
Gray Lady of print journalism
has crafted a strong, user-friendly online
presence spiced with engaging interac
tive graphics and first-rate news video.

Netgear ReadyNAS Duo
(network-attached storage,
5400) In our tests, the ReadyNAS Duo
outperformed even its sibling, the top·
of-th e line ReadyNAS NV+.

53

58

52

Motorola MotoRokr T505 (car
speakerphone, 5140) This Blue
tooth gadget not only p ermi ts you to
dial by voice and to cha t hands-free
while driving, it also streams m usic from
yo ur phone to your car's stereo system
via its FM transmitter. Nice.
SanDisk Cruzer (thumb drive, $60;
online backup, $30/year) When
you move yo ur fil es onto t he rugged
Cruzer thumb d rive via a USB slot, the
fi les automatically upload , for backup ,
to a BelnSync server o n t he Web.

54

55

Dash Navigation Dash Express
(GPS navigation system, 5400; ser-

BlackBerrys
are amazing;
the 8300 is
beautiful, and
I love its
overall feel.
'

-READER JOSEPH HUNT

57

Symantec Norton Internet Security
2008 (security suite, $60) Syman
tec 's suite offers solid security protec
tion . Features include stro ng behavior
based defense aga inst unknown threats.

g
5
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RrM BlackBerry Curve 8300 Series
(smart phone, $250 with two-year
AT&Twlrelesscontract) Re
lmml search in Motion's Curve
line delivers both a QWERTY keyboard
and RIM ' s increasingly po pular smart
phone operating sys tem-the best of
its kind for handling corporate e-mail.

60

Vimeo (video·sharing site, free)
Vimeo invites you to upload
and share your wide-screen HD video
(up to SOOMB p er week) with the world
for free . Following the sudden d epar
ture of Stage6, Vimeo has become a
very important site indeed.

61

Side Step (travel site, free) Side
Step sca n s more than 200 other
travel-focused Web sites, looking for
low-priced flights, hotels, rental cars ,
and cruises . The bottom line: It' s sur
prisingly effective at finding dea ls.
Allenware Area-51 m15x (gaming
laptop, starts at 51500) Beneath
the unea rthly glow of its fa~ade, this »

62

Amazon MP3 has DRM
free music and has had
every artist I 've searched
-READER COREY HAWKER
for.
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scary-powerful gaming-oriented note
book houses two high-end nVidia Ge
Force 8800m GTX gra phics boards.

and Amazon sells its
fi les without the con
fi ning DRM wrapper.

TellMe (mobile search, free)
Mobile search apps with voice
recognition have a bright future , and
Microsoft's Tellme- which bases the re
sults it returns (including contact data
and maps) on your voice req uests and
location- works better than any com
peting software we've seen so far.

Samsung SyncMaster 305T (30-inch LCD monitor,
$1300) The wide-screen SyncMaster 30ST
delivers first-rate image quality and ex
cellent screen resolution (2560 by 1600
pixels) at an appealing price, for its size.

63

Amazon MP3 (digital music site,
$0.99 per song, most full albums
$10) Amazon's MP3 shop rivals iTunes
in the breadth of its music selections-

64

65

Apple Logic Studio (music produc
tion suite, $499) Apple's OS X
only Logic Studio contains everything
you need to record, edit, mix, and pro
duce music, along with software, synthe
sizers, effects , and 18,000 loop samples.

66
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Gateway XHD3000 (30-inch LCD
monitor,51700) This wide-screen
LCD comes with more input options,
more screen ad justment controls, and
more extras (like HDCP support) than
most other 30-inch LCDs we've seen.

67

HP Photosmart C5280 (inkjet
printer,$150) At a modest price,
the all-in-one CS280 offers a nice pack
age of features (such as CD/ DVD print
ing) and outsta nding photo quality. »

68

The Most Anticipated Products of the Coming Year
ASLEW OF cool tech products emerged this year, but some really
interesting ones remain in the offing . Here are a few that we expect
to make a big splash when they arrive during the next 12 months.
• A3G IPHONE:The Achilles' heel of the iPhone is the
not-very-fast wireless network it runs on, AT&T's
EDGE network. But now that AT&T has built out its far
faster 3G network, the rumor mill is buzzing that a 3G
iPhone may appear soon. The faster network will make
existing applications-especially real-time apps like
video streaming- look better and work more smoothly.
• THE NEW MAC BOOKS: Ma ny people in the Mac community are
putting off buying MacBooks because of speculation that the popu
lar line will undergo an aesthetic and internal overhaul. Apple is
likely to apply some of the design themes used on the MacBook Air
to the impending Mac
Book and MacBook Pro
revisions. These laptops
have long been housed
in plastic, but the new
ones will probably be
covered in environmen
tally friendlier alumi
num, and the older
keyboards may give
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way to the Air's backlit keyboard. The redesigned MacBooks may
also carry new, second-generation Intel Penryn chips inside.
• ANDROID DREAMING: We'll soon see a new class
of mobile phones developed on Google's Android, an
open-source software platform that includes an
operating system. Designed to help mobile devices
take full advantage of Net services, Android may
seriously challenge Microsoft's Windows Mobile OS. More than 30
companies, including Motorola and Samsung, have joined Google's
Open Handset Alliance to develop mobile apps on the platform,
and HTC reportedly is already developing an Android phone. Other
handset manufacturers
are sure to follow.
+ WAITINGFORSPORE:
The gaming crowd
anxiously awaits the
September release of
a new Electronic Arts
game called Spore,
the latest creation of
Sim City and The Sims
designer Will Wright. I n the new game, you control a life form
that evolves from a microscopic organism in a tide pool to
higher stages of life and eventually embarks into space.

I

Unbeatable Performace . Evolved .

Building off the design of the best-selling Nine Hundred enclosure , the A ntee Twelve Hundred
delivers even more capacity , cooling , and convenience . With twelve drive bays , six fans ,
and a stylish frame , the Twelve Hundred truly dominates the competition .

AntEC
Believe it.
-

-

buy.com

a!!!!1on.com.
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USB Safely Remove 3.3 (utilities,

70

Samsung LN-T4D61 (40-inch LCD

shareware) This shareware pro
gram greatly extends the functionality
of your Safely Remove Hardware icon.

HDTV,S1300)This Samsung mo
del makes our list on the strength of
good performance, dual tuners, and a
nice array of inputs and outputs, includ
ing three HDMI and USB 2.0 ports .

Samsung 2263DX (22-inch LCD dis

76

play, $550) This unique 22-incher
sports a side- or top-mountable 7-inch
secondary screen that you can use to
view instant messaging clients, music
or movie players, or photo viewers.

77

Canon Vixla HF10 (high-definition
camcorder, $1100) The tiny-but
mighty Canon Vixia HFlO records high
def video directly to an internal 16GB
flash drive or a high-capacity SD card.

78

Mint (personal
finance site, free)
This smart Web tool de
tails exactly where your
money is coming from
and where it's going.

79

VMWare Fusion (virtual
ization software, $80)
VMWare edges out Parallels
Desktop as the simplest, easiest
way to run Windows programs on a Mac.

71

nVidia Geforce 8800 GT (graphics

board,$250) The 8800 GT had a
big impact on the market, thanks to its
moderate price, low power consump
tion, and strong gaming performance.

72

Creative Aurvana X-Fi (headphones,

$300) Fueled by two AAA batter
ies, Creative's noise-canceling cans
rock your dome with deep, rich sound.

74

Olympus SP-570 UZ (advanced digi

tal camera, $500) The new king of
megazoom point-and-shoot cameras,
the SP-570 UZ uses a 20x optical zoom
lens to take close-ups to the extreme.

75

Apple iMac (desktop computer,
from $1199) This model eschews
the cheap-looking plastic
chassis of earlier entries in
-the iMac line in favor of a sleek anodi zed
aluminum one. It's a hard worker, too.

100

AppleTVTake2 (media-streaming
device, $229 and up) A new soft
ware update enables Apple' s streamer
to download movies (standard- and
high-del) directly from the Internet.

Trilli an (instant messaging, free) A

handy, streamlined app for
chatting across AIM, ICQ, MSN , and
Yahoo, Tril.lian just gets better with age.

73
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remind you of the Criterion Collection,
but the advertising on the site is scarcely
noticeable, and the sheer amount and
variety of content available for viewing
at YouTube are utterly astonishing.

82

Chestnut Hill Sound George (IPod

83

Microsoft Office 2007 (office suite,
$150-$680, depending on edition)

speaker dock, $499) Of the many
iPod speaker docks clamoring for con
sumer attention, this one strikes our
ears as the biggest-sounding and best.

Microsoft's workhorse troika of pro
ductivity apps (Word, Excel, and Power
Point) won ' t thrill anyone (and we 're
still waiting for Microsoft to put some
of their power online), but the suite's
overhaul last year made creating nice
looking documents far easier.

84

$650) Run multiple CPUs or graphics
cards on this bad mother... board.

85
-
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YouTube (viral video site, free)
Sure, the video quality won 't

Intel "SkullTrail" Dual Socket
Extreme Desktop (motherboard,

Canon Plxma MX700 (multifunc
tion printer, $160) The MX700
stuffs a lot of functions into
a fairly user-friendly pack- »

Digg (social news site, free) Digg
continues to serve denizens of
the Web as the most reliable barometer
of must-read news on the Internet.

92

age and offers scads of software to help
you along toward MFP proficiency.
AT&TTilt8925byHTC (smart
phone, $400 with two-year AT&T
wireless contract) This uber-phone bowls
you over with features like a QWERTY
keyboard, office apps, Wi-Fi, GPS, and
stereo Bluetooth for music headphones.

86

Asus U2E (ultraportable laptop, ·
$2000) In its cute/handsome
leather shell, this 2.9-pounder bristles
with outputs and has more flexibility
than most other models in its class.

93
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Canon PowerShot SD1100 IS (digi
tal camera, $250) This pocketable
8-megapixel camera offers a feature set
and a level of image quality that you 'd
expect of a far more expensive camera.
Vizio GV42LF (42-lnch LCD HDTV,
S1200)This roomy 1080p LCD
HD1V beats almost the entire plasma
television crowd in picture quality
and it does so at a far, far lower price.

88

Apple MacBook Air (ultra portable
laptop,$1799) No optical drive,
no Penryn chip, only one USB port, no
ethernet port, and merely average per
formance . So would you like to own an
Air? You bet, because it' s cool.

89
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Ubuntu Linux (operating system,
free) Linux isn' t just for nerds

Meebo (Web-based instant mes
saging, free) Ditch your desktop
instant messaging client in favor of this
sleek Web-based one, which offers ac
cess to AIM, Google Talk, MSN Mes
senger, Yahoo Messenger, and more.

94

anymore, thanks to Ubuntu's Microsoft
refugee-friendly distribution. But hard
core (hard-kernel?) Linux devotees will
surely note that Ubuntu earns a spot on
our list while Windows Vista doesn ' t.
Electronic Arts The Orange Box
(game, $60 PS3 or Xbox 360, $50 PC)
You get five full games-Half-Life 2 and
its first two follow-up episodes, plus
two other first-person shooters (Team
Fortress 2 and Portal)-wrapped up in
a pretty orange box. Warning: Ex
tended time off from work not included.

91

Orange Box, including the
fantastic 'Portal,' is the best
game value ever. -READER JASON RIXON

HP Blackbird 002 (desktop PC,
$2300 and up) The stunningly de
signed Blackbird simply flies when you
throw high-performance tasks at it-if,
that is, you can stop staring at this PC
long enough to hit the power button.

95
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Partition Logic (partitioning soft
ware, free) To shrink existing
partitions so you 'll have room for a
new one, just use the third-party parti
tioning program Partition Logic.
Palm Centro (smart phone, $150
with two-year Sprint wireless con
tract) Sprint's smart phone delivers
EvDO mobile broadband in an afford
able, contemporary-looking package.

97

Audacity (audio editor, free) This
all-purpose, open-source multi
track recording application lets you re
cord, play, and edit digital files like a pro.

98
9g

Llfehacker (blog, free) Read Life
hacker to glean time-manage
ment tricks , productivity downloads,
and easier ways to get stuff done.
J ing Project (Image/video pro
duction app, free) JingProject
allows you to create little narrated mov
ies (called "screencasts ") of anything
that' s happening on your PC desktop,
and then share them with friends. •
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Watch your TV...
We'll watch your TV's back
Your home theater is your passion.
You've spent thousands of dollars on equipment
and countless hours on research and installation .. .
How are you protecting this investment?
Power fluctuations are a leading cause of equipment
malfunction. Unfortunately, the demands on our antiquated
power grid increase daily, meaning that the threat of damage
"/ cannot recommend APC enough. ..
from bad power is here to stay. With APC AV Power Solutions.
.. .they live up to their promises."
you can eliminate bad power as a source of AV signal
Robert Archer CE Pro magazine
degradation by filtering out noise and regulating the voltage.
Some advanced models even offer battery backup power to
reduce interruptions when the power goes out. The new SZO
Engineered for high performance AV systems by APC power experts,
provides multiple options for managing the unit and monitoring
APC AV Power Solutions will :
environmental conditions. which can reduce service calls
•Protect your equipment and presets from
and improve the performance of your system. The SZO is also
harmful power fluctuations
easily integrated and managed with Crestron. AMX. and any
other whole-home automation network or vendor. Designed to
•Eliminate bad power as a source of signal
maximize your home thea ter experience. APC AV power solutions
degradation or equipment fa ilure
boast the engineering expertise to guarantee protection of your
investment against the dangers of unstable power.
Over 30 million customers already trust us to protect their
PCs from power problems. You can trust us to protect your
home theater. Go to www.apcav.com for more information.

a

APCAv·-
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• Prevent missed DVR recordings and corrupted
multimedia server data
•Reduce component and home automation control
lock up, reducing intrusive service calls
•Prevent damage to costly projector and
display bulbs
Most products are available in black or silver

,, • • ..,~,,,

APC Solutions for Ever Level of Protection
AV Power Conditioners
with Battery Backup

(1000VA -1500VA)
Premium surge protection, isolated S Type
noise filtering, automatic voltage
regulation. and battery backup for
high performance home theater and
automation systems.

AV Power Conditioners ~
(1000VA-1500VA)
~
Premium surge protection,
isolated noise filtering. and
H Type
automatic voltage regulation
for high performance home
theater systems.

AV Power Filters
(2. 10, or 12 outlets
with or without
a COAX splitter)
Premium surge protection
and isolated noise filtering
for high performance home
theater systems.

CType

Enter to WIN an H15 Power Conditioner - valued at $399 ERP.
Call 888-289-APCC x9552 Visit www.apc.com/promo Enter Key Code c451 w

Legendary Reliability•

© 2000 l\me1ican Power Cu11vers10f1Ct1pom11on Al l nghts reserved APC. the APC logo arid Legendary Reh.1bllltv are 1egim1ed marks and the AV l~o •~•d APC AV are traderna1ks of Ame1ican Power Conversion Cc>rporn11on

e-mail. csupport@apc com • 132 Fa1rorounds Road. West Kingston. Al 02892 USA AV2B7EF_EN
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NEW
GoodSync
Version 7!
Now with FTP!

Synchronize
Your Life!

Automatic backup and synchronization made easy...
Now you can automatically compare, synchronize,
and back up your emails, precious family photos,
contacts, MP3s, financial documents, and other
important files locally - between desktops, laptops,
servers, and external drives, as well as through FTP.
GoodSync Version 7 will:

GoodSync's powerful technology is years ahead
of the pack. Excellent reviews by industry experts
and customers alike solidify GoodSync as a
leader in file backup and synchronization.

-./ Automatically synchronize and backup all your data.

PC World Readers
Download GoodSync Today

-./ Prevent file deletion and data loss, remove duplicates.

It's FREE!

-./ Organize/transfer files between multiple devices.
-./ Sync and back up files locally or through FTP.
-./ Help you achieve complete peace of mind!
~

--...._

www.GoodSync.com/PCW

BLU-RAY:
New Features
to Look For
EARLIER THIS YEAR, Blu-ray Disc
emerged th e victor in its hotly con
tested next-generation format war
with Toshiba's HD DVD. Though
that competitor is gone, the broader
war for high-definition supremacy in
the home is far from over. Both digi
tal downloads and video streaming
will compete with Blu-ray Disc for
viewers in the near future-although
neither of those alternatives can
stand up to Blu-ray today, in image
quality or in breadth of content.
Before you shop for a Blu-ray Disc
player, you need a crash course in
new Blu-ray terminology. The
Blu-ray Disc format has gone
through some awkward growing
pains , which has resulted in the
messy situation we have now of
different players supporting (or
not supporting) different Blu-ray
features. The format has been ship
ping for two full years ; for nearly the
first year and a half of that time,
manufacturers were not required to
support BonusView and BO-Live,
two capabilities currently influenc
ing what kinds of extra features a player can enable.
For fans of supplemental content like director interviews
and making-of documentaries, BonusView is a neat feature
even a must-have one. BonusView (at one time referred to as

Blu-ray Profile 1.1) lets you play
back picture-in-picture content on
BonusView-enabled Blu-ray titles.
Players that support BonusView can
handle the processing of both a sec
ond video stream and a second
audio stream. lhis means that the
player can perform audio mixing
for sound effects generated with
in the player (such as menu navi
gation effects) along with the
audio sound track of the film .
The other new feature to look
for, BO-Live (also referred to as
Profile 2.0) , may be used to sup
port Internet-connected activities
such as interac tive ga ming and
social networking. Players with BD
Live have, in add ition to Bonus
View, an ethernet port for down
loading and streaming content via
the Internet, and an internal file sys
tem for managing that content.
Early examples of BO-Live content
have been limited (trailer down
loads, for example) , but studios are
prepping more-complex offerings.
Unfortunately, the Blu-ray specifi
cation allows manufacturers to
choose whether to include BD
Live's minimum requirement of
1GB of storage in the player. Some
manufacturers will provide storage inside the player itself,
while others will require you to supply a fl as h memory card
or a USB 2.0 drive to accompany the player.

BO PLAYERS: The Current Crop
For this roundup , we corralled six Blu-ray Disc players and
herded them into the PC World Test Center. Three units
Pioneer's $1000 BDP-9SFD, Samsung's $400 BD-P1400, and
Sharp's SSSO BD-HP20U-arc older modds LhaL<lun'L sup

Great image and sound quality makesup for

find .pcworld.corn/60803

Sony PlayStation 3

2

5400
find. pcworld.corn/ 60805

Sharp BD-HP20U

3

$550
find.pcworld.corn/60804

Panasonic DMP ·B D30

4

5500
find .pcworld.corn /60806

Samsung BD-P1400

5

5400
find.pcworld .corn/60807

Pioneer BDP-95FD

6

$1000
find .pcworld.corn/60808

•Detail: Very Good
• Audio: Very Good

• Up to 5.1channels of audio

file s

some weak design choices, such as the lack
of an ethernet port One of three BonusView
capable models we re viewed.

• Blu-ray BonusVlew

• 40GB hard drive

• BD·Live

•Ethern et port

•HOMll.3
•Up to 7.1channels of audio

•Media server

•Audio: Very Good
•Overall: Very Good
•Color quality: Superior
•Detail: Very Good
•Audio: Very Good

•HOMll.3
•Up to 5.1channels of audio
•Dolby TrueHD and Dolby
Digital Plus decoding

•n/a

Basic model has fast disc-load and response
times and terrific Image quality. but it lacks
support for the newer features that Blu-rny
BonusView enables.

•Overall: Good

• Blu·ray BonusView

•Color quality: Good

•HOMll.3
•Up to 5.1channels of audio

• SOHC card slot
•Plays AVCHD high·

Image quality is generally good, but images
often look too bright and washed out. Offers

• Overall: Good
• Color quality: Good
• Detail: Good

•Detail: Good

•Audio: Good
•Overall: Good
•Color quality: Fair
•Detail: Good
•Audio: Good

•HOMll.3
•Up to 5.1 channels of audio
•Dolby True HO and OTS·HD
High Resolution decoding

•Media card slots 1

Game console doubles as a competitive Blu
ray Disc player. Images look good, but often
lack the depth and sharpness of other
models. Only BO-Live player of the bunch.

def camcorder

high-resolution audio output over bitstream.

video on SO Card

but no on-board decoding.

•Ethernet port (for
firmware updates)

Older-generation player consistently
displays overly bright images; has on-board
decoding of lossless audio codecs. but its
audio sounds less full than others.

•Overall: Very Good

•HDMI 1.3a

•Ethernet port

Oberexpensive Blu-ray Disc player features

•Color quality: Very Good
•Detail: Very Good
•Audio: Very Good

•Up to 5.1channe ls of audio

•Media server

solid Images and top-notch audio, but it lacks
newer fea tures such as BonusView, and

Images occasionally appear too dark.

FOOTNOTES: 'We conducted performance tests via HDMI, with video output to a 50-inch Pioneer Elite PRO-FHDl plasma at Its pure/bit-by-bit setting. ' Audio output depends on the audio
encoding on discs and thechosen audio output connection (HDMI, S/POIF. coaxial. or analog). ' Media card slots read CompactFlash. Memo ry Stick.and SD Card media. CHART NOTES: Prices are
as of 4/24/08.All Blu·ray players can play standard DVD movies. All Btu-ray Oise players output video at up to 1080p resolution.All models support 24p output. which matches the frame rate of
film; for more information. see llnd.pcworld.com/56792. n/a • Not applicable.

port the Blu-ray BonusView capabilities. Two other players
Panasonic's $500 DMP-BD30 and our Best Buy, Philips 's
$400 BDP7200/37-feature BonusView support, but not BD
Live. The sixth unit, the $400 Sony PlayStation 3, has under
gone numerous changes since we last considered the device
as a Blu-ray Disc player, including updates to add support for
both BonusView and BO-Live.
We conducted our tests in the PC World Test Center using
Pioneer's SO-inch PRO-FHDl plasma display, Pioneer's Elite
VSX-82TXS audio/video receiver, and NHT's Classic series
5.1-channel surround-sound system (we configured the play
ers to handle their own audio processing) . Our viewing tests
included scenes from several movies: the standard-definition
versions of The Lord ofthe Rings: Return ofthe King and The Phan
tom ofthe Opera, and the high-definition Blu-ray Disc versions
of Cars, Good Night and Goodluck, Mission: Impossible Ill, The
Phantom ofthe Opera, and The Searchers.
We also considered video resolution loss and jaggies test
patterns from Silicon Optix's HD HQV Benchmark. We con
ducted our audio-quality tests with the uncompressed PCM

audio track (for more, see the discussion of audio codecs
under "Advanced Features " on page 108) of The Last Waltz , a
classic that contains some stellar acoustic tracks .
One thing we noticed very quickly in our comparative tests:
Blu-ray players are not all alike. We found a surprising amount
of variation in how the six models output our selected movie
test chapters to the Pioneer PRO-FHDl plasma display.
For example, one player, the Pioneer, tended to show crisp ,
but slightly dark, images. Meanwhile, both the Panasonic and
the Samsung generated images that looked a bit washed out,
and Sony's multipurpose game console, the PlayStation 3,
produced images lacking the three-dimensionality and
vibrancy of some of its stand-alone competitors.
The Sharp produced the best image quality overall. It also
garnered the only Superior ratings in our jury's evaluation,
thanks to its superb handling of colors, brightness, and con
trast (especially evident in the opening scene of the black
and-white film Good Night and Goodluck, and in a tricky-to
render day-for-night scene in 1Jre Searchers) .
The sixth unit, the Philips, placed a close second to the »
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Sharp in our image-quality tests; it produced some of the
most even-keeled results across the board, with both pleas
ing contrast and well-balanced colors.
In audio performance, the Pioneer and the Sharp tied for
top honors: Both produced crisp, full-bodied audio. The Phil
ips and the Sony PlayStation 3 landed in a virtual tie with the
frontrunners in our jury testing, though I admit that my soni
cally sensitive ears could hear a clear difference. The remain
ing two models-the Panasonic and the Samsung-trailed with
mediocre audio reproduction on our test track; their sound
was thin and lacked the depth and fullness of their rivals.

ADVANCED FEATURES:
Slow Prag ress
Of the models we tested, three-the Panasonic, the Philips,
and the Sony PlayStation 3- offered BonusView. Only one,
the PlayStation 3, could handle BO-Live as well. Under the
Blu-ray Disc spec, all players should be equipped to handle
movie titles packed with fancy, complex menus (authored in

BO-Java). One player, the Samsung, failed our BO-Java play
back test: It refused to load Disney's Cars, so we could not
watch the movie (let alone see the Java-intensive extra fea
tures); this was the case even after we waited longer than the
3 minutes that the disc itself recommends .
Beyond knowing which parts of the Blu-ray specification
a player adheres to, another buying consideration is what
audio codecs a player supports. All the players we reviewed
output Linear PCM (LPCM), an uncompressed method of
encoding Blu-ray audio . Some players have in-unit decoding
for the newer lossless Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD Master
codecs being used for some movie sound tracks; others out
put audio via bitstream; and still others support only the
core audio streams within the codecs (which means you're
getting something akin to Dolby Digital, for example).
lhe advantage to having in-player decoding is twofold.
First, it means you don 't need to use a receiver that supports
these relatively new codecs; your five-year-old mainstay re
ceiver should do just fine . Second, thanks to in-player decod
ing, you'll be able to hear both the audio in the film and the
audio on secondary audio-video streams (for example, the
sound in a picture-in-picture commentary track). Today's re
ceivers aren't equipped to handle decoding both audio sig
nals, so having a player that can do so is very useful.
In-player decoding of the lossless audio codecs remains
fairly rare, though. Of the models here, only the Samsung

and the Sharp support Dolby
TrueHD. And no model we
tested decoded DTS-HD Mas
ter au dio within the player.
Several of the units-the Pana
sonic, the Samsung, the Sony,
and the Pioneer-output the
lossless audio codecs via bit
stream to an external receiver.
See find.pcworld.com/60849 for
ad ditional information on how
the individual Blu-ray players
performed in our tests.

require both a firmware update and ex
ternal memory to handle BO-Live fea
tures. Sony's $500 BDP-SSSO, due in
the fall , will come with full BO-Live support and will include
lGB of memory in the player. Panasonic's DMP-BDSO, expect
ed in early summer, adds BO-Live; but this $700 player lacks
the integrated memory that the Sony BDP-SSSO will have.
As summer turns to fall, expect a new crop of players to hit
Audio will be another area of improvement. Both of Sony's
store shelves. Panasonic, Pioneer, Samsung, Sharp, an d Sony
new players (its third generation) , for example, expand audio
have all announced models scheduled to co me out in that
output to 7 .1 channels and support decoding Dolby TrueHD
period. These new players will, at the very least, support the
and Dolby Digital Plus inside the player; the BDP-SSSO adds
picture-in-picture capabilities of BonusView.
on-board decoding of DTS-HD Master Audio, as well.
Some of the upd ated models will also offer BO-Live. As
With all of these new developments on the horizon, should
mentioned earlier, though, not all forthcoming players may
HDlV-ownin g movi e co nnoisseurs hold off on buying a Blu
have memory built in. For example, Sony bills its $400 BDP
ray Disc player today? The short answer is an emphatic no. A
S350 as BO-Live "ready," but that means the device will
Siu-ray player remains the single best
way of ge tting a crisp 1080p image
onto a large-screen, high-definition dis
port. Films cost between S4.50 and $6
(Lionsgate, Paramount, and Universal).
play. Even with up-conversion via
for 24-hour rentals, while TV shov1s cost
Though the company says it plans to add
HOM!, standard-definition films simply
just $3 a pop to download and own.
5 to 15 HD titles per month, Vudu 's HD
cannot come close to their high-def
offerings will still lag severely behind the
counterparts when it comes to show
Web-Based Streaming
availability of films and TV on Blu-ray.
casing color and detail: Today's tech
Also, new HD rentals cost $6, while
and Downloads
nology can 't replicate such informatio n
For all the talk of HD movies on demand,
catalog rentals are $4 (same as a new
if it isn' t on the disc to begin with.
streaming and download-to-PC services
release standard-def movie). Finally,
I'd recommend that prospective buy
on the Web remain in their infancy.
you'll need a 4-megabits-per-second
ers aim for a player supporting Blu-ray
Hutu.com, which began streaming
connection, which may be doable for
BonusView, at the least; I say this even
standard-definition television shows for
many cable users but could be a prob
though I realize that not everyone
free earlier this year, offers only high -def
lem for DSL users limited to 1.5 or 3.0
bothers to watch the extra features , or
movie trailers at this time.
mbps. The Vudu's bandwidth needs may
covets the picture-in-picture capabili
CinemaNow.com, long a pioneer in the
also impact other network activities.
ties that Bonus View enables.
movie download market. has a handful
Microsoft Xbox 360 ($350 with 20GB
If your goal is to start enjoying stellar,
of high-def movies, but none are from the
hard drive; $450 with 120GB ha rd drive
high-definition image quality today,
Hollywood majors. The company is cur
and HDMI out) owners can use their
our Best Buy, the BonusView-capable
rently working with Technicolor to bring
game console for high-def movie and TV
$400 Philips BDP7200/37, is a solid
big-ticket studio releases to its existing
downloads, via Microsoft's Xbox 360
value, given its strength in producing
Marketplace. The catalog includes about 10,000-title-strong catalog of movies
both pictures and sound. Sony's Play
for rent and download.
a hundred titles each of movies and TV.
Station 3 is an excellent choice as well:
In addition, users will s oon be able
The 360 outputs its 720p images via an
Its versatility means that you can start
to access CinemaNow's movies via
analog component-video connection on
enjoying Siu-ray movies today-and
Hewlett-Packard 's new media adapter,
all models but the premium Xbox 360
play Grand 111eft Auto IV, too. •
the HP MediaSmart Connect x280n.
Elite-the only iteration with an HDMI

COMING SOON:

Next-Generation Players
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ere's
Organize Your Life With Free Online Tools
Overwhelmed by the
mere thought of put
ting your hectic sched
ule on track? T hese
nine essent ial Web
apps help you get
your must-do's done.
BY GINATRAPANI
WHEN YO U CAN barely
make out the note you scrib
bled on the back of a coffee
stained receipt, and you
haven 't turned over the wall
calendar's page since mid
2007 , it's time to get orga
nized with digital tools.
Nowadays , the best place
to find personal-organizer
software isn't necessarily on
the desktop-it's on the Web.
You already know that users
arc opting out of heavy desk
top applications such as
Microsoft Outlook for the
likes of the Web-based
Gmail and Google Calendar.
But when it comes to man
aging your tasks, projects ,
and notes, the big names
don ' t always have the best

I~

offerings. A new crop of rich
Web apps offer smart tools
to organize your life using
any device that has a Web
browser or an e-mail client,
be it PC, Mac , or smart
phone. As the founder of
Lifehacker.com, I spend a lot
of time trying out new Web
based personal organizers.
Here are my choices of some
of the best-of-breed options
available online now.

Track Your Tasks
The weekly status report is
due every Thursday morning
at 10 a.m . You have to col
lect the dry cleaning next
Wednesday after 3. Your
business-plan draft has fes
tered unattended for a week
now. This afternoon, it's
your turn to pick up the kids
from soccer practice.
Before your brain blue
screens , take a moment to
offload your entire to-do list
into Remember the Milk
(remembert hemil k.com), a full
featured task manager that
categorizes and prioritizes

r!lh ata'1.ng bu: plal'\

What• Nt-w"l

Wc c t...ty s:atus r•pon CltJC • •

''
THE OPENING SCREEN at Remember t he Milk lists all the tasks you
have due today, so you can check t hem off your list as you go.
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ADD AND EDIT lists, notes, and dividers on a singl e page within
Backpack, and drag and drop them to reorder them on the page.

to-do ' s into convenient lists.
RTM even makes "honey
do" lists easy to manage :
Your Milk-using spouse,
secretary, boss, or business
partner can send task re
quests directly to your RTM
inbox so you can incorpo
rate them into your master
plan instantly. If you up
grade to a Pro account for
$25 per year, you' ll have
access to Windows Mobile
syncing and an iPhone
friendly interface.

Each Bac kpac k page has a
unique e-mail address , so
when a brilliant insight
strikes while you ' re standing
in line at the grocery store,
just dash off an e-mail on
your phone to add it to your
page on the spot. A limited
free version of Backpack is
available; paid versions start
at $12 a month and will buy
you fi le storage space, more
pages , a group calendar, and
message boards .

Store Notes

Wake up to a cheery daily
agenda from your new virtu
al personal ass istant, Sandy
(iwantsandy.com), who com
municates with you primari
ly via e-mail and text mes
sages. Here's how it works:
Sign up for a free account,
and Sandy will give you a
personalized address to
send messages to. Then send
Sandy an e-mail that reads
something like "Reminder:
Lunch with Ted on Friday at

Get a Virtual Assistant
Collaborate on projects with
your colleagues and manage
notes and research with t he
Web-based notebook Back
pack (backpackit.co m). Wheth
er you ' re planning your next
vacation, drafting The Great
American Novel, or just
seeking a private place to
incubate ideas, you can cre
ate an editable page at Back
pack and drop in notes, lists,
news items , and comments.

F1 om:L§:~S1rohmeyer <r~hmeyer@pcworld.com>

:!

I

To: lsdsfa@robert 1.iwantsandy .com
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1 p.m." Sandy will add the
appointment to Friday's
agenda and send a reminder
that afternoon with good
natured ap lomb. Sandy can
also store, tag, and reca ll
important bits of infor
mation, such as a Oight
number or directions, via
e-mail commands .

Wesabe accou nt, and upload
your bank account inform a
tion by hand, or use Wesa
be s desktop up loader or its
Firefox extension Lo auto

If the t hought of firing
up Quicken makes you
want to clean our the
garage instead, head over
to Web-based mo ney
manager Wesabe (wesabe.
com). Register for a free

t• dfl-tt1 r o11 tt> ""'"' 0 .111ooll 2007 c.1!t l'l l 1r

matically enter account
transactions into Wesabe.
(Relax- Wesabe doesn't
store your online banking
passwords, and it keeps

wesabe
Accounts

Y a u.r Accoun1s
""C.OIJntl

Manage Your Money
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WESABE' S SPENDING SUMMARY charts where your money goes, keeping

track of all the frivolous things you spend your hard-earned paychecks on.

tvm 'D • RV' s•l•r•••!••« 

your transaction data safe
and secure. Check out the
extensive Privacy Policy on
the site to see how.)
You can also skip balanc
ing your checkbook by
hand from now on: \Vesa
be organizes all your
account transactions in a
single place, trans lates
"bankspeak" into human
friendly transaction
descriptions , charts a
bird 's-eye view of where
your money's go ing, and
puts its community of
users to work to help you
save money and reach
your fin ancial goals.
»
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AMAZON GIFT ORGANIZER keeps track of loved ones and special

TO THE TOP of your Gmail account, the GTDlnbox Firefox extension

occasions, and makes just-in-time gift recommendations via e-mail.

adds a GTD Dashboard that helps you slice, dice, and review tasks.

Find the Perfect
Gift on Amazon

tate them with your own
notes and comments . Orga
nize your clippings into
multiple notebooks th at you
can break down into sec
tions, rea rrange your notes
by dragging and dropping
them into the appropriate
page, and search your note
books using Google's signa
ture special search sauce you
already know and love _
Notebook also turns the
clipping of pages into a one
click operation with the
Google Notebook browser
extension; this add-on is
available for both Firefox
and Internet Ex plorer.

e-mail Sandy, add an item to
your Remember the Milk to
do list, or even search Ama
zon for a product you ' re
interested in, all by voice.
Once you have signed up
and configured yo ur ac
count, you simply call Jott's
number (866/JOTI-1 23), say
the name of a service yo u
want to access , and speak
your message.

Never spend the morning of
her birthday scrambling for
a gift, any gift, ever again. En
ter your loved ones ' names,
birth dates, gender, and Ama
zon wish list into Amazon's
Gift Organizer (amazon.com/
gp/gift-central/organizer), plus
gift-worthy occasions for
each, like birthdays , anniver
saries, or gradu ation. Then
sit back and relax. When each
big day nears, you' ll receive
an e-mail reminder with eeri
ly on-target gift recommen
dations . Order on the spot,
and you'll have the perfect
present in hand , on time.

Capture Web Clips
You have two dozen browser tabs open again, and this
time, bookmarking them all
just won 't cut it. Instead ,
give Google Notebook
(google.com/notebook) a try.
One of Google's lesser
known products, Notebook
is an indispensable tool for
Web researchers . Save sec
tions of Web pages to yo ur
Google Notebook and anno

Send Notes to
Your Future Self

Track Your
Travel Itinerary

Rather than letting flight,
If thumb-typing text on your
hotel, and car reservation
mobile phone's keypad isn't
e-mail confirmations languish
your cup of tea, call Jott (iott.
in the depths of your inbox,
com) instead. At its most
~ Glno T.-.-1 ~ ~ ~ ~ Whaii~ ~
basic level, Jott is a tran
scription service- speak
r..
l ~
- ·-a note to yourself, and
My Links
Jott transcribes your
,,.,
((
Unlo
°"""""°" °"'"'"
message and e-mails you
I• ...,""" [<It ~ - .... - ~ Q!!!.!!
~~Got•
the text. But Jott goes
e .11 ......
~
way beyond that when it
~
~
~ ~ s.no,
acts as a conduit to other
oa,_a....sr..u
W...Jor-•lnl!
Web applications.
""
~
O.lo
to
I!!
C'
r
:m.
.glc
Goo1!.e eat.nd¥
~
For example, using
Jott, you can add appointLINK YOUR ONLINE organizers, such as Sandy and Remember the Milk, to
ments to your Google
.Jolt, and add appointments, notes, and tasks to those services by voice.
Calendar over the phone,

~jott:-~~baD.
hdttD~

~1.Jclt

. _..,..,,_
~
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forward them , before you
travel, to plans @.J tripit.com.
Tripit (tripit.com) will parse
the messages and pull to
gether a master trip itinerary
onto one Web page that in
cludes maps, a weather fore
cast, directions, and city
guides for your destination
- you know, all the stuff
that you'd look up by hand
anyway. Plus, you can add
notes to your TripIt itiner
ary, and share it with friends
or colleagues to view, col
laborate, and comment on.

Turn Gmail I nto
a Perso nal Dat abase
Dedicated Gmail users who
lament its lack of a to-do list
will want the GTDinbox Fire
fox extens ion (gtdinbox.com).
GTD!nbox implements the
organization techniques that
David Allen pioneered in his
geek-hit productivity
bible, Gerri11g1lrings Do11c.
With GTDinbox in
stalled, add a star to any
message to tu rn it into a
"next action"; list and add
tasks inside Gmail ; and
review tasks by how long
they've been around (less
than a week, longer than
a week, and so on) to see
how much of a slacker
you 've been (or not).
Happy organizing!
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More Profit! • More Sales! • More Customers!
Save Time, Reduce Theft, Speed Checkout, Increase Accuracy,
Reduce Costs, Make Better Business Decisions by Computerizing your Retail Store
The World's Fastest Cash Register
• RATED #1

Bar Code Scanners "1&i
Metrologic. Symbol, HHP, PSC

• Single or Multi-User
• One Store or Multiple Store
• Credit Card Authorization in 2-3 Seconds
• Gift Cards & Loyalty Cards
•Track.Your Inventory and Customers
• Detailed Sales Reports
• FAST and EASY Checkout
• Convenience Stores & Grocery Stores
•Gift Shops
• Apparel I Clothing
• Liquor & Tobacco Stores
• Cellular & Electonics
• Restaurants, Delis
• Any Store Requiring a
Cash.Register

Bar Code Printers ~
Cognitive Solutions, Fixed & Portable
Pole Displays $il89
Logic Controls
Touch Screen Monitors $499
ELD Flat Panel, CRT _

Credit & Debit Card Processing $3411
PC Charge
Credit Card Readers, Pin Pads, Signature Pads
Unitech, MagTek, Verifone,Topaz, HHP

~

Cash Register Express software for Windows $495
Replace your Cash Register with Cash Register Express in any type of retail store. With over 1,000 of the most desired
point of sale features, Cash Register Express will help you compete in adifficult retail environment by controlling your
- - - - - - - - costs, reducing errors, increasing efficiency, increasing your profits and increasing your sales.
Specializing in Point of Sale since 1985

DEALERS WANTED!
Join our dealer program . lrs FREE.
irs the fastest way to make
money...AND we make 1t EASY.

For More Info Call Toll Free!
1-800-722-6374

FR EE DEMO! !

1-800-PC-AMERICA
WWW.PCAMERICA.COM
~-'-·

c

-·

~

""

CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-722-6374 • PH: 845-920-0800 • FX: 845-920-0880
PC AMERICA, 1 Blue Hill Plaza, Second Floor, Box 1546, Pearl River, NY 10965

Here's How
Get Driving Directions, Search Google-on the Road
IF YOUR CELL phone lacks
GPS and you need to find a
way between points A and
B, let SMS (S hort Message
Service) be your guide. No

ing address and destina
tion; the service will
whip up directions and

matter how far you are from
your PC, you can tap Google
S MS for on-the-fly naviga
tion. Create a message with
your starting point and des
tination, and then send it to

free . You pay only stan
dard calling and text

GOOGLE (dial 466453) .
You ' ll receive Google Maps
directions in one or more
text messages (depending
on the length of the route).
To get a map, text " map"
and your location.
Need directions but don 't
want to take your hands off
the wheel? Dial 800/GOOG
411 for voice-prompted
ass istance. State your start-

From: 466453
Date: 3/31 /08 7:04 pm

shoot them to your
phone via SMS. And it's

( 1/2)Directions:
Distance: 11 mi (about 23 mins) 6
steps.
1. Head south on Fisher Ave toward
Glengary Rd (0.1)
2. Turn right at Glengary Rd (2.3)

message charges.
Better yet, Google SMS
offers more than just driv
ing directions: You can
text your way to stock
quotes, movie showtimes, currency conver
sions, and much more.

Done

Delete

TEXT YOUR STARTING point and destina
tion to Google SMS, and receive tum-by
turn directions on your cell phone.

The trick lies in remem
bering the proper syntax to
receive the information you
want. To access Google's
glossary, for instance, your
message should read "De
fine " and then the word.
Looking for a particular

ANSWER LINE

business in your area? Send
the business name (or cate
gory, such as "pizza") plus
the z ip code or the city and
state. And if you can't re
member the proper format
for a particular inquiry, just

t;1

How safe is an unsecured wireless

f-t

network?

Dini S., Brooklyn. New York

you a cheat sheet.
4lnfo (4info.net) offers a
similar batch of SMS ser
vices but adds helpful
extras like package track
ing and a Wi-Fi hotspot
finder. You ' ll find fun
stuff, too , such as jokes ,
drink recipes, and pickup
lines . You can also sign
up for text-message
alerts: 41nfo will send
you the game scores for
your favorite sports teams,
educate you with a word of
the day, and even deliver
Craigslist ad updates (so you
can swoop in the moment
playoff tickets go on sale).
-Rick Broida

Customize nelWOrk settings
Networil. rum e;
l oc.11tJon typ

server to ga in access to your PC. Fortunately. precautions are
available that you can-and should-take.
Don'tgoonlinewithoutknowing it: Shut off your Wi -Fi if you don 't
need the Internet. That wi ll save battery power, as well.
Use the right network: When you log on to a wireless network,
Windows will show you the SSIDs (Service Set Identifiers) of all
the networks within range. Make sure you're connecting to the
right one (you may have to ask an employee).
Turn off file and printer sharing: In XP, select Start and rig ht
click My Network Places. In the Network Connections window,
right-click the network and select Properties. In the resulting dia
log box's General tab, uncheck Client for Microsoft Networks and
File and Printer Sharing for Microsoft Networks. Click OK.
Vista turns off sharing automatically if it recognizes the net
work's unsecured status-which it always has in my experience. To
check and possibly change this setting, do the following: Select
Start · Network. Click Network and Sharing Center. If it says '(Pub

JULY 2008
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R! Public
'i"01scovt ry of othtr <omputtrs nd df'Y1as will bt l111uted, and
tht ust of tht nefWorl: by lOn progunn maiy bt rutti<ttd.

nals. In fact, you might not even be connected to the cate's server.
but to an evil twin- someone else's computer that's acting like a

I WWW.PCWORLD . COM

GOOGLE (as above),
and the service will send

SEND QUESTIONS TO ANSWER @PCWORLD.COM

SHORT ANSWER: Not very. (Never, for instance. se nd a credit card
number over the Internet via a cafe's or library's Wi-Fi connection. )
Long answer: If a network is open to anyone, it's open to crimi

114

send "help" or "tips" to

4of 5

/R? Public
hSOiscovery of other computers
the use of the network by sor
Nttwor~

kon:

SETTING YOUR NETWORK type to Public in Vista will help you pro
tect your privacy when you're surfing at a public hotspot.

lie network)' next to the network name, and you're actual ly con
nected to a public network, simply close this window because
you're done. If it doesn't. click the Customize button across from
the network name. Select Public. click Next. and then click Close.
Be careful what you do: Never make a purchase, use online bank
in g, or enter anything sensi tive over a public Internet connection.
Avoid using passwords as much as possible.
Go to find.pcworld.com/60811 for a list of info you should be wary
of sharing online. Of course, that list is meant for a private Internet
connection. On a public network, the word isn't wary, it's never.

-Lincoln Spector

Clone Away Your Photos' Unsightly Blemishes
HAVE YOU EVER taken a
great vacation shot only to
realize later that a telephone
booth obstructs the middle
of an otherwise picturesque
duck pond? Or that a tourist
in a loud shirt is standing

the clone brush. To set the
source, position the pointer
over it and then press <Alt>
while right-clicking.
Move your mouse to the
area you want to brush away,
and start painting. But don 't

right behind your family?
Thankfully, you can elimi

try to cover the blemish all
at once: Paint a little, pick

nate such distractions with
a little digital airbrushing.
The tool at the heart of
this process is the clone
brush, which you can find in

up the mouse, and then
paint again . This will reduce
the chances of a recogniz
able pattern appearing. You
can see a work in progress in
the photo above, where I'm
cloning away a boat by

DON'T LET THAT fishing boat mar your otherwise beautiful ocean
shot. Just clone it out to restore the sea's natural beauty.

painting over it with water.
The tool works best in

controlled by the Aligned

it. Aligned mode is when

check box in the toolbar at
the top of the screen. In one
mode-called Nonaligned
you pick up the clone brush
and paint elsewhere, and the
source stays where you put

you pick up the brush and
start painting elsewhere
and the source moves the
same relative distance from
where you first started.

almost any photo editing
program. It lets you copy
pixels from one region of
your image to another. With
it you can delete unwanted
elements-such as power
lines, people who acciden
tally enter the shot, credit
card numbers, ugly dogs,
and so on-by duplicating a
nearby part of the image.
Typically, smaller and more
isolated distractions are eas
ier to airbrush away than
larger ones, such as objects
that cut a swath through the
middle of your picture. But
if you're patient, you can see
great results from photos
that otherwise would be
bound for the Recycle Bin.
To get started in the popu
lar Photoshop Elements,
click the Clone tool in the
tool palette on the left side
of the screen. It looks like a
rubber stamp and is the fif
teenth tool from the top.
Next, find a region in your
image that's similar to the
area you want to cover. To
remove a power line that
runs through the sky, for
instance, look for a patch of
sky shaded similarly to the
area the power line obscures .
This will be our "source" for

small areas-you ' ll start to
see a repetitive pattern in
your photo if you paint over
too large a region. But to
help you out, Elements ' tool
has two different modes,

-DaveJohnson

LOG-IN SECURITY

Unlock Vista's Administrator Account
DO YOU WANT
to tighten up
Vista's security?
This month, PC
World forum member PCWiz
Kid explains how to enable the
Administrator account as a
log-in option in Windows Vi sta,
making it easy to handle main
tenance tasks without givi ng
administrative privileges to
every user. Join our online
community at forums.
pcworld.com. If we use
your contribution in
print, we' ll send you
a PC World T-shirt.

PCWizKid Says:
Here is a sought-after
hack for Windows Vista
that many people don't

know about. {Make a System

Run as ad111i11isrraror.

Restore checkpoint to back up
your settings before starting.)
Turning on the Administrator

Second, enter the command
net user administrator /active:
yes and press <Enter> .

account is straightforward.
First. open an elevated com
mand prompt: Either type cmd

From now on, the Adminis
trator account will appear as
an option on the Welcome
scree n, along with other user
accounts that you may have
set up. Log in to it as you would

into the Search box on the
Start menu and press <Enter>.
or right-click the Command
Prompt icon at the top of the
Start menu, and then select

any other account. Be aware
that it won't have a password
yet. so be sure to set
one for it right away.
If you later want to
disable the accou nt and
hide it, open another
elevated command
prompt, type the com
mand net user adminis
ADDING THE ADMINISTRATOR account to the
Windows log-in screen gives quick admln ac
trator /active: no , and
cess without extending its privileges to others.
press <Enter> .
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Here's How
Choose a Future-Proof
Digital Camcorder
To get the highest image
quality (and high-quality
HDTV playback), you should
be thinking HD. Consumer
camcorders have two main
high-definition formats: HOV,
which uses the same kind
of cassettes as the original
standard-def DV format
does; and AVCHD (Advanced
Video Codec High Defini
tion), a newer format that
can record to DVD, hard
disk, or fl as h memory.
AVCHD has several advan
tages over HDV: more effi
cient compression that uses
less space, drag-and-drop
file transfers from camera to
computer, and convenient
random-access media . Also,
since AVCHD uses MPEG-4

IF THE ONLY video that you
shoot is clips of your dog for
YouTube, any camcorder will
do. But if you're capturing
your baby's first steps or your
daughter's wedding, you will
want some assura nce that it
will still be viewable in 20 or
30 years, when you' ll get the
most pleasure out of it.
While today's digital video
formats will undoubtedly be
obsolete by then, you can
choose a reasonably fu ture
proof video camera by fo l
lowing three key guidelines:
• Buy the best image qua l
ity you can afford.
• Capture in a widely sup
ported format.
• Use a long-term sto rage
medium for your images.

blend of Impeccable image quality and advanced digital features.

compression, you can play
your AVCHD discs in Blu-ray
playe rs without having to re
encode them.
However, HDV remains my
top choice for three reasons.
First, the best consumer
HOV camcorders still have
better image quality than
the best consumer AVCHD
models. Second, HOV tape
is its own long-term storage
medium ; AVCHD , by con
trast, requires that you

ANSWER LINE
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SEND QUESTIONS TO ANSWER @PCWORLO.COM

Why does my PC keep failing with
Screen of Death?

a Blue

Gael Busson, Montreal, Quebec

Once you've rebooted . use Google to find pages that mention
both BSoD and some of the terms you jotted down-especially the
statement in all capitals w ith und erscores instead of spaces.

If a Web search doesn't yield helpful information, ask yourself

BLUE SCREENS (ALSO known as stop errors) occur whe n Win
dows senses a problem that won't let it operate properly.

what has changed on your PC lately. Did you ad d hardware or

When you encounter a BSoD. you ca n't do much excep t reboot

update a driver just before th e problem became common?

you r machine. If you start seeing the m regularly. however, your
computer has a problem that you must address.

Bad drivers often give Windows the blues. If you recently updat
ed a driver. try reverting to an older vers ion.

Believe it or not. BSoD screens actually contain some useful

A bad RAM module is another potential cause of BSoDs. You can

information-albeit not much. The next time yo ur monitor and

test your memory modules easily with Memtest 86, a free program

mood suddenly turn blu e, jot t hese items down before rebooting:

that is available for download from the rn erntest.o rg site.
Overheating is another common culprit. Check the PC's air vents

• Th e problem description: Write down whatever text appears
between the boilerplate first paragraph ("A problem has been

for blockage. If it's a desktop, open it and blow out any dust you

detected ...') and the one that begins 'If this is the fir st time...'

find . And wh ile the case is open, check that all internal connections

• Techn ical details: Write

are firmly attached .
'" pr- ut:d r!m t 1. 1 ·, IJt.. ~· n

down everything that ap
pears under the heading

1

. l111r

dr_·1:r~· - TJ~d :1nd \'ri nd ow·_
; ti ,,s b ~c n
r h-1 .,.11 1 I 11 111 · 1.. 1r •1it
1l.1111 ·111r• 111 yi"1•_JI' •J1111p1_1t: r· r.

hr, pr'ohlr·111

'Technical information'.

S P(M[•(•~ 1f· J. ~:

(Note: If your system
reboots too fast for you to
read t he screen. try dis
abling the auto -restart
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either bum to optical disc
for storage or have lots of
hard-drive space available.
My third reason: AVCHD
is still immature. Most video
editing software is o nly just
start ing to handle AVCHD,
and may not support all the
features in the latest crop of
camcorders . So, although
AVCHD will be the better
choice in a year or two, to
day's smart buy is still HOV.
-Beck]•Wari11g

'1 · 1·111 '..

.,

·~-.

11 I.Ii i'.. i' 1\,1·
·_ •. f'f!t_·r1, 1·1. · '.. 1_. ,, - 1

1 1.1

J,,. ·>HJ:.1·d

by t.111, l' ollowing f;-J1., ;

your hardware. but in your

I Ir· 1. I i1111.· Y" "' v1· ·:.1.•1"' r i d · ''. I. o p <- 1'1'111'
/ll lH' .-,,111p1_11.1.·1·
tt· l l1i ·.. ·_;.: 1 · r~e 11 '1 1Jl) i:!;tr ··_

istry cleaner such as Toni

1

.-.q.-J"in , 1-i:.11 low t:h r_.-:.1!

-:. f. t:.· p ~ :

THE BLUE SCREEN of Death can look like a bunch of gibberish at first glance,

find.pcworld.corn/60819.)

but it will usually tell you what files are the source of the trouble.
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lem, the fau lt may li e not in

J•/• :i£ __ r-AUL T _ I 1·-l __ NC1l · J PA(;£[ 1 _/~P EA

using Scott Dunn 's trick at
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As with virtually every
other major Windows prob

Reg istry. Try running a Reg
Arts' free EasyCleaner (fi nd.
pcworld.corn/60777 ).

-Lincoln Spector

Choose a recovery tool

Rescue Windows With a
Downloadable Boot Disc
WAY BACK IN the 20th cen
tury, Windows came with a
program that formatted a
bootable floppy disk, com
plete with repair utilities. If
you had the forethought to
create that floppy while Win
dows was still working, you
were ready when it failed.
Alas , modern versions of
Windows can' t make that
floppy anymore.
Since Microsoft doesn't
supply you with the ability
to create an emergency boot
disk, a free boot CD called
Vista Recovery Disc (find.
pcworld.com/60793) can do
the job for you.
Vista Recovery Disc down
loads as an ISO file that you
can burn to disc with Nero

Burning or Easy Media Cre
ator. Don't have either of
those? Download and install
Alex Feinman's ISO Record
er (lind.pcworld.corn/60794).
Vista Recovery Disc looks
and acts like an official Micro
soft recovery CD-with good
reason. Beta versions of Vis
ta Service Pack 1 came with
a modern equivalent of the
old Windows Boot Floppy,
a Start menu option called
'Create a Recovery Disc'
that burned a Windows PE
based emergency CD.
Microsoft removed that
feature before SPl shipped
-but not, fortunately, be
fore NeoSmart turned the
disc into an ISO file .
Running on the Vista ver

Operating systl!m: LJnmo....ncn~}toc:al.Disk
Startup Reoi!!ir
Auloola

~.slN are~Windov5from s tarting

Svstcm liestott_
Restore \lfwldons ID an earli!r l>Ol't h

Windows Complete f>C Restore

Restore ycu entre~ -

a~

Windows Hernorv Diagnostic Tool

Ched you-~ fa rne:mary haniware emirs

tomman4i!!ii!iid
Opela coarnand~t~

Slut Do-An
VISTA RECOVERY DISC looks and behaves like an official Microsoft
Windows Vista installation CD, minus the actual installation files.

sion of the Windows PE op
erating system, the Recovery
Disc is basically a Vista in
stallation disc minus the
install files. It even presents
an ' Install now ' button that
asks for a Product Key be
fore failing. But you 're bet
ter off clicking the Repair
yourcompraer button. Among
its Vista-only options are a

tool for diagnosing and fix
ing startup problems, a ver
sion of System Restore that
uses restore points on the
hard drive, the restore por
tions of Vista 's backup pro
gram, and a memory diag
nostic tool. You can also use
the command prompt to
access your hard drive.

-Li11co!t1 Spector

True or False: Linux Is Immune to Malware and Viruses
tional wisdom is considered gospel in the
open-source community. But is it true?
"That depends on what you mean by
'doesn 't get viruses,"' says Ben Green
baum. senior research manager for
Symantec Security Response.
' .
He explains, "There's no technical
(nlonnation
reason that Linux would be immune
to vi ruses, and [i nfection] does hap
pen. But not nearly as often."
.--o.=
I LHl l esl was perfonned on
Test
Thu May 8 12 :07:10 2008
Obscurity is one of the biggest im
and all filu were clean.
pediments to malware on Linux.
according to McAfee research sci
entist Marius van Oers. Viral code is
designed to work on specific OS
kernels, and enough differences
1>ro9rllm 1111'1ion 7 .5.5 1
exist between all the various Linux
kernels to prevent malware from
CAUTIOUS LINUX USERS can scan their PCs with
infecti ng each flavor of Linux in the
the tree AVG Anti-Virus (free.grisoft.com).
SPEND A FEW minutes listening to any
Linux user gush about their favorite oper
ating system, and sooner or later you'll
hear them cite their favorite feature: Linux
does not get viruses. This bit of conven-

Don't base the security of
your Linux box on a rumor.
Here's the straight dope.

l

same way. That. plus the lack of market
share for Linux, keeps malware creators
from focusing on th e platform.
The bottom line: Linux users have very
few vi ruses to worry about right now. Both
Greenbaum and van Oers peg the current
number of Linu x malware threats at about
50- most of them consisting of proof-of
concept code that poses no threat in the
wild . Compare that with the million-plus
threats already identified for Windows,
and Linu x users may have a right to brag.
Even so. remember that Linux isn't inher
ently immune to malware. As its populari
ty grows. so will the threats it faces.
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Here's How
More Quick Fixes for Common Windows Annoyances
Dump the <Insert> key, rearrange drive letters,
restore your Safely Remove Hardware icon.
and get a free tool for easy Registry editing.

l

IF YOU HAVE a multislot media card reader, chances are you face
a mess of drive letters every time you double-click My Compu ter.
I've finally outsmarted the Redmond kids in my battle wit h the

COO.Ive

dumb way Windows handles drive letters. and this month I give

COO.Ive

you the fi x. Plus. I share an easy way to restore the fickle Safely
Remove Hardware icon to your system tray. and a trick to combat
Insertus idioticus - by disabling the <Insert> key.

Disable Unused Drive Letters

l .9H1)

Ob'ttes

The Hassle: My PC hos a built-in memory card reader. and the
only slats I use ore for Compact Flo sh and SO cords. Yet when I try

CAN'T FIGURE OUT which of these wacky drive letters represents

to find the cord I've just inserted in Windows Explorer. I always

the SD card that you inserted? Reassign them to clean up the mess.

seem ta click the drive letter of an empty slot. Do you have a fix?

The Fix: First. let's st art by eliminating the ca rd -reader drive let

Change, and pick a letter from the end of the alphabet. This reas

ters you don't use. Log in as Administrator, open Windows Explor

signmen t trick also keeps the drive letters of my temporary USS

er, and insert your memory cards into the card reader slots. Jot

devices-two hard drives, an MP3 player and flash drive, and a

dow n th e corresponding drive letters and, using the Safely Remove

GPS unit- all neatly stacked just after my last fixed drive.

Hardware icon in the system tray, remove the memory cards.
From the Start menu, run diskmgmt.msc. Under Disk Manage
ment. find the unused drives in the lower panel - they 're li sted with
a drive letter, a disk number, and a 'No Media' designation. Right
click, select Change Drive Letter and Paths, click Remove, click
Yes , and say adios. Cool, no?

Restore the Safely Remove Hardware Icon
The Hassle: Where's my Safely Remove Hardware icon? One day
it's here, the next day it's missing from the system tray!

The Fix: Th e icon is probably just hidden. Right-click Start, select
Properties, choose the Taskbar ta b, click Customize, scroll to Safe

I like to push t11e drive l etters of the remaining slots near the

ly Remove Hardware, and make the behavior Always Show. Alter

end of the alphabet. and to use mnemonics for easier recall: "W"

natively you can keep th e icon hidden and force it to appear when

for the wide CompactFlash card and "S" for the SD card. From

you need it. by creating a shortcu t. Right-click your desktop,

that same spot in the Di sk Management applet, right-click. choose

choose New ·Shortcut. insert the line C:\WINDOWS\system32\
rundll32.exe shell32.dll,Control_RunDLL hotplug.dll in the location

TOOL OF THE MONTH

field. and click Next. Rename the shortcut USB Remove.

RegEditX for XP and Vista

Disable the <Insert> Key

HASSLED WHEN SOMEONE (like me) asks you to use the

Word. I keep hitting it and typing over tao many of my golden words.

Registry? I have a free add-on that turns the run-of-the

The Hassle: Can I turn off the <Insert> key an my keyboard? In
The Fix: I don't know why it's still around-the <Insert> key is

mitt Windows Registry toot into a superhandy, power-user

useless. and my giant thumb hits it early and often. You can global

utility. Take, for example, the arduous task of fiddling with

ly disable the Insert key in any of three ways. If you have the skills,

the Registry's plus and minus icons to reach a specific key.

follow the instructions fo r the one-minute Registry tweak at Tech

RegEditX instead lets you copy and paste a tong Registry

Archive (find.pcworld.com/60779 ). An easier way: Download my Reg

key right into the address field, as if you were in a browser,

is try file (find.pcworld.com/60791 ) onto your deskt op; click it and

and then whisks you directly to the entry. Heck, you can go

then click Yes (it's safe, so ignore any security program warnings).

directly to the key with one line: Just type RegEdltX and the

Unfortunately. Word ignores the Registry tweak, so here's a Word

starting key in the Run command. (My favorite is Favorites,

how-to: Click Tools ·Customize, and choose Keyboard. In Catego

a way to easily get back to Registry keys you often access.)

ries . scroll to and click All Commands, and in the Comm and panel,

Download RegEditX from find .pcworld.co m/60780.

select Overtype. Highlight Insert in the 'Current keys' box. click
Remove, and click Close until the dialog boxes close. •
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Eats power surges for breakfast.

Get aSurgeArrest™ Workshop for safe power, and lots of it.
Have a workshop? Be warned bad power can turn your tools into
toast. "Bad power" is all those spikes.
surges. and lightning strikes that can
take years off the life of your tools.
So wh at are you supposed to do, stop
plugging them in? We have a better
solution : the SurgeArrest.

of your workshop, basement, garage,
or wherever you happen to be work
ing. When you buy SurgeArrest, you
can re la x - it comes wi th a warranty
that protects it and the tools you plug
into it. So before you get to work, get
a SurgeArrest to work for you.

I General Use Starting at s9
Essential surge prnooon for
compute11 and home electronics.
4 outlets, phone line proll!Ction. wall mount

Home/Office Starting at 532
Reliable surge protection for home
or office compulll11 and electronicequipment

SurgeArrest protects your workshop
investment by runn ing interference
against unpred ictable power. It
guarantees protect ion from power
spikes and surges, so you get the
most out of your tool. And, as a nice
little bonus. yo u get all the extra out
lets that your bigger projects demand .
And wh ile the SurgeArrest pampers
your tools, its rugged design can hold
up to the less-than-cu shy environment

I

APC Solutions for your entire home:

8 outlets. phone line pro12etion.
up IO 2525 eP Joules

Entertainment Starting at 599
Complete surge pro tection !or
high pertormance computers and electronics.
Find our why 30 million
people don ·r need ro
worry abour losing rheir
dara lO power problems

Workshop Startingat 5 15
Complete surge protection for
power tools.
8 outlets. rugged consUUC1ion.
820 eP Joules. up to 15· power cord

FREE shipping when you purchase a7 outlet

APC SurgeArrest Workshop (PDIY7) online for $14.99
Everyone who purchases will be registered to win an APC AV Power Filter (model CJ)!
Visit www.apc.com/promo Key Code c450w or l:all 888.289.APCC x9551 or Fax 401.788.2797
C 2008 Amoncan Pov1e1 Conversion Corpor.i11on . All r.ghl5 reserved. All tradomart:; mo the property of 1heir respec11vo owno1s.
(Hf\811 esuppon@apc.com • 132 Fair grounds Road. W est Kingston, Rl 02892 USA • 998-1245

Legendary Reliability•
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+•!•+ Americas Printer.com
The easiest way to print today.

Qty3+

•

Qty 2: $7.99
Qty 1: $8.99

nufactured HP 516458

rJ:.:si
~r~9~·
·- ·ink

-

• -

More great deals at...



~

inkfarln1£0m
the ink & toner supersite.™
FIND.PCWORLD.COM/60468

World's Most Attractive Logo Design Package

'</"
'</"
'</"
'</"
'</"

$1 deposit to start
Unlimited logo concepts & revisions
Fastest turnaround time
5 designers assigned to every project
Only $259 flat-rate

• FREE Sample Kit!
• 2,000+ products in our Price Guide
• Great Pricing with Fast Turnaround

• 15,000+ Customers Nationwide
•
•

Full Coni 111 ·rdal l lc idclbc rg Printshop
Print & Ship Anywhe re in thr USA
Preferred Shi pping larriers

800•552.1303

toll tree

714.521.1100 CA I 714.521.5650 lax
69 10 Aragon Circle, Buena Park, CA 90620

. ::. Download a
•

frCL' fu lly
funct 1onal evaluation copv .1t

www.faronics.com/GoGreen

W\vw.AmericasPrinter.com
FIND.PCWORLD.COM/60463
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He was a hardworking farm boy.
She was an Italian supermodel.

~

..,
::s::
tD.
.,,....

He knew he would have just
one chance to impress her.

m

Rosetta Stone!' The fastest and
easiest way to learn lfALIAN .
Discover a w/l olc new world with Rosett a Stone!" the world' s learJing la npua&e.:.)ll.l!!.O.ing~.
Only Rosella Stone uses Dynamic Immersion" lo teach you a language Quickly and eff1c1ently.
withou t tedious lranslation and grammar drtlls.

~

SAVE 10%
Level 1
Level 1 &2
Level 1. 2&3

• You'll experience our Dynamic Immersion as you match real -world images lo words spoken by
native speakers. There is no translation or memorization. Instead. you become qwckly engaged.
the way you tear ned your f1rs1 language ... for a faster easier wav to learn.

NOW
NOW
NOW

m

n

' 188.10
' 305.10
' 4 49.10

tD

100% GUARANTEED

• Our patent-pending Voice Recogn ition Technology evaluates your speech and coacnes you to
more accurate pronunc1a t1on. so you'll be speaking faster and more naturally.

SIX-MONTH MONEY-BACK

• And only Rosett a Stone has Ada ptive Software which tracks your progress and then customizes
e:ve:y lesson based 011 your 111d dual needs, for ~~ more eifec!lve fluency.

OZOO! ~o:w.t~ oae ua Aii ntt:s ;eser,'«. ?.r.f!:~ flitJ\ ['t!ldlaC Od.a:.l: o:tff ~ to bf
o::n!wr.edaerihtfot:tn,W~to~t• bot:tnoh,,. Sn -Mctlf11~8¥i.clltof

Discover Rosella Stone - Th e Fastest Way to Lea rn a Language. Guaranteed :'

11~bpurt:U!onir~rcnrtctfyfrOOlR('".«! ~ S?.x.e.W«end.nc~1mn~2

Online
Call
(866) 590-5049
RosettaStone.com/pws078
Use promotional code pws078 when ordering.

RosettaStone·

Offer expires October 31. 2008.

FIND.PCWORLD.COM/60466

BreakPDFFree
!rom the

"~-

-~

-·---

stat us quo

:Half a scor e and five years ago, a new file format
was brought forth to the world, dedicated to the
proposition that all files can be shared equally.
Now we are engaged in a great r e volution, to br eak
free from that complex and expensive PDF solution,
and replace it with one that is custanizable, simple,
affordabl e, and will long endure.

Expres s your independence
at www. b l uebeamrevolution.cccn

"'-<>".,,

---··-.... ;:.!?:~<;;,::_w.... --..--..____ or give. us a call at. 866 . 496. 2140
-......•,
~,
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Full Disclosure
STEPHEN MANES

Microsoft TV: Too True to Be Funny!
SOME STUFF YOU can' t make up. In April , Mcdiawcek really
did report that at a Microsoft event, MSN's Gayle Troberman
announced new online 1V concepts. Among them: Tu Need ef
Repair, described as "a male-skewing home improvement
series featuring a pair of sophomoric, mostly inept, hosts ."
Troberman said the shows could be tweaked to advertisers'
needs , but the first script seems destined for a major over
haul. I can't vouch for its provenance, but the informant who
sent it to me claims to have fished it out of a Recycle Bin at
an undisclosed location in Redmond, Washington .
FADE IN:
Bilgcy a11d Burr/read, i11 overalls wirh "B 6 B Windows" emblazoned

across thcirclrcsrs, coefi·om an irate rnsronw·in his home. Bilgcy has a
whilry voice anda realty badhaircut; Buuhcad is all blusm; no hai1:
CUSTOMER: Look at this! You said you 'd fix my windows!
BILGEY: Replaced 'em! All new! Innovative!
BUTIHEAD: Great job! Great job!
CUSTOMER: It's .like looking through a fun-house mirror!

( Two incompetent window installers. Scad s

I

of irate customers. Thank heavens it's fi ct ion !

BILGEY: That' s our slogan : New windows! More fun!
CUSTOMER: Can't you see how distorted they are?
BUTTHEAD: They're high tech. And green! Recycled!
BILGEY: They' re our new Blista Windows .
BUTTHEAD: You ever wonder what happens to those plastic
blister-packs that stuff comes in?
BILGEY: The ones you have to open with a knife?
CUSTOMER : No.
BUTIHEAD: Well , that's what these windows are made of.
BlLGEY: They're much safer than regular windows. Watch!

(Burrheadsmacks a window with a hammer; a dt1111kfalls our.)
BILGEY: With a normal window, glass would be all over.
CUSTOMER: But now this one has a ho le in it.
BUTTHEAD: No problem! These windows have a patch kit.
It 's free. We' ll send it to you. Even tell you how to install it!
CUSTOMER: But I'm not a windows installer!
BILGEY: You are now.
CUSTOMER: Besides, I can 't even o pen these windows .
BUTIHEAD: Safety feature! Unusable Aperture Control!
BILGEY: UAC for short! Protects you!
BUTTHEAD: If you opened them, anything could happen!
BILGEY: A squirrel might run in!
BUTTHEAD: A hamster might fall out!
BILGEY: With UAC , you're safe!
CUSTOMER: And hot. I want windows that open. And ones I
can see through. Put the old ones back.
BUTTHEAD: Won't do it.
BILGEY: Can't do it.
BUTTHEAD: We don ' t support those dangerous old things .
CUSTOMER: You' re saying I' m stuck with these?
BILGEY: Just till our new version.
BUTTHEAD: Upgrade. New. We call 'em Blasta Windows .
BILGEY: Ready by the end of the year.

(B 6 B cxclra11gc glances and miggcrlrysrcn·cally.)
CUSTOMER: What'll they cost me?
B & B (together) : You don ' t want to know!
CUSTOMER: How long have you been doing this?
BILGEY (proudly): You 're our first customer.
CUSTOMER: What did you do before?
B & B: We were in . .. the software business!

(Tlrcy laugh u11co1rtrollab!J as tire sound track swells.)
FADEOUT...
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